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Abstract

Life on earth is regulated by a complex system of interactions. Network Medicine
models biological organisms through network paradigms allowing researchers to
discover and understand the molecular mechanisms that govern biological processes
and human diseases. The development of computational methodologies based on the
analysis of molecular connections may help, for example, researchers by reducing the
time and costs of lab experiments and supporting biomedical advancements in diseases
such as cancer, diabetes, and Alzheimer. This thesis focuses on the development of
machine learning models that extract information from the human interactome to
address crucial problems in biology, medicine, and pharmacology. Four fundamental
aspects are explored: protein-protein interactions, gene-disease associations, disease-
disease associations, and drug repositioning. As first study presented in Chapter 6 of
this work, with the support of a large team of researchers belonging to the Network
Medicine Alliance, we conducted a large-scale comparative evaluation of algorithms
that predict interactions between proteins for the extension of the fundamental
network for Network Medicine, the human interactome. Furthermore, in Chapter
7, we developed RW2, a deep learning model applied to the human interactome to
identify new gene-disease associations. Subsequently, in Chapter 8, a methodology
has been defined to induce a new taxonomy of diseases starting from effective
molecules, which integrate existing taxonomies, to identify unexplored relationships
between pathologies. Finally, to complete the thesis work and support research on
the recent COVID-19 pandemic, in Chapter 9 we present two approaches developed
for drug repositioning. The first study combines knowledge of the interactome
and pharmacological molecular graphs to predict potential therapeutic targets.
The second study, conducted under the supervision of the laboratory directed by
Dr. Loscalzo, professor at the Harvard Medical School, aims to understand which
biological mechanisms link viruses and drugs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The last decades are characterized by the advance of high-throughput technologies,
such as yeast two-hybrid screening and next-generation sequencing. This advance-
ment in technologies has boosted the creation of extensive “omics” datasets (i.e.,
molecular data) which helped to reveal and understand the complex interconnections
among all the subparts1 of an organism.

In this setting, researchers need new “holistic” tools to cope with the dimen-
sion and the complexity of biological data. Network formalism offers a powerful
paradigm to develop these tools. Biological networks, such as the protein-protein
interaction network (i.e., called interactome), are new representations of “omics”
data and combine network science and biology approaches to analyze the intercon-
nection of biological processes. The study of the structures and functions of the
biological networks is known as Network Biology or Systems Biology. The study
of the pathogenic behavior and drug processes in biological networks is referred
to as Network Medicine. Systems Biology and Network Medicine are the keys to
understand the biological mechanisms and address challenges on both diagnostic
and therapeutic aspects. The research literature has studied biological networks,
especially the human interactome, by using a plethora of graph-mining and classic
machine learning approaches. However, diving into the complexity of the molecular
interconnections across several levels of the organism’s organization is challenging.
Researchers are adopting new powerful strategies in network biology and network
medicine to overcome these limitations. In biology, deep learning techniques allow
us to explore the latent mechanisms and untangle the intricate molecular intercon-
nections that standard approaches cannot address. In recent years, promising deep
learning methods in graph-mining, such as Graph Convolutional Networks [120],
have been successfully applied to biological networks to solve problems such as drug
repurposing [90] and identification of new disease genes [159].

1The model of the organism as a system.
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Motivated by a strong interest in these challenging topics, my Ph.D. research
project focused on developing graph mining methods based on deep learning and
knowledge base techniques to support clinical diagnosis, discover disease molecular
mechanisms, and drive drug discovery or therapies based on drug repurposing.The
thesis aims to consider the study of predicting progressively more rich interactions
and associations between biological entities in the human protein-protein interaction
network, commonly known as the human interactome. Starting from the task of
predicting unknown relationships between proteins in the human interactome, each
stage of the thesis extends the previous network by adding new types of relationship
to be predicted, such as gene-disease, disease-disease, disease-drug (see Fig. 1.1),
thus addressing progressively more complex and demanding problems both on the
computational side (i.e., the methods) and on the biomedical side (i.e., the tasks).

In particular, this dissertation aims to answer the following research questions,
listed in order of complexity of the relationships to be predicted by computational
methods:

1. Q1: Can we assess the best network-based methods to predict new human
protein-protein interactions, learn relevant information and identify the most
promising solutions? This problem is particularly relevant and challenging
since, to date, it is estimated that only 20% of the existing relations have been
discovered.

2. Q2: Can we predict new gene-disease associations by capturing both network
and functional patterns? This is an important task since we only know a few
genes linked to diseases. Extending our knowledge about the gene-disease
association will lead to an improvement in supporting diagnoses and therapies.

3. Q3: Can we identify new categorical relationships among diseases based
on their molecular profiles? The discovery of new relationships among dis-
eases refines our understanding of diseases, reflecting an improvement in the
classification of diseases, their diagnoses, and comorbidities.

4. Q4: Can we find relevant insights for drug repurposing by relying on a network-
module analysis framework? Alternatively, can we exploit the same task deep
learning models jointly combining the human interactome and molecular graph-
based drug information? Studying how drugs interact with our organism to
tackle diseases is one of the most important goals of biomedicine. The discovery
of new relationships between drugs and diseases or proteins is a relevant step
to define new therapies.

This thesis presents the following methods developed to answer the above research
questions:

• Comparative evaluation of network-based methods for PPI predic-
tions: A community assessment to benchmark the ability of 24 representative
network-based methods to predict protein-protein interactions across five dif-
ferent biological networks, including a synthetic network, and the network of
four different organisms: A. Thaliana (plant), C. Elegans (worm), S. Cerevisiae
(yeast), and H. Sapiens.
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• RW2: a deep graph learning-based model for predicting disease-gene associa-
tions. The model jointly learns functional and connectivity patterns using a
novel technique based on attributed random walks.

• A knowledge-base method for extending and integrating disease tax-
onomies: A methodology and related algorithms to automatically induce a
hierarchical structure of disease modules from proximity relations in the inter-
actome network, and to align, label, and systematically compare this structure
with a manually defined disease ontology.

• GCN for drug-target prediction: a novel deep graph learning-based
method for drug-target interaction prediction. We discuss an application of our
method for repurposing existing FDA-approved drugs against the COVID-19
virus.

• Network-based discovery of biological mechanisms of effective drugs
for the COVID-19: a network module-based framework to investigate molec-
ular mechanisms of 4,365 clinical and pre-clinical drugs, potentially effective
for the COVID-19 infection.

The thesis is organized as follow:

• Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the field of Network Medicine and its
critical machine learning challenges.

• Chapter 3 provides fundamental background on Network Theory (3.1), Learning
Problems on Networks (3.1.1) and Ground concepts of the System Biology (3.2).

• Chapter 4 is dedicated to describing in a formal way the most important
Biological Networks (4.1) and the Public available resources (4.2).

• Chapter 5 describes the most recent Deep Graph Learning-based methods
organized by the tackled problem and the used data.

• In Chapter 6, we consider the basics of network medicine, the human protein-
protein interaction network, known as the human interactome (see label 1
in Fig. 1.1). Here, we analyze the task of predicting new protein-protein
interactions. In the literature, several methods have been designed to address
this task, but their current efficacy has not been fully assessed. For this reason,
we conducted a comparative evaluation study of these methods to provide
important insights into the relevant factors for determining protein-protein
interactions and find the best current strategies to predict them.

• In Chapter 7, we extend the human interactome with gene-disease associations
to tackle the complex task of predicting new disease proteins (see label 2 in
Fig. 1.1). Here, we present RW 2, a deep graph neural network-based method
that jointly integrates high order network structure and disease relationships
to predict new gene-disease associations.
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• In Chapter 8, we further enrich the network model by taking into account the
disease-disease relationships, hidden in the structure of the human interactome,
previously extended with the gene-disease associations and the disease module
hypothesis (see label 3 in Fig. 1.1). According to this hypothesis, genes
associated with the same or similar diseases tend to form denser (more heavily
connected) areas within the interactome. Here, we present a knowledge base
method to induce a disease taxonomy from proximity relations between disease
modules, to find promising network areas for the gene-disease associations,
and discover new unexplored disease-disease relationships.

• In Chapter 9, we tackle the drug repurposing problem through two studies.
Concerning the first study (see Section 9.1), we merge into a graph structure
all the major biological entities and relationships of bio-medicine: protein-
protein interactions, gene-disease associations, and drug-target interactions.
This extended version of the human interactome (see label 4 in Fig. 1.1)
offers the ultimate holistic tool to study and predict multiple relationships and
mechanisms connecting proteins, diseases, and drugs. Here, we present a deep
graph network-based method to predict drug-target interactions. The chapter
reports a use case for the COVID-19 virus. Concerning the second study (see
Section 9.2), we developed a module-based framework to discover molecular
mechanisms that drugs can exploit to inhibit the SARS-CoV-2 viral infection.
This study is still in progress.

• Chapter 10 discusses future research directions and concluding remarks.

1 3
42

Protein 

Disease 
Protein

Drug
Target 

Protein-Protein Interactions

Gene-Disease Associations

Disease-Disease Associations

Drug-Target Interactions &       
  Drug-Disease Associations

Figure 1.1. Thesis’s Workflow.
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The content of the chapters is based on my research project conducted at Sapienza
University (Department of Computer Science) and during my visiting at the Prof.
Loscalzo Lab in the Brigham & Women’s Hospital (Harvard Medical School), that
led to the following publications:

• [239] Wang, X., Madeddu, L., Spirohn, K., Martini, L., Fazzone, A., Bec-
chetti, L., Wytock, T. P., Kovács, I. A., Balogh, O. M., Benczik, B., Pétervári,
M., Ágg, B., Ferdinandy, P., Vulliard, L., Menche, J., Colonnese, S., Petti,
M., Scarano, G., Cuomo, F., Hao, T., Laval, F., Willems, L., Twizere, J.,
Calderwood, M. A., Petrillo, E., Barabási, A., Silverman, E. K., Loscalzo, J.,
Velardi, P., and Liu, Y., 2021. Assessment of community efforts to advance
network-based computational prediction of protein-protein interactions. Under
review. – Lorenzo Madeddu and Xu-Wen Wang analyzed the results and
assisted Yang-Yu Liu and Paola Velardi in designing the project.

• Bacciu, D., Errica, F., Gravina, A., Madeddu, L., Podda, M. and Stilo, G.,
2021. Deep Graph Networks for Drug Repurposing with Multi-Protein Targets.
Under review. – Lorenzo Madeddu collaborated on developing the Protein
Embedding Module and collecting data.

• [156] Madeddu, L. and Stilo, G., 2021. Deep Learning in Biology and
Medicine. WorldScientific. ISBN 978-1-80061-093-4.

• [155] Madeddu, L., Velardi, P., and Grani, G., 2021. Integrating categorical
and structural proximity in Disease Ontologies. 43nd Annual International
Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine & Biology Society (EMBC).

• [80] Grani, G., Madeddu, L. and Velardi, P., 2021. A network-based analysis
of disease modules from a taxonomic perspective. IEEE Journal of Biomedical
and Health Informatics.

• [228] Velardi, P. and Madeddu, L., 2020. Aim in Genomics, pp. 1–15.
Springer International Publishing, Cham. ISBN 978-3-030-58080-3.

• [158] Madeddu, L., Stilo, G. and Velardi, P., 2020. A feature-learning-based
method for the disease-gene prediction problem. International Journal of Data
Mining and Bioinformatics.

• [159] Madeddu, L., Stilo, G. and Velardi, P., 2020, March. Predicting disease
genes for complex diseases using random watcher-walker. In Proceedings of
the 35th Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC).

• [157] Madeddu, L., Stilo, G. and Velardi, P., 2019, November. Predicting
Disease Genes Using Connectivity and Functional Features. In 2019 IEEE
International Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM).
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Chapter 2

An introduction to Network
Medicine

In the last decades, academic research and technological developments have supported
the evolution of medical knowledge, on the one hand, providing a continuously
growing set of biomedical data and on the other hand, revealing a complexity only
perceived until now. In this context, biological networks have become a central hub
of multidisciplinary research, to address essential challenges on both diagnostic and
therapeutic aspects such as drug development and disease classification [43, 163].
The reductionist approach to scientific discovery has dominated modern Western
thought, and has been successful in the quest to understand observable phenomena.
This fundamental principle of scientific investigation has also dominated biomedical
research, and has led to the identification of causative mechanisms and effective
therapeutic approaches for many diseases. Yet, as we move into the realm of
increasingly complex, chronic diseases, this straightforward approach fails to provide
the insight needed to explain disease pathogenesis. In addition, drug discovery,
tied as it is to the purely reductionist principle of single drug target identification
and validation, has been waning despite great advances in the fields of structural
biology and bioinformatics. Owing to these limitations, alternative approaches
have emerged to better understand diseases and therapeutics. Network medicine is
one of such approaches. In medicine, the standard reductionist approach tries to
identify a single disease by decoupling the complex biological or medical phenomena
into multiple components. Network Medicine surpasses the standard reductionist
approach, exploiting the network topology and the network dynamics (e.g., the
information flow across the network) of biological networks to understand the
pathogenic mechanism underlying the complex molecular interconnections. Network
medicine is a new research field that applies network science, artificial intelligence
and machine learning to “omics” (genomic, proteomic, transcriptomic) data with
the aim of studying, preventing and treating diseases.

The central finding of Network Medicine is the following: “given the functional
inter-dependencies between molecular components in a human cell, a disease is rarely
the consequence of an abnormality in a single gene, but reflects the perturbations
(due to mutations, deletions, copy number variations, or expression changes)1 of the

1Network perturbations such as gain and deletion of disease nodes or edges can result in a similar
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complex network of intra-cellular interactions” [19]. Network medicine, therefore,
offers a new perspective of the disease with respect to the complex system of
molecular interactions within our organism. This new way of approaching the
disease has led to a fundamental “holistic” observation and hypothesis of the disease
mechanisms, the disease module hypothesis. According to Barabási et al. [19]: “A
disease module represents a group of network components that together contribute to
a cellular function whose disruption results in a particular disease phenotype”. From
the network science perspective, molecular components (e.g., proteins) associated
with the same disease are not scattered in the human interactome, but tend to
interact with each other forming a network local structure or neighborhood, the
disease module [163, 19, 143]. From a medical and biological perspective, the disease
becomes a reflection of the alteration of one or more biological processes that interact
in the human interactome [163].

Despite the potential relevance of this hypothesis, due to the high estimated
incompleteness of gene-disease associations modeled in the human interactome [229],
disease modules are not yet molecularly well-defined and devoid of a clear dense
network-structure in literature [163].

In addition to the formulation of this “local” network hypothesis of the molecular
components associated to a disease, Network Medicine studies have shown a “global”
network tendency for pathobiologically similar diseases to have their respective
modules located in adjacent or overlapping areas of the interactome [143, 163, 76].
According to Loscalzo et al. [143] and Menche et al. [163], “proximity and degree
of overlap of two disease modules (in the human interactome) has been found to
be highly predictive of the pathobiological similarity of the corresponding diseases”
and “network-based location of each disease module determines its pathobiological
relationship to other diseases”. Indeed, different disease modules can overlap (see
Figure 2.1), so that perturbations caused by one disease can affect other disease
modules that could lead to co-morbidity and pathogenesis mechanisms [19].

Disease Module Disease Module Relationships Drug-Disease Module Relationships 

Protein
Disease protein

PPI
Disease Module

Drug target

Figure 2.1. Disease Module properties.

A further objective of Network Medicine is to construct a complete overview of the
disease at the molecular level. To accomplish that, recent studies have analyzed the
relationships between disease modules and drugs, extending the human interactome
with drug data, such as drug-target associations and drug-drug interactions. Similarly
to the disease module relationships, recent studies in Network Medicine proposed
and tested a novel network-proximity principle regarding the relationships between
disease and drug in the human interactome. According to Cheng et al. [43], “a
drug with multiple targets to be on-target effective for a disease or to cause off-target
disease phenotype altering the activity of the disease module [143].
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adverse effects, its target proteins should be within or in the immediate vicinity
of the corresponding disease module in the human interactome”. Furthermore,
Cheng et al. [44] expanded the drug-disease network proximity principle to poly-
pharmacy, identifying network topological rules on the adverse or therapeutic impact
of drug combinations in treating complex diseases such as hypertension and cancer.
Moreover, they propose a drug or drug–target module perspective, characterized
by a well-defined network-based fingerprint but smaller in size compared to disease
modules, moving beyond the “one-drug, one-target” paradigm. In Network Medicine
most of the efforts are focused on using these findings to discover pathobiological
relationships underlying molecular networks such as disease drivers, co-morbidity
and pathognenesis mechanisms, to refine the classification of diseases and support
drug repurposing and discovery.

2.1 Machine Learning challenges in Network Medicine
Traditional ways to address Network Medicine tasks are time-consuming, labor-
intensive and extremely expensive techniques. For example, the assessment of
gene-disease associations is performed by statistical studies based on sequencing the
DNA of a large number of patients affected by a given disease, known as Genome-
Wide Association Studies (GWAS)2. Network methods and Machine Learning have
a high potential to boost progress in this field. Recent advancements in Machine
Learning, especially in deep graph learning, led to powerful methods to interpret
the complex and interconnected patterns hidden in biological networks, reducing
the search space for wet-lab experiments, or providing biological insights.

In this Section, we summarize some major Machine Learning challenges in
Network Medicine, and their related issues. As summarized in the previous Section,
challenges in Network Medicine ranges from the analysis of the molecular components
of a disease to the discovery of therapies based on combinations of drugs. The
identification of all disease-associated or causing gene products (i.e., disease genes),
is a crucial step to shed light on the nature of the disease modules and their molecular
mechanisms. The traditional ways to assess gene-disease associations imply time-
consuming and labor-intensive wet-lab experiments such as linkage analysis or
genome-wide association studies. In recent years, the literature has explored several
Machine Learning strategies to identify gene-disease associations [13]. For instance,
researchers in the field proposed deep graph-representation methods. In [3], authors
predict gene-disease associations by combining node2vec embeddings and features
based on network motifs [81]. Furthermore, the authors of [188] propose to analyze
diseases through a deep learning method combining relation network (RN) and graph
convolution neural network (graph CNN) to classify cancer types of patients.

Another relevant field of research is drug repurposing, the identification of new
therapeutic effects for a drug [182]. Drug repurposing or repositioning tools are
high demanding since the development of a new drug (i.e., drug discovery) is a
time-consuming, laborious, expensive and high-risk process. According to [179], the
discovery and development of a new molecular entity (NME) takes 13 years and
billions of dollars. Despite these issues, the trend of the number of drugs approved by

2https://www.genome.gov/27541954/dna-sequencing-costs-data/

https://www.genome.gov/27541954/dna-sequencing-costs-data/
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the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) every year is decreasing [43]. In Network
Medicine, drug repurposing is usually achieved by discovering a new candidate
drug for a disease by exploiting network connections between the corresponding
drug-targets (i.e., proteins) and the disease module. In recent years, literature has
explored several Machine Learning strategies to identify drug-target interactions
[65, 146]. In drug-target interaction prediction, DBSI and TBSI [284] are drug
or target similarity-based models based on DeepWalk [180]. DTINet [154] infer
drug-interactions by ranking and learning low-dimensional vector representations of
drugs and proteins by combining a network diffusion algorithm and a dimensionality
reduction scheme. Other challenging drug-related problems have been recently
addressed. For example, [282] assesses new therapeutic combinations of drugs (poly-
pharmacy) using graph convolutional neural networks. In [90], the authors employ
the graph convolutional networks to find candidate therapies for the SARS-CoV-2.

Despite the great interest of these approaches, several issues complicate the
application of machine learning methods to “-omics” data such as the incompleteness
of biological network and the absence of negative knowledge [229, 30, 146, 193]. On
the other hand, the interest of scientists in Network Medicine remains high, since a
growing interdisciplinary effort gives hope for an acceleration of results in this field.
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Chapter 3

Background knowledge

This Chapter provides a comprehensive summary of the key aspects related to network
biology. In particular, section 3.1 introduces the fundamental network concepts.
Section 3.1.1 describes the learning/prediction problems in network science. Finally,
in section 3.2 the most important biological concepts are summarized.

3.1 Networks background and formalization
In this sub-section we summarize the network concepts and properties most useful
in network biology:
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Figure 3.1. Examples of several types of simple networks

- Network: A simple network or graph is a mathematical formalism that allows
describing in an abstract and concise way both the components of a system and their
interactions. Formally, a graph G = (V,E) is defined as a tuple containing the two
sets V and E. V is the set of objects, called nodes or vertices of the graph. The set
of edges E ⊆ {(u, v)|u, v ∈ V } contains the relationships among the objects of the
system. Edges - also called links or ties - can be either directed or undirected.

Directed edges are necessary to describe asymmetrical relationships. Having a
relationship between nodes i and j does not imply having the same relationship
between nodes j and i. On the other hands, the undirected case implies that the
relationships in the system are symmetrical. It is not necessary to distinguish
the relationship from nodes i to j and from node j to i. To collect differences
among the importance of each relationship is useful to define a weighting function
w(e) : E → R, which returns values of the edges according to the semantics of the
system. When a weighting function is defined, we call the graph a weighted one.
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Each simple graph (binary) is described by a square matrix A - called the adjacency
matrix - of sizes |V | × |V |, where its element Aij contains 1 if there exists an edge
from vertex i to vertex j, or zero otherwise. When the weighting function w(e) is
defined, the elements Aij of the adjacency matrix are equivalent to the values of the
weighting function w(i, j), or zero otherwise. A graphical representation of a simple
binary undirected graph and of a weighted directed one is depicted in figure 3.1.

The complex systems or the heterogeneous networks - where different infor-
mation is associated with the system components and several kinds of relationships
exist within the same graph - can be modeled in many ways. They can be modeled
as a decorated graph with categorical and/or numerical attributes on both edges
and vertices. To encode this information within the graph, several (one for each
attribute) mapping functions are defined. Later on, we will refer to this kind of
graph as one with attributes.

The bipartite graph contains two distinct kinds of vertices, and no two vertices
within the same set are adjacent. A bipartite graph G = (V,U,E) is defined as a
triple containing the three sets V , U and E. V and U are two disjoint sets of vertices:
V ∩ U = ∅. The set of edges E ⊆ {(u, v)| (u ∈ V ∩ v ∈ U) ∪ (v ∈ V ∩ u ∈ U)}
contains the relationships among the two different kinds of vertices. The bipartite
graph is a special case of a k-partite graph where k = 2.

- Other important Networks’ concepts and properties:
• Degree: the node’s degree is the number of edges (incoming and/or outgoing

in the directed case) of a node;

• Path/Diameter: a path, or walk, is a sequence of nodes in which every node
is adjacent to the next one in the sequence. The diameter is the longest path
between any pair of nodes;

• Hub: is a node with a degree higher than the average degree of the network
(normally it is a property analyzed in the directed graphs considering only the
out-degree);

• Connected Graph: a graph is strongly connected if there exists a path for
any pair of its nodes;

• Induced Sub-graph: an induced sub-graph H is a graph containing a node
subset of V and all the edges among them. Let be G the initial graph; H =
(VH ⊆ V,EH = {(u, v)|u, v ∈ VH and (u, v) ∈ E});

• Motif : a Motif is a recurrent and statistically significant partial sub-graph.
Note that motifs differ from graphlets since graphlets can be partial sub-graphs,
whereas motifs are induced sub-graphs;

• Community: the definition of “community” may change according to the
application domain. From a network perspective, usually, a community is a
locally dense sub-graph where the edges’ density among the inside community’s
nodes is higher than the edges’ density among the inside and outside community’s
nodes;
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• Random Network: a network generated by a random distribution probability
(e.g., Erdős–Rényi model [64]). A node v ∈ V is connected to another node of
the network following a certain probability p.

• Scale-Free Network: a network whose degree distribution follows the power-
law distribution [18];

• Small-World Network: a network in which any pair of nodes is connected
to the other nodes of the network by a small, proportionally to log(|V |), path
[240].

3.1.1 Learning problems on networks

Networks are mathematical tools used to study and predict properties in the domains’
applications related, but not limited, to social behaviors, economic events, biological
processes, traffic flow, and internet connections, for example. Despite the differences,
every application on those domains is reducible to the same general networks’
prediction tasks:

• Node Classification: Typically a class is used to group a collection of nodes
with similar characteristics. The classes are typically referred to unique textual
descriptions – namely labels or tags. Using nodes which are already classified,
it is possible to train a classifier which captures some knowledge. A trained
classifier can be used to assign a class to an unknown node. For instance,
we would like to learn which proteins are related to a certain disease. The
classification tasks can be either binary or multi-class (a given data instance
may be assigned to one or many classes, respectively).

• Link Prediction: A fundamental problem with networks is that the link
information in the graph may be of doubtful quality or not present at all.
Thus, inferring the existences of edges between nodes has been referred to as
link prediction [148]. Link prediction is a challenging problem that has been
studied in various guises in different domains. The prediction of a link can be
solely based on structural information (graph associations) or also on attribute
information.

• Community Detection: Community detection refers to the procedure of
identifying groups (sub-graphs) of tightly interacting vertices (i.e., nodes) in
the network.

• Representation Learning: Representation learning refers to deriving a suc-
cinct representation of the input data (graph in our settings [79]). This suc-
cinct representation allows one to achieve better performance (of the classifi-
cation/prediction task) or to reduce the computational complexity. There are
many representation learning approaches: in deep learning, the representation
is typically achieved by the composition of multiple non-linear transformations
(hidden layers) of the input data.
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3.2 Basic concepts of the System Biology
Hereafter, we present the fundamental biological concepts necessary to understand
the papers collected in this chapter. Note that in network biology, the followings
biological/molecular concepts are normally organized in databases which collect this
information in one place. To have a complete overview of these databases, see section
4.2. The biological concepts are tightly interconnected. We decided to present at
first the most important or general ones, all others. For this reason, we invite the
reader to go through all of this section to better understand all the basic concepts.
• Cells: are building blocks of the structure of an organism. A cell is a structure

containing DNA, cytoplasm, cellular structures (e.g., ribosomes) and several
molecules (e.g., proteins), all surrounded by a membrane. The specialization
of a cell (in term of functionality) is determined by the gene expression. A
collection of cells that work together to accomplish the same function is called
tissue.

• Biological Pathway: is an ordered sequence of actions among molecules
(e.g., proteins or complexes) in a cell that leads to the creation of product or
change the cellular state. As example, a pathway could lead to the synthesis
of a molecule, regulate genes, or spur a cell to move. The most common
pathway types are metabolic pathways, gene regulation pathways, and signal
transduction pathways. A metabolic pathway is a series of chemical reactions
occurring within a cell. Gene regulation pathways turn genes on and off. The
signal transduction pathway is a series of intracellular molecular events as a
response to the activation of a cell’s receptor by an extracellular signal. Enzymes,
usually proteins, are involved in almost all metabolic pathways to accelerates
chemical reactions.

• Proteins: are large molecules composed of amino acids. They are responsible
for biological processes in the cell. The sequence of amino acids and the
environment determine both the protein’s three-dimensional structure and its
specific function. The instructions to build the sequence of amino acids of
a protein are stored in the genes. As a convention, proteins are classified
by family and domain. A protein family is a group of proteins sharing a
common evolutionary origin reflecting a related set of functions or/and structural
similarities. Domains describe the three-dimensional structure of a protein in
compact structural units (responsible for a particular function or interaction).
Another important aspect related to proteins is their ontological organization.
Go-terms are proteins/genes’ ontological concepts organized into their three
fundamental facets: molecular activities, cellular structures and biological
processes.

• Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI): is a physical interaction which takes
place in a cell among the structural region of two proteins. A PPI is responsible
for biological processes and can be permanent, as in the case of certain effective
irreversible protein complexes1, or can be transient as in the case of the

1Protein Complex (e.g., Hemoglobin) is an aggregation of proteins connected by protein-protein
interactions.
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signals. PPIs are not necessarily irreversible; in fact, some of the dynamic
changes in network function are likely to occur owing to changes in the extent
of association of one or more PPIs under normal functioning and in disease.
Protein-Protein Interactions are essential to understand how molecular biological
processes are carried out.

• Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA): “is a complex and hereditary molecule that
contains all of the information necessary to build and maintain an organism”2.
All organisms have a full copy of the DNA held within every cell. DNA is
composed of a chain of linked blocks, called nucleotides. Each nucleotide is
characterized by one of the four chemical bases: adenine (A), guanine (G),
cytosine (C), and thymine (T)3. The ordered sequence - constituted by about 3
billion of base pairs - encodes the information necessary to make the essential
molecules such as proteins. The DNA is a string of roughly 3 billion characters
where the alphabet is {A, C, G, T}.

• Gene: is a section (contiguous subsequence) of DNA that encodes information
of a functional unit. The Human Genome Project4 estimated that humans have
between 20, 000 and 25, 000 genes. Mutations in DNA cause diverse versions of
the genes, namely alleles. The information stored in genes - as the rest of the
DNA - contribute to regulating the mechanisms behind the proteins’ synthesis.

• Genotype and Phenotype: the genotype is the collection of an organism’s
genes. The term phenotype refers to the observable traits of an organism.
Phenotype is determined by the genotype, gene expression, and environmental
factors.

• Gene/Protein Nomenclature: several committees are responsible for genes
and proteins nomenclature. Despite the standardization effort, the multitude
of nomenclatures cause ambiguities5. The HUGO Human Gene Nomencla-
ture Committee (HGNC)6 is responsible for assigning names and symbols
(shorter-form of the names) to human genes. Alternatively, the most popular
nomenclatures in bioinformatics are the Entrez ID and the Ensembl ID7. Unipro-
tKB completes the nomenclatures’ overview, providing names also for protein
isoforms. In bioinformatics, Entrez and UniportKB are the most commonly used
nomenclatures for a programmatic access. The published literature generally
adopts the HGNC names or acronyms.

• Gene Expression: is the cellular process of synthesizing proteins or functional
RNA. Gene expression is composed of two main steps: transcription and
translation. Transcription is the process of transferring the information stored
in a gene to the cytoplasm through messenger-RNA (mRNA), which promotes

2https://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/introduction-what-is-dna-6579978/
3https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/primer/basics/dna
4https://www.genome.gov/
5https://www.uniprot.org/help/different_protein_gene_names
6https://www.genenames.org/
7https://m.ensembl.org/info/genome/genebuild/gene_names.html

https://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/introduction-what-is-dna-6579978/
https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/primer/basics/dna
https://www.genome.gov/
https://www.uniprot.org/help/different_protein_gene_names
https://www.genenames.org/
https://m.ensembl.org/info/genome/genebuild/gene_names.html
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the translation process. During the translation process, the read mRNA sequence
in collaboration with the transfer-RNA (tRNA) allows to assembles the protein.

• Gene Regulation: is the process of controlling the gene expression profile
in a cell. Gene regulation increase, decrease or suppress the expression of
genes. Since only a fraction of genes are expressed ("turned on"), the gene
expression profile defines the type and the activities of a cell at a certain
time. Mechanisms of gene expression control can occur at any step of the gene
expression but most commonly during the transcription process. Transcription
factors and microRNAs (and other non-coding RNAs) are key regulators of gene
expression. The Transcription Factors (TF) regulate the gene transcription
( increase or decrease the amount of gene product of a gene). The microRNAs
(miRNAs) regulate the gene expression at the post-transcription level by
binding to target mRNAs preventing their expression. Alternative splicing
is a regulation mechanism that enables the coding of multiple proteins (called
protein isoforms), instead of one. Lastly, the long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs),
still under investigation, are involved in several molecular functions playing a
key role in different phenotypic response.

• Disease: a general definition denfines disease as any harmful deviation from the
normal structural or functional state of an organism. The abnormal condition
generates disorders in the whole organism or any of its parts. Generally,
disease is associated with certain signs and symptoms and differs in nature
from physical injury. The disease process is the result of complex dysfunctional
mechanisms. As an example, a disease could alter the normal pathways causing
patho-phenotypes8.

• Virus: is a submicroscopic infectious agent that can multiply only within the
living cells of an organism. Consequently, a virus uses the chemical machinery of
the living cells to continue to live and to reproduce. Host-specific viruses cause
many common human infections and are also responsible for several diseases.
As examples, the common cold, caused by one of the rhinovirus, and AIDS,
caused by HIV, are viruses. Viruses may carry their genetic material as DNA
or RNA.

• Gene-disease association: (or simply a disease gene) When a gene or a gene
product is involved in disease process, a gene-disease association is observed.
A mutated gene which changes its expression may consequently change the
produced proteins (and/or its quantity), thus, underlying the dysfunctional
process. As an example, a mutation in TP53 leads to several cancers, such as
breast cancer, bladder cancer and lung cancer9.

• Disease Module: some diseases are caused by more than one faulty gene
product (disease gene or disease protein). Barabási et al. [19] have moved the
focus from the disease genes to their complex set of interactions: “a disease is
rarely a consequence of an abnormality in a single gene product but reflects the

8https://www.genome.gov/about-genomics/fact-sheets/Biological-Pathways-Fact-Sheet
9https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/gene/TP53#conditions

https://www.genome.gov/about-genomics/fact-sheets/Biological-Pathways-Fact-Sheet
https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/gene/TP53#conditions
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perturbations of the complex intracellular network”. The disease module is
defined as the local neighborhood of genes linked to the same disease, interact
together, and alter the normal structure and the biological functions.

• Drug: in pharmacogenomics, a drug is a chemical compound which by in-
teracting with specific molecules of the organism (e.g., enzymes or receptors
proteins) produces a therapeutic effect. A drug which binds to a receptor (a
protein family) changes its molecular structure and its functionalities. This
change induces a signaling pathway within the cell or inhibits the functions of
the receptor itself. Specific drug-induced alterations of the biological processes
contrast with the disease-induced ones and, thus, cause a therapeutic reparative
effect. We wish to emphasize that in Precision Medicine10 it is fundamental to
select that set of drugs which contrasts the disease-altered biological processes
and have a minimal or negligible impact on other patient biological processes.

10Precision Medicine is an emerging approach to patient care that allows clinicians to select
treatments that are most likely to help patients based on a genetic understanding of their specific
disease.
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Chapter 4

Biological Networks and
publicly available resources

In this section, we present the biological networks (4.1) used in this thesis and an
exhaustive collection of biological databases (4.2).

4.1 Biological networks
Nodes of a molecular network, usually represent genes, gene products, or biological
functions while edges define the molecular connections between these entities. In
the following, we describe the biological networks used in that thesis by providing a
full explanation and a tabular description:

4.1.1 Protein-Protein Interaction Network

Protein-Protein Interaction Network, often referred as the interactome, is an undi-
rected binary graph of Protein-Protein Interactions (PPIs) where proteins are nodes
and undirected edges are physical interactions. Contrary to the common conven-
tion, the interactomes present an ambiguity to keep in mind. The absence of an
edge may imply either that it does not exist or the experimental evidence for the
interaction is absent. Additionally, the interactome’s nodes can be decorated with
categorical attributes representing biological knowledge such as GO terms, diseases
relationships, and other protein features as domains. From the topological point of
view, interactomes have characteristics similar to those of scale-free [21] networks1.
As reported by Jeong et al. [107], in interactomes, the hubs are likely to be proteins
which are essential for many fundamental life processes. Another typical property of
the interactome is its modular organization [21].

Interactomes are composed of modules, subgraphs of proteins that tend to
collaborate together in order to accomplish a biological function. Those modules
play a key role in the life of an organism by enabling biological processes.

The interactomes are mainly used to identify key proteins or modules essential
for the development of biological processes including diseases [19]. Discovering such
modules in the human interactome helps to understand how diverse phenotypes

1Scale-free networks are characterized also by the presence of large hubs.
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might be linked at the molecular level. Interactome and modules are the key-concepts
which allows clinicians to investigate co-morbidity and drug repurposing.

Notwithstanding the systematic efforts to increase its coverage and accuracy, the
human interactome remains highly incomplete and noisy [229]. For the aforemen-
tioned reasons, it is still an active and open research field.

Nodes: Protein Edges: Physical interactions
Type: Undirected Weights: Binary
Nodes Attributes: Pathways, diseases, domains, families, tissues
Edges Attributes: Usually not present

4.1.2 Drug-Target Network (DTN)

A drug-target network is a bipartite undirected network where one set of nodes
are composed of drugs and the other set contains their target proteins (i.e., drug
targets). An edge/interaction is present when a drug has the tendency to bind to a
target [14], a protein (e.g., GPCR), peptide, or nucleic acid. Furthermore, drugs
can target several molecules simultaneously causing adverse side effects to a patient
[38, 44].

Since one of the main use of DTN is in the field of drug repurposing, many
networks report also categorical attributes. These attributes constitute additional
knowledge as disease, proteins’ domains, and drugs’ pathway or categories. The
DTN networks can be also expanded with protein-protein and drug-drug interactions.
The drug repurposing approaches leverage enriched DTNs - with the functional and
modular structures of the interactomes - to achieve better performance [43, 90, 44].

Another kind of network related to the DTN is the drug-drug interactions (DDIs)
network. In DDIs network, nodes are drugs, and the edges represent a change, often
adverse, in the effect that one drug has on the target if combined with the other
drug. For this reason, DDIs are usually employed to identify drugs’ side effects
and drive poly-pharmacy therapies. Similarly to diseases, it has been observed that
several drugs impact the interactome neighborhood of their targets. For example, a
drug can be engineered to produce beneficial effects by interacting with proteins in
the interactome neighborhood of the disease proteins [43].

Finally, the concept of drug-target module, hypothesized by Cheng et. al. [44],
captures the tendency of proteins targeted by the same drug to form a localized
neighborhood as in the case of the diseases modules. An interesting property observed
in poly-pharmacy is: two drugs have a therapeutic effect only if the drug-target
modules overlap with the disease module but not between them.

Nodes: Drugs, Proteins Edges: Physical/Functional interactions
Type: Undirected Weights: Binary
Nodes Attributes: Diseases, protein features, drug features
Edges Attributes: Side effects
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4.2 Publicly available resources
Data collections (databases) constitute a basic elements of machine learning methods.
The network biology databases reflect the biological/molecular information of the
organism, presented in section 3.2, by centralizing them in one place. The databases
can be classified as follows: Primary databases are based on experimental results
submitted by researchers. They contain primary information (as, nucleotide or
protein) and annotations regarding bibliographies, function, cross-references to other
databases, and so forth. Secondary databases summarize the results from analyses
(e.g., computational predictions) of primary databases. These analyses facilitate
finding common features of biological classes, which can be used to classify unknown
biological data. Databases that contain biological or medical information are usually
classified as secondary ones. However, many databases have integrated both data
from primary and secondary databases over the years and, thus, their classification
has grown uncertain.

It should be noted that the same biological information can be collected in several
databases maintained by different national or transnational institutions: the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) for the U.S. maintains the PubChem database and the
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) for Europe maintain the corresponding one
ChEMBL.

In addition to the original article (containing its data description, structure and
functionality of the database) there are dedicated journal issues (e.g., the journal
Nucleic Acids Research2 ) which reviews all the recently updated and available
biological databases annually.

We present in table 4.1 an exhaustive list of the publicly available databases.
The table reports for each database its name, a description of the contained data
and three binary columns which identify the primary databases and classify their
content as features (attributes on nodes or edges) or/and as associations (edges).
The direct link to the original resource is provided, but for readability purposes, it is
available only in the electronic format of the book. The table is organized by groups
of databases 3: gene/proteins, diseases, drugs, gene expression, gene regulation and
pathways-related data, all according to the authors’ expertise and the recognized
use of the databases. The most important databases have been underlined4.

2Freely accessible also on the Web
3Note that a database can be present in more than one group.
4Due to the several databases’ versions released during years keeping track of citations in a

precise way is a hard task. Thus, the underline must be considered advice.
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Table 4.1. Publicly Available Databases in Network Biology

Database Content description Primary Features Associations Website

Gene/Protein Data
Uniprot [53] proteins’ additional information as domains, families and sequences - yes - link
Gene Ontology (GO) [52] collection of ontological terms (Go-Term) related to gene and gene products - yes - link
Human Protein Atlas [223] human proteins’ distribution in cells, tissues, organs and cancer types - yes yes link
BioGRID [174] large collection of protein protein interactions (PPI) yes - yes link
IntAct [172] large collection of protein protein interactions (PPI) yes - yes link
DIP [250] collection of protein protein interactions (PPI) - - yes link
HPRD [116] collection of human only protein protein interactions (PPI) yes - yes link
HuRI [149] database of highly reliable PPIs yes - yes link
APID [8] a database which contains PPIs collected from other several primary databases - - yes link
HIPPIE [6] collection of protein protein interactions (PPI) - - yes link
CLAIRE-COVID protein related data for COVID-19 tasks - yes yes link

Disease Data
ICD [221] international classification of Diseases - yes - link
SNOMED [205] modern disease taxonomy - yes - link
MeSH [139] taxonomy of medical literature - yes - link
UMLS [31] mapping among several medical terminologies - yes - link
DO [198] diseases’ ontology and vocabularies with biomedical data - yes - link
HPO [124] a phenotype ontology: contains symptom-disease associations - yes yes link
MalaCards [185] data-mining based human disease knowledge-base - yes yes link
Orphanet [241] European source for disease related data (i.e., symptom-disease associations) - yes yes link
DisGeNET [181] large GDA collection: integrates multiple expert-curated and computational sources - - yes link
OMIM [91] diseases’ vocabulary and expert-curated GDAs’ collection yes - yes link
ClinVar [223] collection of association between human variations and phenotypes - - yes link
PsyGeNET [89] collection of GDAs for psychiatric diseases - - yes link
HuGE Navigator [267] text-mining based GDA - - yes link
COSMIC [215] collection of cancer related GDAs - - yes link
CTD [57] literature-curated associations between drugs, genes and diseases - - yes link
GWAS Catalog [242] collection of GDA for gene variants from Genome-WAS yes - yes link
GWASdb [134] collection of GDA for gene variants from Genome-WAS yes - yes link
PheWAS [60] collection of GDA for gene variants from Phenome-WAS yes - yes link
CLAIRE-COVID disease related data for COVID-19 tasks - yes yes link

Drug Data
DrugBank [244] pharmaceutical knowledge-base. Useful for DTIs/DIs/DDAs and drug side effects - yes yes link
SIDER [128] drug-side effect association collection - yes yes link
ChEMBL [69] European manually-curated drug knowledge-base. Useful for DTIs yes yes yes link
PubChem [118] American manually-curated drug knowledge-base. Useful for DTIs yes yes yes link
ChEBI [59] collection and ontology of small chemical compound (e.g., drugs) - yes - link
TTD [136] database of drug targets, targeted disease and pathway information - yes yes link
OFFSIDES [216] database of drug-side effects associations - yes yes link
STITCH [129] collection of experimental-validated and computational predicted DTIs - - yes link
SuperPred [62] database of experimental-validated and computational predicted DTIs - - yes link
DGIdb [55] collection of DTIs collected from several sources - - yes link
TWOSIDES [216] collection of DTIs - - yes link
BindingDB [74] collection of DTIs with affinity measurements yes - yes link
PharmGKB [96] collection of DTIs with genetic variants - - yes link
CTD [57] database of literature-curated associations between drugs, genes and diseases (i.e., DDAs) - - yes link
SupertTarget [85] database of DTIs with information about side-effects, pathways and Gene Ontology terms - yes yes link
Matador [85] collection of physical and functional, or indirect, DTIs - - yes link
TDR targets [4] collection of drugs-targets resource for neglected human diseases - - yes link
DCDB [142] database of drugs combinations - - yes link
RepoDB [35] collection of repurposed drugs with indications (e.g., DDAs) - - yes link
CLAIRE-COVID drug related data for COVID-19 tasks - yes yes link

Gene Expression Data
GEO [22] American public collection of gene expressions data yes yes - link
ArrayExpress [125] European public collection of gene expression data yes yes - link
TCGA [217] repository of gene expression profiles associated with cancer yes yes - link

Gene Regulation Data
TransFAC [162] database of regulatory interactions - yes yes link
GTRD [260] database of transcription factor binding sites - yes - link
TRRUST [92] manually curated collection of human and mouse regulatory networks - - yes link
miRTarBase [99] collection of miRNA-gene associations - - yes link
miRWalk [207] database of miRNA-gene associations - - yes link
miR2Disease [108] collection of miRNA-disease associations - - yes link
HMDD [101] collection of miRNA-disease associations - - yes link
miRCancer [252] database of miRNA-cancer associations - - yes link
PhenomiR [192] miRNA knowledge-base and collection of miRNA-disease associations - yes yes link
dbDEMC [259] miRNA-expression profiles in human cancers - yes - link
TCGA [217] collection of miRNA data in cancers - yes - link
lncRNASNP2 [164] database of miRNA-lncRNA associations - - yes link
LncRNADisease [39] database of lncRNA-disease associations - - yes link
LncRNA2Target [46] collection of lncRNA-protein associations - - yes link

Pathways Data
Reactome [66] European-hosted pathway database - yes - link
KEGG [110] Japanese-hosted pathway database - yes - link
WikiPathways [203] pathway database based on collaborative platform - yes - link
MSigDB [137] database integrating pathways from other resources - yes - link
Pathway Commons [189] database integrating pathways from other resources - yes - link

http://www.uniprot.org
http://www.geneontology.org
http://www.proteinatlas.org
http://www.thebiogrid.org
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/
http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu
http://www.hprd.org
http://www.interactome-atlas.org
http://apid.dep.usal.es
http://cbdm-01.zdv.uni-mainz.de/~mschaefer/hippie/
http://github.com/CLAIRE-COVID-T4/covid-data
http://www.who.int/classifications/classification-of-diseases
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Chapter 5

Related work and problems

This section briefly describes methods and problems related to this thesis and deep
learning methods. The sub-section 5.1 surveys deep learning methods for graphs.
Sub-sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 describe the specific Network Medicine problems tackled
in this thesis and the state-of-the-art studies that addressed them. Specifically: sub-
section 5.2 refers to problem of protein-protein interaction prediction; sub-section 5.3
refers to the problem of gene-disease association prediction; Sub-section 5.4 refers to
knowledge-based methods for inducing disease taxonomies; and sub-section 5.5 refers
to the deep graph learning methods addressing network pharmacology problems.

5.1 Deep graph representation learning methods
Graph representation learning seeks data-driven methodologies to extract the relevant
information from topologically complex structures [34, 26, 15, 248], in contrast with
feature-engineering approaches that leverage prior knowledge to handcraft a graph
into a flat vector. Broadly speaking, Deep Graph Networks (DGNs) currently
dominate the research landscape of learning from graph-structured data, due to their
efficiency and ability to implement an adaptive message-passing scheme between
the nodes. This is realized thanks to a local and iterative processing of information:
locality means that each node has knowledge about a restricted neighborhood, while
iteration allows an efficient exchange of information among nodes which produces
representations that are possibly informed by the global structure of the graph.
DGNs are commonly used to produce an embedding, i.e., a vector, for each node of
the graph. These embeddings are often aggregated together to solve graph regression
or classification tasks by means of a standard machine learning predictor, or they
can be used as-is to address node-related problems. Pioneering works are the Neural
Network for Graphs [165] and the Graph Neural Network [195]. While the latter
implements the recurrent paradigm of computation with contractive constraints to
ensure convergence, the former is designed as a feed-forward network implementing
the “spatial convolution” mechanism that is so common in today’s literature, such
as in the Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [120]. The following sections provide
a brief overview of the deep graph learning methods treated or referenced in this
thesis (see Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1. Brief (simplified) history of deep graph learning.
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5.1.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Thanks to the spatial nature of the convolutional operation, a CNN learns how to
select the relevant information of the input without mentioning it explicitly. For
this reason, the CNN is a powerful tool to process images and address critical tasks
in computer vision as image classification. Despite the successes of CNN for images,
there exist alternative versions for one-dimensional and three-dimensional inputs.
The advantage of CNNs consists in stacking them to express more relevant features
of the input rather than using a only one CNN. However, handling multiple CNNs
is computational demanding since they require more memory.

In the following, we define the architecture of a CNN. A CNN consists of three
layers: convolutional layer, pooling layer, and a fully-connected layer. The stacking
of these three layers forms a CNN. Let us assume to feed an image to a CNN. An
image is represented by a matrix with three dimension h · w · c (i.e., height, width
and channels1). Usually images have at least three channels (e.g., RGB images) but
for the sake of clarity, let us simplify the following examples using a two-dimensional
matrix by assuming only one channel, c = 1. This assumption is still pertinent to
explain the CNN, since when c > 1, the kernel and pooling layer are applied to each
channel independently.

- Convolutional Layer. A convolutional layer applies the convolutional oper-
ation to regions of the input (see Fig. 5.2). The regions of the input are selected
using a given kernel and a stride. Similarly to the input volume data, a kernel - often
denoted as filter - is a three-dimensional matrix hk · wk · ck with ck = c. Usually, a
kernel is binary or real-valued. Instead, the stride S is the number of cells shifts
over the matrix. For example, if the S = 1, the kernel is moved right/down by one
cell; if S = 2 the kernel is moved right/down by two cells and so on. Starting from
the upper/left corner of the input matrix, the convolutional layer applies the kernel
by summing the element-wise product with the values in that region. This is called
a convolutional operation. Then, it slides the kernel by S. Once the operation is
applied on a row, the layer moves down by S, restarts from the left, and proceeds as
before. The result of this operation is a low-dimensional representation, in which
each values represent a local aggregation of portions of the input data.

- Pooling Layer: Similarly to the convolutional layer, the pooling layer performs
a down-sampling operation by using as a kernel aggregation function such as the
max, the average, or the sum functions. Essentially, it reduces the input matrix
by extracting relevant features. In addition, a pooling layer has the advantage of
accelerating the computation.

- Fully-Connected layer: It is just a classic neural network used for prediction.
For example, this neural network can take as input the output of the pooling layer
to perform classification.

- CNN and Graphs: Before the advent of deep graph learning architectures,
several studies used the CNN for addressing graph tasks. Generally, CNNs can
be used on a graph by taking as input its adjacency matrix such as an image
with one channel. However, the power of this methodology is limited due to the

1Channels represent a color. For example, in the case of an RGB color, the channels are three
since a color is represented by a tuple of three dimensions corresponding to the intensity of colors
red, green and blue.
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fact that the spatial nature of convolutional operation cannot capture the complex
interconnectivity patterns in the network represented by the adjacency matrix. For
instance, if we rearrange rows and columns of an image, it lose its semantic which
does not happen with an adjacency matrix. This is due to the fact that the value of
a cell in the adjacency matrix does not depend on values in the adjacent cells.

Figure 5.2. Example of convolutional operation performed by a CNN over a matrix.
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5.1.2 Auto-Encoder (AE)

The Auto-Encoder (AE) is an unsupervised neural network and consists of an
encoding module and a decoding module. In summary, the AE learns how to encode
the input data in a new low-dimensional representation, and how to decode it to
reconstruct the input data. The key difference between an AE and a classic deep
neural network is the loss, called reconstruction loss, for the AE.

- Reconstruction Loss: In an unsupervised setting, we have an unlabeled
dataset X. To train an AE, we need to frame the setting as a supervised learning
problem by usingX even as ground truth. In this setting, the AE learns to reconstruct
the original input x ∈ X. The AE is trained by minimizing the reconstruction error,
L(x, x̂), which measures the differences between our original input and the consequent
reconstruction x̂ from the decoding module.

Decoder Encoder

Compressed 

Representation

Input Layer Output Layer

Original Image Reconstructed 
Image

Figure 5.3. Architecture of auto-encoder.

- Uses and Drawbacks: AEs are commonly used to reduce the dimensionality
of high-dimensional data in order to be computationally easier to use with other
neural networks and analytic algorithms. Once the AE is trained, the output of
the encoding module can be used as a compressed version of the input data. The
new representation is used for feature extraction purposes because it consists of the
latent and relevant features extracted by the AE to reconstruct the input. Other
uses of AE consist of denoising the input data by modifying the reconstruction
loss to compare the compressed representations with the same without noise. One
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the model is trained, it can be used on novel data to denoise it. The advantage of
AE over other dimensionality reduction algorithms (i.e., PCA) is its non-linearity.
Whereas the PCA finds a lower dimensional hyper-plane which describes the original
data, AE learns a nonlinear continuous function to compress it. Despite its power,
AE requires lots of data, processing time, and hyperparameter tuning.

- AE and Graphs: Similarly to the CNN, the AE learns how to reconstruct
the first order connections in the adjacency matrix rather than capture the latent
higher connectivity patterns of graphs.

5.1.3 Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE):

A Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) is an architecture similar to the AE but the
encoding and the decoding modules perform slightly different tasks. In summary,
the VAE consists of three modules: an encoding module, a sampling module and
a decoding module. Whereas the AE encodes each latent attribute with a single
value, the VAEs use a probabilistic distribution - a range of potential values. Before
decoding, the VAE randomly samples from each latent state distribution to generate
a vector as input for our decoder module. Then, the decoder uses the sample to
reconstruct the original input. However, we have to note that the decoder model
does not take in input a direct encoding of the original input but a variant of it,
sampled from a distribution. Once the VAE is learned, applying several times the
model on the given data, the AE will generate similar reconstructions but with a
few differences. In the following, we will discuss the architecture of the VAE (see
Fig. 5.3).

- Encoder module: The encoder module consists of a neural network with
the last layer split in two independent sub-layers of the same dimension, µ and σ.
These two sub-layers define the distributions of the latent features. The sub-layer µ
represents the mean variables of the latent feature’s distributions and σ represents
the variances.

- Sampling Module: The sampling module randomly samples values from
distributions of the latent features defined by the mean and the variance variables
computed by the encoder. The sampling process of the VAE is performed with the
so called "reparameterization trick". The sampling module randomly samples a value
ε from a Gaussian distribution, then, for each latent feature, shifts ε by the latent
distribution’s mean µ and scales it by the latent distribution’s variance σ.

- Decoder Module: As for the AE, the decoder module is a classic deep neural
network. The key difference is in the information loss.

- Loss: The loss of the VAE consists of two terms, the AE’s reconstruction term
and a second term which encourages our learned distribution q(z|x) to be similar to
the true prior distribution p(z) for each dimension j of the latent space.

- AE and Graph learning: Despite its power, the VAEs are still limited as
are the CNNs and the AEs for graph learning.
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5.1.4 Node2vec

Node2vec [81], along with similar methods [180, 214], represents a first attempt to
solve the issue of the previous deep learning models, the lack of capturing high-order
connectivity patterns of graphs. Node2vec is a deep learning model that takes in
input a graph and returns real-valued low-dimensional representations of the nodes,
denoted as node embeddings. Node embeddings encode network latent features. For
this reason, they are a powerful tool for several network-based tasks. Node2vec
consists of two modules: random walk sampling and the Skip-Gram module [167].

- Random Walk sampling: The first module collects node sequences from
random walks performed over a given graph (see Fig. 5.4). A random walk is a path
over the nodes of a graph. In particular, node2vec performs second order random
walks. The second order random walks are controlled by two parameters, q and p.
Based on the values of those parameters, the walker will prefer to traverse nodes in
the local neighborhood of the previous nodes, or to jump “outward”. As a result
of performing a given number r of random walks for each node in the graph, the
sampling module return a collection of r ·N node sequences, where N is the number
of nodes in the input graph.
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Figure 5.4. Example of the random walk sampling.

- Skip-Gram model: The key idea of node2vec is to treat the “corpus” of node
sequences as text sentence and feed it to a popular natural language processing model,
Skip-Gram [167]. In natural language processing, given a corpus of text sentences,
Skip-Gram generates the embeddings of the words occurring in the corpus (see Fig.
5.5). In the same way, node2vec uses the Skip-Gram model that takes in input the
corpus of node sequences to generate node embeddings. In the following, we give a
description of the Skip-Gram model. Briefly, given a sentence s, and a sequence of
words s : w0, w1, ..., wi, ..., wd, the Skip-Gram model is a neural network that takes
in input a word wi of s and uses the rest of the sentence s−wi : w0, w1, ..., ..., wd as
ground truth for wi. Words are encoded with one-hot encoding, a binary vector
encoding. In the process of predicting the rest of the sentence given a word, the
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Skip-Gram model learns and encodes the latent “semantic” of the word in a vector,
called word embedding.

"abandon"

"able"

"zone"
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0

1

0

0

Softmax Layer Hidden Layer

'1' in the position
corresponding  

to the words "ants" 

Input Vector Context

Figure 5.5. Example of the Skip-Gram model in an natural language processing setting.

- Node2Vec and Graph Learning: Node2vec is an unsupervised model
extensively used for node classification and link prediction. Despite its advantages
over the previous deep learning models, node2vec works well on homogeneous graphs2
and is a transductive model, so it cannot generalize over new nodes providing their
embedding; to do so we need to rerun the algorithm on the extended graph. Finally,
node2vec is not an end-to-end architecture since it needs two stages to compute the
node embeddings.

2Graph in which nodes represents the same kind of entity and the edges represents the same kind
of relationship. By contrast, heterogeneous graphs include different kinds of nodes and relationships.
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5.1.5 Graph Convolutional Network (GCN)

Graph Convolution Network (GCN) [120] is one the most recent and popular methods
of deep graph learning. Unlike node2vec, GCNs revise the CNNs to capture network
structure in the learning process. Instead of viewing the adjacency matrix as an
image, GCNs perform the convolutional operation on the graph represented by the
adjacency matrix. In summary, the GCNs work similarly to the CNNs but instead of
aggregating the values surrounding a cell in a matrix (see Fig. 5.6), they aggregate
the values of the neighbors of a node encoded in the adjacency matrix (see Fig. 5.6).
The architecture of a GCN consists of one or multiple graph convolutional layers.
Each layer applies the following graph convolutional function to every node in the
graph and passes the result to the next layer. Given a graph G(V,E), for each node
v ∈ V , a graph convolutional layer h, where k ∈ [0,K], is defined by the following
equation:

h0
v = Xv (Initial 0− th layer embeddings are equal to node features) (5.1)

hkv = σ(Wk

∑ hk−1
v

N(V ) +Bkh
k−1
v ) (5.2)

Zv = hKv (embedding after K layers of neighborhood aggregation) (5.3)

where W and B are the trainable weight matrices. Note that Wk
∑ hk−1

v
N(V ) is

averaging all the embeddings - computed by the previous layer - of direct graph
neighbors of node v.
In summary, the stacking of multiple graph convolutional layers allows one to
propagate information across the nodes in the network (see Fig. 5.6).

1° Layer

2° Layer

Figure 5.6. Example of graph convolutional operation performed by stacking two graph
convolutional layers.
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- GCN and Graph Learning: The main distinction between GCNs and
random walk-based models is that GCNs are designed to tackle several kind of
tasks while traditional network embedding methods address only specific tasks. For
example, node2vec performs unsupervised learning of the node embeddings then, in
a second stage, the learned node embeddings are fed to a machine learning model
for supervised classification. On the other hand, GCNs are flexible end-to-end deep
learning architectures for supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised settings.

- Graph Auto-Encoder (GAE): Graph convolutional layers can be used as
encoders in an auto-encoder architecture, denoted as graph auto-encoder (GAE) (see
Fig. 5.7). In particular, the GAE learns how to reconstruct the adjacency matrix of
the input graph.

Decoder Encoder (GCN)

Compressed 

Representation

Input Layer Output Layer

Original Network Reconstructed 
Network

Figure 5.7. Architecture of graph auto-encoder.
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5.2 Protein-protein interaction prediction (PPIP)
Proteins play a key role in biological processes. Having a complete collection of
PPIs of an organism is crucial for the many molecular network studies (e.g., the
GDAP or the DTIP). Notwithstanding the time-consuming and labor-intensive
efforts dedicated to building PPI detection systems, it is still necessary to put efforts
into completing the PPI maps of several organisms. The protein-protein interaction
identification task may help to detect physical interactions which were not previously
recognized experimentally among the proteins of an organism and the differences
among different types within an organism. The protein-protein interaction network
(see Section 4.1.1), the Proteins, Gene, Gene Expression and Cells, are useful concepts
presented in section 3.2.

Three main experimental approaches are used to detect human protein-protein
interactions: systematic experiments, literature curation, computational predic-
tions. Systematic experiments, as Yeast two-Hybrid screening (Y2H) and Affinity-
Purification with Mass-Spectrometry (AP-MS), are the most reliable approaches
which provide diverse types of PPIs: Y2H detects binary interactions and AP-MS
detects one-to-many (complexes) interactions [229], both in an unbiased way.

Notwithstanding their accuracy, systematic approaches are prone to identify false
positives and false negatives. As noted by [56], PPI collections built on a scientific
literature review are richer but are lower in quality since the adopted methods are
error-prone and can be affected by investigation biases. Computational approaches,
on the other hand, are inexpensive - if compared to the laboratory experiments -
but due to their synthetic nature, the predictions must be validated with biological
experiments. Several deep learning approaches were proposed in recent years. The
oldest, but also one of the most used, is node2vec: a skip-gram based approach -
proposed in 2016 by Grover and Leskovec [81] - which learns the nodes’ network
representations (embeddings) leveraging only structural information. Kishan et al.
[121] (GNE) and Luo et al. [151] methods are based on a classic DNN approach.
The most recent ones [272, 100] are based on GNN. SkipGNN [100] improves the
aggregation scheme to collect information from direct and second-order neighbors,
and has shown that similarity in second-order PPIs can be highly predictive of PPIs
(i.e., L3 principle) [127]. In their comparative evaluation on the human interactome,
SkipGNN outperforms node2vec [81] by 14.8% AUPRC and 15.1% AUROC.

All the aforementioned approaches use solely the PPIs as input data with the
exception of the method proposed by Kishan et al. [121] (GNE), which also uses
gene expression to build the genes’ representation by integrating both the topological
structure of the interactome and the level of gene expression. In their comparison
evaluation on the yeast interactome, GNE outperforms node2vec by 6% in AUROC
and 12% in AUPRC. Unfortunately, these studies lack a common benchmark which
permits a straight comparison. Each study, even if aligned from the point of view of
the adopted evaluation measures, uses a PPI dataset often different from the other’s
work. The most used evaluation measures are the AUROC and the AUPRC. An
exception is made by Grover and Leskovec [81] who use solely the F-1 measure. For
an additional overview of this subfield of studies, please see the works of Lü and
Zhou [148], and Kovács et al. [127].
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5.3 Gene-disease association prediction (GDAP)
Disease gene identification consists of finding the gene or gene product involved in
the origin of a genetic disease (i.e., disease gene). The Gene-Disease Association
Prediction (GDAP) is a relevant, but still open, research topic, since the genetic
bases of diseases are largely unknown. Currently, only 10% of genes have a known
association with some disease [19]. Traditional ways to assess the role of genes in
diseases involve time-consuming and expensive3 analyses such as Linkage Analysis
and Genome-Wide association studies (GWAS) [134].

Genome-Wide association studies (GWAS) have led to large collections of disease-
gene associations available in public databases like OMIM [91] and DisGeNet [181].
However, GWAS studies have several limitations, such as the lack of identifying all
genetic determinants of complex traits [213]. From a network perspective, it is an
inadequate analysis of gene-by-gene interactions since GWAS studies need a large
sample size to achieve relevant statistical power. In addition, this analysis does not
consider the genomic context (i.e., network structure) as the basis for penetrance of
a trait or as the basis for resilience in individuals with severe traits who have no
clinical disease. Identifying disease genes provides valuable insights to understand
disease mechanisms, design new therapies, improve disease prevention approaches,
and make an accurate risk factor evaluation. For this reason, computational methods
in this area of research have become more and more prominent and widely proposed.

Traditional PPI-based computational approaches have been presented in the
literature to solve the GDAP problem. [19] have grouped them in the following
three categories:

• Linkage Methods: Linkage is the “tendency for genes and other genetic
markers to be inherited together because of their location near one another on
the same chromosome”4. Linkage methods are based on the idea that genes
associated with a given disease or disease category are often in a given linkage
interval (the chromosomal location falls within one or more “disease loci”),
and this information can be used to restrict the number of candidate genes for
a given disease. Supposing that D is the set of all the diseases, and d ∈ D is a
disease, then let be V d ⊆ V the set of nodes (genes) in the linkage interval of
d. From the Linkage methods perspective, V d is the set of candidates among
which the genes related to disease d must be predicted. Further, let be D̂ ⊆ D,
a set of diseases which are functionally similar to d (i.e., D̂ can be seen as
a disease category), then VD̂ are the set of genes which are already known
to be related with D̂. One possible approach, as proposed by [173], is to
predict the disease-gene association among the candidates V d and those in the
direct neighborhood of VD̂. The main problem with linkage methods is that
identifying the causal genes at disease loci is often difficult, as noted in [54]
and furthermore, the co-occurrence of genes in the same chromosomal location
is a probable, but not a necessary, condition.

• Diffusion Methods: the majority of these methods, like those proposed by
[226, 123, 246, 135], are still based on linkage intervals to reduce the number

3https://www.genome.gov/27541954/dna-sequencing-costs-data/
4https://www.medicinenet.com/script/main/art.asp?articlekey=4166

https://www.genome.gov/27541954/dna-sequencing-costs-data/
https://www.medicinenet.com/script/main/art.asp?articlekey=4166
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of candidate genes for a given disease, but rely on more complex connectivity
approaches to filter candidates. For example, in order to find novel disease-
gene candidates, [123] introduces random walk with restart (RwR), starting
from genes known to be associated with a given disease category. RwR
and phenotypic information are also used in a recently published method,
PhenoRank [54]. PhenoRank does not rely on linkage intervals to reduce
candidates, but rather it exploits the phenotypic similarity of an input disease
(query disease) with other diseases. The similarity values are used to score
the nodes of a PPI network, and these scores are then propagated across the
network, so that genes that interact with many high scoring genes are also
scored highly. To avoid bias induced by the fact that less studied genes are
less connected within the PPI network, simulated sets of phenotype terms are
used to calculate, for each gene, the probability of observing a gene score at
least or great as the one actually observed.

• Module-based Methods: the approaches proposed by [71, 235, 201] are
solely based on network connectivity properties. The hypothesis is that
candidate genes belonging to the same neighborhood (or module) are more likely
to be involved in the same diseases. Note that the notions of “neighborhood”
and "module" are vague here, and standard community detection algorithms
do not work. To have an idea of how a disease module looks like see figure
7.1. Both approaches start with a given disease d (or a disease category),
consider the set of genes known to be associated with d - the initial “disease
module” - and expand the module by exploiting the structure of the network.
The main idea of [71] (DIAMOnD) is based on the use of a connectivity
significance measure, designed to take advantage of the weak interconnection
properties of the interactome. Using this metric, DIAMOnD first generates
a connection ranking for each node, with respect to a chosen disease module.
DIAMOnD works by iteratively expanding a single disease module with the first
ranked node identified in each iteration. Unlike DIAMOnD, Gladiator [201]
considers multiple disease modules simultaneously. Gladiator is based on the
intuition that diseases with common phenotypes (common sets of symptoms)
are also likely to share molecular mechanisms. In order to predict gene-disease
relationships, Gladiator uses a simulated annealing algorithm that considers
both information on phenotypic similarity and protein interconnections. One
of the problems with this approach is that phenotypic data are not available
for all genes (as noted in [54]), potentially influencing the performance of this
method.

Beside the traditional methods, the recent development of graph deep learning
approaches offer new powerful tools to tackle the GDAP. In this setting, researchers
explored several deep graph learning approaches that laying in this research area
are mainly based on GNN and Skip-Gram using PPI and GDA data with enriched
features. Agrawal et al. [3] uses node2vec and a logistic-regression to study how
latent network structures of the human interactome are correlated with the disease
module predictability. In HerGePred [257] (HDGN), a heterogeneous network is built
by combining four types of relationships: disease-gene, disease-symptom, gene-GO
terms, gene-gene (PPI ). Then node2vec is appliead to learn to learn the nodes’
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embeddings. Finally, two distinct disease-gene rankings are produced leveraging the
cosine-similarity and an RWR based approach. Similarly to DeepWalk and node2vec,
SmuDGE [9] performs random walks on heterogeneous networks (composed by
PPI, disease-phenotypes and gene-phenotypes associations) and to then apply the
Skip-Gram model to learn the diseases’ and genes’ representations. SmuDGE use
two independent methods: i) an unsupervised method based on the cosine-similarity
between embedding vectors and the query disease vector; ii) a method based on
a deep neural network which uses the genes’ and diseases’ embeddings to perform
the prediction. Another study based on node2vec is the work proposed by Ata et
al. [12] where they enrich the generated embeddings with around 500 gene features
collected from Uniprot. The enriched representation is used to train several binary
classification models: SVM, generalized linear model (GLM), Random Forest (RF),
and kNN. According to the authors, N2VKO outperforms plain node2vec by roughly
2.6% AUROC on six diseases. In HNEEM [237],the authors construct a heterogeneous
network based on gene-disease associations, gene-chemical associations and disease-
chemical associations. Several models are then applied to learn different node
embeddings: node2vec, DeepWalk, Higher-Order Proximity Preserved Embedding
(HOPE), semi-supervised depth model Structural Deep Network Embedding (SDNE)
[234], Graph Factorization (GF) [5] and Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) [28]. Finally,
they predict the disease-gene association using a random forest based approach. The
method presented by Zhu et al. [281] uses a cascade of deep methods (DeepWalk with
a graph convolution layer and a three-layers fully connected network) to predict the
disease-gene associations. The presented approach use a heterogeneous network that
integrates a gene-gene network, disease-disease network and gene-disease network
to outperform the prediction made by HerGePred by 11.7% AUPRC. HeteWalk
[253] performs the Skip-Gram model on meta-path controlled random walks which
explore a weighted heterogeneous network of PPIs, miRNA-miRNA, disease-disease,
gene-disease, gene-miRNA, and miRNA-disease associations. Given a query disease,
HeteWalk ranks genes according to the cosine similarity between their representations
and the given disease vector. GCN-MF [93] extracts diseases’ and genes’ features
using principal component analysis (PCA) and matrix factorization methods on
prior biological knowledge of diseases and genes. These features are then used
to build a similarity network which, in conjunction with the genes’ features, are
used to train a GCN model. A slightly different approach dgMDL is presented
by Luo et al. [153]. The method, based on a multi-modal deep belief net (DBN),
first constructs a gene-gene similarity network and a disease similarity network
based on PPIs and (GO-)terms data respectively. Then, node2vec is applied to
those networks to generate their latent representations. The generated embeddings
are finally jointly used a two-level DBNs. One of the most recent approach is the
Random Watcher Walker RW 2 [158]. Madeddu et al. proposes an unsupervised deep
learning method that exploits both functional and connectivity patterns to predict
the gene-disease associations. To do so, RW 2 collects second-order random-walks,
made over the gene attributes of the human interactome to learn a Skip-Gram
based attributes representations. The final prediction is made using attributes’
representations, which encompass both structural and functional connectivity. The
proposed framework facilitates multiple sources of information without manipulating
the original network topology producing promising results. CIPHER-SC [277] uses
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an approach based on a Graph Convolution on a Context-Aware Network with
Single-Cell Data. The heterogeneous network is composed of ontological associations
and biological relationships from both public databases and single-cell data. The
node2vec nodes’ representations are used in a deep neural network made with one
GCN and one DistMult [256] layer. The authors compared CIPHER-SC to methods
present in literature (HerGePred, SmuDGE and GCN-MF) achieving an increment
up to 8.02% in the AUROC and 17.01% in the AUPRC. Finally, HO-VGAE [114] and
SkipGNN [100], described in Section 5.2, improves the GNN’s aggregation scheme
to predict gene-disease associations. In their comparative evaluation on the GDAP
problem, SkipGNN outperforms node2vec [81] by 8.7% AUPRC and 7.8% AUROC.
HOGCN outperforms SkipGNN by 2.6% AUPRC and 2.4% AUROC.

It is worth noting that this prediction problem is also characterized by the
absence of a sharp benchmark. All the methods can be distinguished mainly by the
used data rather than the computational approach. Despite that node2vec, AUROC
and AUPRC represent the de facto baseline and comparative measures. To complete
the overview of this subfield of studies, please see the works of Luo et al. [152],
Kaushal et al. [113].

5.4 Knowledge-based methods for inducing disease tax-
onomies (KDT)

Human-curated disease ontologies are fundamental tools for defining the diagnoses,
treatments and clinical decision support of human diseases. However, disease
ontologies still rely on clinically observable phenotypes rather than the recent
understanding of the molecular processes underlying disease pathobiology. In order
to meet the needs of precision medicine, researchers are investigating novel network-
based computational methods to integrate biomedical data. To the best of our
knowledge, only one study addressed that problem. Zhou et al. [279], as a response to
the limits of the contemporary disease taxonomies, demonstrate the inconsistency of
the ICD-9 diagnostic classification system with the disease relationships in molecular
networks. They propose a New Classification of Diseases (referred to as NCD) to
capture the molecular diversity of diseases and define clearer boundaries in terms of
both phenotypical similarity and molecular associations. The purpose of their study
is to reform the ICD-9 by constructing a NCD in three steps. First, they create
a network of diseases connected by molecular and phenotypic similarities, rather
than identifying disease modules in the human interactome, as we do. In their work,
the nodes of the network define the low level of NCD, that is, the leaf nodes of the
hierarchy. Next, the authors apply an overlapping community detection algorithm
to the disease network to generate overlapping disease categories, representing the
middle level of the NCD. Finally, they apply a non-overlapping community detection
algorithm to the previously identified network communities and generate disease
categories for the top level of the NCD.
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5.5 Deep learning methods for Network Pharmacology
(NP)

In the era of COVID-19 and its variants, effective and fast drug development has
become urgent. However, the discovery of new drugs is a high-risk and expensive
process that can last years. Recent studies [182, 61] estimated that developing a
new drug costs 2–3 billion dollars and takes roughly 12 years. To overcome these
limitations, researchers are resorting to drug repurposing, which was shown to be
more efficient and safer than traditional drug development. Drug repurposing, or
repositioning, identifies new clinical indications or therapeutic effects for approved
drugs. Yet, most of the novel drug-disease associations are mainly due to serendipity
or come from intuition based on biological knowledge [32].In the last decade, several
computational approaches have been proposed to filter (in silico) the most promising
drug-disease relationships for the (in vitro) clinical and biological experiments.

Computational approaches based on “omics” data processing have proved to
be effective for drug repurposing thanks to their capability to extract complex
molecular relationships hidden in the mechanisms of our organism [78, 176, 84, 270].
Most of these methods rely on feature or network-based strategies. Feature-based
methods apply machine learning techniques to raw biological data to predict novel
drug-disease associations. For instance, Gottlieb et al. [78] compute drug-drug and
disease-disease similarities based on omics features. Then, they feed the computed
similarities into a logistic regression classifier to predict drug-disease associations.
Instead, Ozturk et al. [176] employ a convolutional neural network (CNN) on protein
sequences to predict the binding affinity between drugs and genes. Network-based
methods discover drug-disease associations by applying network analysis or graph-
based machine learning techniques to biological data. Guney et al. [84] apply a
network-based proximity measure to the human interactome to predict novel drug-
disease associations. They observed that a drug close to a disease in the interactome
is more likely to be effective than a distant drug. Zeng et al. [270] developed deepDR,
a multi-modal deep auto-encoder that leverages information from 10 heterogeneous
biological networks for drug repurposing.

Without doubt, the COVID-19 pandemic has greatly boosted research at the
intersection of biology and network science [280, 90, 271, 102, 186]. Zhou et al.
[280] combined network-proximity measures on the human interactome and gene
sequence analysis to repurposing drugs for COVID-19. Gysi et al. [90] rank drug
candidates for Covid-19 by using three network-based drug repurposing strategies:
network proximity measures, diffusion-based methods, and graph deep learning-based
techniques. Zeng et al. [271] construct a Knowledge-Base (KB) network of biological
entities such as drugs and diseases and augment it with known relationships of several
coronaviruses (e.g., SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV). Then, they use RotatE [210],
a network-based deep learning model, to learn low-dimensional representations of
entities and relationship types of the KB and predict drug candidates for COVID-19.
Ioannidis et al. [102], similarly to [271], frame the drug repurposing problem as a
link prediction task in a biological KB network augmented by gene relationships with
SARS-CoV-1, MERS-CoV and COVID-19 (i.e., SARS-CoV-2). For link prediction,
they apply a novel GCN-based inductive model to the KB network. Ray et al.
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[186] predict drug candidates for the SARS-CoV-2 by applying a variational Graph
Auto-Encoder (VGAE) [119] to the Human interactome augmented with drug-target
and SARS-CoV-2-host protein interactions.

In the following sections, we decouple the problem of drug-repurposing in Net-
work Pharmacology in three tasks: drug-target interaction prediction, drug-disease
association prediction and drug-drug interaction prediction.

Drug-Target Interaction Prediction (DTIP)
The drug-target interaction prediction is the task that consists of finding a molecule,
usually a protein, which is bound to a drug. There are several wet-lab strategies
used to assess drug-target associations but they are extremely expensive and time-
consuming [65]. The “one disease–one target–one drug” paradigm was predominant
in pharmacology. However recent studies showed that several approved drugs bind
multiple targets [38]. For this reason, the identification of drug-target interactions is
crucial for drug discovery and drug repurposing, and, thus, to design new therapies
and develop Precision Medicine.

The most notable methods which rely on deep neural network techniques are
those proposed by Zong et al. [284] and Wan et al. [233]. The first method [284] is
a similarity-based drug–target one which first constructs a heterogeneous network
of drug–target, drug-disease and disease–target associations. Then, the DeepWalk
method is applied to the network to build nodes’ representations. The authors
propose two rule-based inference methods to predict new drug-target associations:
a drug-based similarity inference (DBSI) and a target-based similarity inference
(TBSI). The former, DBSI, predicts a new drug–target association (di, tl) if the drug
di is similar to the drug dj and there is an association between the drug dj and the
target tl. On the other hand, TBSI predicts a new drug–target association (di, th) if
there is an association between the drug di and the target tl, and the target tl is
similar to target th. The proposed method mainly takes advantage of the topological
structure of biological networks to improve the predictions’ performances.

NeoDTI [233] is an end-to-end model to predict drug-target interactions from
heterogeneous data. The method, first, constructs a network composed eight of
other ones: drug-drug structure-based similarity, drug-side effect, drug-target, drug-
drug, drug-disease, protein-protein sequence-based similarity, protein-disease and
PPIs. The proposed deep learning neural network framework takes as input the
heterogeneous network to reconstruct the original eight networks’ adjacency matrices.
Finally, NeoDTI predicts drug-target interactions relying on the reconstructed
network matrices.

Lastly, SkipGNN [100] and HO-VGAE [114], described in Section 5.2, improve the
GNN’s aggregation scheme to predict drug-drug interactions. In their comparative
evaluation on the DTIP problem, SkipGNN outperforms node2vec [81] by 15.7%
on AUPRC and 20.2% on AUROC. HOGCN outperforms SkipGNN by 0.9% on
AUPRC and 1.2% on AUROC.

The main advantages of the proposed methods are the integration of several
sources of information to extract non-linear patterns from the data. AUROC and
AUPR are the most used metrics in this research field. For an additional overview
of this subfield of studies, please see at the works of Ezzat et al. [65], Bagherian et
al. [16], and Abbasi et al. [1].
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Drug-Disease Association Prediction (DDAP) A drug-disease association
(also named Drug Repurposing) is a synthetic representation of the therapeutic effect
which a drug has on a certain disease. It is important to note that a disease is a
complex process which has an impact on an organism by modifying its biological
processes and, thus, must be distinguished from the drug-target interaction. Note that
the drug discovery process, where a new drug is developed from scratch, is different
from the drug repurposing one. Drug discovery is a time-consuming and expensive
process while the repurposing process of an existing drug may drastically reduce
costs and time of drugs’ validation, especially if it is addressed by computational
approaches.

The first solution to DDAP was proposed by Zeng et al. with DeepDR [270].
DeepDR, is a network-based deep-learning approach for drug repurposing which uses
several biological networks: drug-disease, drug-side-effect, drug–target and seven
drug-drug networks. At first, DeepDR generates the low-dimensional representations
capturing highly non-linear patterns (drugs’ embeddings) by using the DeepNF model
on 9 drug-related networks. Then, the learned drugs’ embeddings and drug-disease
associations are fed into a collective variational auto-encoder [41] to predict novel
drug-disease associations. Similarly the approach of Gysi et al. [90] learns diseases’
and genes’ representations applying the Decagon model (presented in subsection
5.5) on four associations networks (protein-protein, drug-target, disease-protein, and
drug-disease associations) to predict the drug-COVID19 associations. Lastly, Karimi
et al. present a reinforcement learning-based approach, HVGAE [111]. The method
learns diseases’ and drugs’ embeddings using a hierarchical variational graph auto-
encoder with attentional pooling on PPI, gene-disease and disease-disease networks.
The learned representations are used a reinforcement learning model to identify the
drug combinations which maximize the therapeutic efficacy. This work addresses
the challenging problem of finding clinical indications for a set of drugs instead of
repurposing a single drug as in the aforementioned works.

The most used metrics in this domain are the AUROC and AUPRC. Unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to recognize a common benchmark. An additional overview
of this domain is presented in the works of Xue et al. [255] and Jarada et al. [105].

Drug-Drug Interaction Prediction (DDIP) The combined interactions of
two or more drugs with individual biological processes may cause unexpected and
critical health complications [282]. Those complications, called adverse drug reactions
(ADRs), are dangerous for the patient and expensive for the health system. A
significant number of hospital admissions and medical errors are due to DDI [25].

Notwithstanding the high demand for improving our understanding of DDIs, the
current known side effects of those interactions are less than 1% of the total [190]
and their prediction by clinical and wet-lab experiments is extremely expensive and
hard to carry out [45].

For the aforementioned reason, Drug-Drug Interaction detection is a relevant
task necessary for the success of patients’ treatments. Several computational classic
machine learning approaches have been developed [45, 276], with the only three
methods that can be highlighted as deep based ones are Decagon [282], SkipGNN
[100] and HO-VGAE [114].
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The authors of Decagon present an end-to-end multimodal graph auto-encoder
approach for predicting drug-drug associations and their side effects. The input
of the model is a multimodal (heterogeneous) graph composed of protein-protein
interactions, drug-protein target interactions and poly-pharmacy side effects. The
drugs are the nodes and each side effect is an edge of a different type. The method
is based on a novel convolutional neural network for multi-relational link prediction.
Decagon addresses the problem of poly-pharmacy to find side effects of drug combi-
nations. A different task to the one of finding a combined clinical treatment as done
by the work of Karimi et al. [111] (presented in details in subsection 5.5).

HO-VGAE [114] and SkipGNN [100], presented in Section 5.2, improve the
GNN’s aggregation scheme to predict drug-drug interactions. In their comparative
evaluation on the DDIP problem, SkipGNN outperforms node2vec [81] by 6.5% on
AUPRC and 7.7% on AUROC. HOGCN outperforms SkipGNN by 3.1% on AUPRC
and 2.5% on AUROC.
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The following chapter presents "Assessment of community efforts to advance
computational prediction of protein-protein interactions" journal article. This study
provides a comprehensive understanding of the human protein-protein interaction
(PPI) network, also known as the human interactome, providing relevant insights
into the molecular mechanisms of complex biological processes and diseases. Despite
the remarkable experimental efforts undertaken to date to determine the struc-
ture of the human interactome, many PPIs remain unmapped. Computational
approaches, especially network-based methods, can facilitate the identification of
new PPIs. Many such methods have been proposed. Yet, a systematic evaluation of
existing network-based methods in predicting PPIs is still lacking. Here, we report
community efforts initiated by the International Network Medicine Consortium to
benchmark the ability of 24 representative network-based methods to predict PPIs
across five different interactomes, including a synthetic interactome generated by the
duplication-mutation-complementation model and the interactomes of four different
organisms: A. thaliana, C. elegans, S. cerevisiae, and H. sapiens. We found that the
predictability of interactomes is generally weak. Moreover, the performance of some
network-based methods can vary largely across different interactomes, which likely
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result from different network characteristics. Despite this, some methods performed
consistently better across the interactomes we considered. We selected the top-seven
methods through a computational validation on the human interactome. We next
experimentally validated their top-500 predicted PPIs (in total 3,276 predicted PPIs)
using the yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assay, finding 1,177 new human PPIs (involving
633 proteins). Our results indicate that advanced similarity-based methods, which
leverage PPIs’ underlying network characteristics, show superior performance over
other general link prediction methods. Through experimental validation, we con-
firmed that the top-ranking methods show promising performance externally, often
better than computational validation would suggest. For example, from the top-500
PPIs predicted by an advanced similarity-based method [MPS(B&T)], 430 were
successfully tested by Y2H with 376 testing positive, yielding a precision of 87.4%.
These results establish advanced similarity-based methods as powerful tools for the
prediction of human PPIs.

The study presented in this chapter led to an article in an under review status
[239].

6.1 Introduction
Comprehensive understanding of the human PPI network (also known as the human
interactome) could offer global insights into cellular organization, genome function,
and genotype–phenotype relationships [230, 191]. Discovery of new PPIs could
facilitate important interventional goals, such as drug target identification and
therapeutic design [163]. Despite remarkable experimental efforts in high-throughput
mapping, the human interactome map remains sparse and incomplete [191, 149],
and is subject to noise and investigative biases [191]. These factors represent a
severe limitation to the accurate understanding of cellular organization and genome
function. Computational methods can accelerate knowledge acquisition in biomedical
networks by significantly reducing the number of alternatives to be confirmed in
bench experiments [117, 212, 7, 238, 197]. Yet, high incompleteness of the human
interactome map may reduce the effectiveness of state-of-the-art computational
methods. In this context, the computational prediction of new PPIs based on
experimentally observed PPIs becomes a particularly challenging but potentially
highly rewarding task.

Recognizing the advantages and limitations of different computational methods
in the context of PPI prediction is critical, providing the insight required to select
the best predictive strategy [130, 161, 268, 224, 184]. To accelerate this process, the
International Network Medicine Consortium initiated a project to systematically
benchmark 24 representative network-based methods in PPI prediction through
standardized performance metrics and standardized, unbiased interactome analysis
(see Fig.6.1 for a summary of the workflow of this project). The 24 methods (with
acronyms and brief descriptions listed in Table 6.1) were selected from the rich
literature on link prediction [130, 161, 148] as well as the recent advancement in the
field of deep graph learning [273, 100]. Our selection covers major categories of link
prediction from similarity-based methods to probabilistic methods, factorization-
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based methods, diffusion-based methods, and machine learning-based methods
(Fig.6.2). Note that three of 24 network-based methods also utilize biological data
(i.e., the sequence information of proteins) in addition to the topology information
for the PPI predictions.

To evaluate the performance of those methods, we need reliable and unbiased
benchmark interactomes. Literature-curated interactomes of PPIs with multiple
lines of supporting evidence might be highly reliable, but they are largely influenced
by selection biases [143]. Therefore, here we focused on interactomes emerging
from systematic screens that lack selection biases. For simplicity, we focused on
binary datasets where co-complex membership annotations are not included. We
used the following five benchmark interactomes for performance evaluation: (1)
A plant interactome including 2,774 proteins and 6,205 PPIs, derived from the
PPIs in the A. thaliana Interactome, version 1 (AI-1) and literature databases [51];
(2) a worm interactome including 2,528 proteins and 3,864 PPIs, derived from C.
elegans version 8 (WI8), which is assembled from high-quality Y2H PPIs [202]; (3)
a yeast interactome of S. cerevisiae including 2,018 proteins and 2,930 PPIs, derived
from the union of CCSB-YI1, Ito-core and Uetz-screen datasets [199]; (4) a human
interactome including 8,274 proteins and 52,548 PPIs, derived from HuRI [149],
which is assembled from binary protein interactions from three separate high-quality
yeast two-hybridY2H binding assays; and (5) a synthetic interactome including 8,274
proteins and 59,922 PPIs, generated by the duplication-mutation-complementation
model [227] (see Section 6.2).

For each of the five interactomes, we first performed 10-fold cross-validation
to evaluate four performance metrics of the 24 different methods (here we refer to
this process as “computational validation”). This analysis allowed us to rank the
methods. Next, the top-seven methods were selected based on their performance in
predicting interactions in the human interactome, and their top-500 predicted human
PPIs (yielding a cumulative of 3,276 PPIs) were chosen for a systematic and unbiased
experimental validation through Y2H assays. In total, we validated 1,177 new PPIs
involving 633 human proteins. To the best of our knowledge, no other consortium-
based evaluations of PPI prediction algorithms in the literature incorporated such
a large experimental validation effort. In this study, we report the results of this
community effort, where we evaluated the performance of various link prediction
algorithms in the context of PPI prediction, and provided insights into the optimal
computational tools required to detect the unmapped PPIs. We found that advanced
similarity-based methods, which leverage the underlying characteristics of PPIs, show
superior performance over other link prediction methods in both computational and
experimental validations. We describe the details of these methods. The full datasets
(including all of the benchmark interactomes and the experimental validation results),
as well as the code for all of the tested methods and scoring functions, are freely
provided to the scientific community.
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Figure 6.1. : Workflow of the INMC PPI prediction project. 24 representative
network-based methods were systematically evaluated to predict PPIs in the interactome
of four different organisms: A. thaliana [51], C. elegans [202], S. cerevisiae [199] and
H. sapiens [149], and a synthetic interactome generated by the duplication-mutation-
complementation model [227]. During the computational validation, the PPIs of each
interactome were divided into training set and validation set through 10-fold cross
validation. The performance of each method was evaluated using four standard met-
rics:AUROC, AUPRC, P@500, and NDCG. For each method, an overall score was
defined as the sum of z-scores of three metrics (AUPRC, P@500 and NDCG) for each
interactome. Top-seven methods were selected based on their performance in predicting
human PPIs during the computational validation. Using the entire human interactome,
each of the top-seven methods predicted the top-500 human PPIs for experimental
validation using the Y2H assay. PPI: protein-protein interactions. AUROC: Area Under
the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve. AUPRC: Area Under the Precision-Recall
Curve. P@500: Precision of the top-500 predicted PPIs. NDCG: Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain. Y2H: yeast two hybrid assay. v1-v3: assay 1-assay 3.
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Figure 6.2. : Diagram of the five major categories of link prediction methods.
(1) Similarity-based methods. These methods quantify the likelihood of links based on
predefined similarity functions among nodes in the graph, i.e., the common neighbors
(green area). (2) Probabilistic methods. These methods assume that real networks have
some structure, e.g., community structure. The goal of these algorithms is to select
model parameters that can maximize the likelihood of the observed structure. The
connecting probability of nodes within a community is higher than that between different
communities (gray matrix). (3) Factorization-based: The goal of these methods is to
learn a lower dimensional representation for each node in the graph by preserving the
global network patterns. Next, the compressed representation is leveraged to predict
unobserved PPIs by either calculating a similarity function or training a classifier. (4)
Machine learning: There are numerous methods among machine learning categories;
here, we illustrate this category using the state-of-the-art graph neural networks (GNN).
Those methods embed node information by aggregating the node features, link features
and graph structure using a neural network and passing the information through links
in the graph. Thereafter, the learned representations are used to train a supervised
model to predict the missing links. (5) Diffusion-based: These methods use techniques
based on the analysis of the information gleaned from the movement of a random walker
diffusion over the network (paths indicated by red arrows).
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ID Synopsis U/S Ref.

Similarity-based: the existent probability of a link is measured as
the prior knowledge-based similarity between two nodes (i,j).

Common Neighbor (CN): similarity of a link is computed as the number of
common neighbors between two nodes. U [169]

Resource Allocation (RA): similarity of a link is computed as resource allocation of node pair. U [278]
Preference Attachment (PA): similarity of a link is computed as the degree product of node pair. U [20]
Jaccard Index (JC): similarity of a link is computed as Jaccard index of node pair. U [104]
Adamic Adar (AA): similarity of a link is defined as the Adamic-Adar index. U [2]
Katz: Similarity of a link is defined as the Katz index. U [112]
Similarity (SIM): Similarity score integrating L3 and Jaccard index. U [42]
Ensemble: integrate several similarity scores. U
Maximum similarity
and Preference attachment
Score (MPS(T)):

integrate two scores of topological features. U [27]

Maximum similarity,
Preference attachment
and sequence Score
(MPS (T&B)*):

integrate two scores of topological features and
one score from the protein sequence. U [27]

Root Noise Model (RNM): an ensemble method that integrate a diagonal noise model,
a spectral noise model and L3 model. U [127]

Probabilistic methods:
assume that real networks have some structure, i.e., community structure.
The goal of these algorithms is to select model parameters
that can maximize the likelihood of the observed structure.

Stochastic Block Model (SBM): assume nodes are distributed into blocks and links between
two nodes depends on the block they belong to. U [82]

Repulsive Graph Signal Processing (RepGSP):
learn PPIs via graph signal processing.
RepGSP rewards links between “repulsive nodes”
(i.e., nodes belonging to different communities).

U [220, 50]

Factorization-based methods:
factorize the network adjacency matrix to reduce the high dimensional nodes
in the graph into a lower dimensional representation space by conserving
the node neighborhood structures.

Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NNMF): dimension reduction using non-negative matrix factorization
and the existent probability is defined as the cosine similarity of latent features. U [247]

Geometric Laplacian
Eigenmap Embedding (GLEE):

dimension reduction using Geometric Laplacian Eigenmap,
then the existent probability is defined as the cosine similarity of latent features. U [219]

Spectral Clustering (SPC): dimension reduction using symmetric normalized Laplacian matrix,
then the existent probability is defined as the cosine similarity of latent features. U [211]

Machine Learning: Methods based on machine learning techniques.
Conditional Generative
Adversarial Network (cGAN):

generative adversarial network performing image-to-image translation conditioned
on embedding information of the network topology. U [83, 10, 103, 132]

Skip similarity Graph
Neural Network (SkipGNN):

receives neural messages from two-hop neighbors as well
as immediate neighbors in the interaction
network and non-linearly transforms the messages.

S [100]

Subgraphs, Embedding
and Attributes
for Link prediction
(SEAL)*:

learn general graph structure features from local enclosing subgraphs. S [272]

Diffusion-based methods:

methods using techniques based on the analysis
of the information diffusion over the network,
e.g., random walks. The category includes
methods integrating techniques
of other categories.

Average Commute Time (ACT):
similarity is defined as the average number of movements/steps
required by a random walker to reach the destination node
and come back to the starting node.

U [140]

Random Walks with Restart (RWR): similarity is defined as the probability of a random walker node
to reach the target node. U [218]

Structural-Context Similarity (SimRank): measure the structural context similarity and
shows object-to-object relationships. U [106]

Deep Neural Network
and Feature Representations
for Nodes (DNN+node2vec):

compute node and edge embeddings by the node2vec, then feeds
the results into a deep neural network. S [81, 266, 122]

Random Watcher-Walker (RW 2*) integrate network construction, network representation learning
and classification. U [158]

Table 6.1. Computational Methods tested in the INMC PPI prediction project. The
U/S column is valued with U for unsupervised methods, otherwise S for supervised or
semi-supervised methods. The * symbol indicates the level-2 methods, which make use
of node or node-pair attributes.
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6.2 Materials and methods
The INMC protein-protein interaction prediction project. This community effort
was initiated by the International Network Medicine Consortium (INMC) aiming to
provide a framework to assess the network-based computational methods in protein-
protein interaction (PPI) prediction through standardized performance measures
and common benchmarks. The INMC members were required to run their selected
methods on five benchmark interactomes. For each interactome, members were
required to submit two sets of results: (1) 10-fold cross-validation to compute the four
performance measures; and (2) top-500 new human PPIs predicted by their methods
by leveraging the whole human interactome. In total, we tested 24 link prediction
methods. The top-500 new human PPIs provided by the top-7 high performance
methods were further evaluated experimentally through yeast two-hybrid (Y2H)
assays.

Generation of the synthetic interactome. The duplication-mutation com-
plementation model constructs an interactome according to the following algorithm.
To generate a graph G(V,E) with node set V and link set E, for each time step,
a node is added to G according to one of two rules: duplication or divergence. In
duplication, a node i is chosen at random and a new node j is connected to all the
neighbors of i, while nodes i and j have a link with probability p. In divergence,
the algorithm randomly chooses two nodes i and j and, for each of the nodes k
linked to both nodes i and j, randomly selects one link, either (i, k) or (j, k), to be
removed with probability q. The parameters p and q are chosen to fit key network
properties of G, which we chose to be the human interactome. Here, we chose
four network properties: mean degree, degree distribution (power-law exponent),
clustering coefficient, and mean node betweenness. The degree distribution is esti-
mated by maximum-likelihood fitting methods with goodness-of-fit tests based on
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic and likelihood ratios [49]. The optimal fitting is
p = 0.125 and q = 0.435. The resulting interactome includes 8,274 proteins and
59,922 PPIs.

PPI prediction methods. We compared in total 24 different methods that
fall into five categories based on the adopted prediction strategy: similarity-based
methods, probabilistic methods, factorization-based methods, machine learning
methods, and diffusion-based methods (see Fig.6.2). Based on the information used
in the prediction, these methods can also be divided into two categories: level-1
(based on network structure only) and level-2 (based on both network structure and
node attributes) (see Table 6.1). Based on the usage of training PPIs labels, they
can be further divided into supervised and unsupervised methods. In the following,
we will provide an overview of each category. All the methods are briefly described
in Table 6.1. Additional details can be found in Supplementary Information (SI) of
the related publication1.

1https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.09.22.461292v1.
supplementary-material

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.09.22.461292v1.supplementary-material
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.09.22.461292v1.supplementary-material
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• Similarity-based methods: these link prediction methods use a similarity
score function based on local properties of network nodes to measure the
likelihood of links. Two nodes with higher similarity score are considered to
have a link between them with higher probability. For example, two nodes with
more common neighbors are considered to be more similar and tend to link to
each other. Note that when applied to PPI prediction, the adopted similarity
measures are mostly based on interconnection properties of the nodes rather
than on specific node features. The main advantages of these methods are that
they are agnostic to any annotation-dependent features, making them easily
applicable across organisms; and that they make few assumptions about global
network structure. We selected the classical similarity-based methods that were
widely used in link prediction, i.e., CN, PA, RA, Katz and L3-based methods,
i.e., MPS and RNM which showed superior performance in the prediction of
PPIs.

• Probabilistic methods: The probabilistic and maximum likelihood algo-
rithms assume that real networks have some structure, i.e., hierarchical or
community structure. The goal of these algorithms is to select model param-
eters that can maximize the likelihood of the observed structure. As one of
the most general network models, the stochastic block model (SBM) assumes
that nodes are partitioned into groups with the probability that two nodes are
connected depending solely on the groups to which they belong. We selected
the classical probabilistic method SBM, and a new method RepGSP developed
by ourselves.

• Factorization-based methods: These methods use matrix factorization
techniques to find a mapping to embed the original dimensional nodes in
the network into a lower dimension so that similar nodes in the original
network tend to have similar representation features. The resulting embedded
lower-dimensional vectors (feature representations) can be used for many
tasks, such as visualization, node classification, and link prediction. The link
prediction task can be achieved by directly defining the likelihood of a link
as the similarity of two nodes’ embedded features or using other complex
classifiers, e.g., linear regression or deep neural networks. We selected two
classical factorization-based methods: NNFM, SPC, and a recently developed
method GLEE.

• Machine learning methods: Machine learning (ML) is a growing field of
pattern recognition algorithms that are trained on a given set of input data
to make predictions based on the extracted patterns. Deep learning (DL)
is a branch of machine learning composed of multi-layered neural network
models. The recent success of deep neural networks is due to their ability
to extract complex patterns in high-dimensional data by using non-linear
functions. Graph neural networks (GNNs) are designed for learning over a
graph. The graph convolution layers of the GNN are used to extract local
substructure features for each node, and the graph aggregation layer aggregates
node-level features into a graph-level feature vector [272]. These methods can
learn parameters describing the general graph structural features and may
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include both node and connectivity features, showing promising performance
in many network types [274]. We used two methods developed by ourselves
(i.e., cGAN and DNN+node2vec), and two existing methods (SkipGNN and
SEAL). The cGAN [17] (conditional generative adversarial network) method
also utilizes features extracted via node2vec, which is a popular algorithmic
framework for representational learning on graphs [81, 214]. Both SkipGNN
and SEAL are GNN-based methods.

• Diffusion-based methods: These methods use techniques based on the
analysis of the information gleaned from diffusion (typically from a random
walker) over the network. We selected three widely used methods ACT,
SimRank and RWR; and two additional methods developed by ourselves
DNN+node2vec and RW 2.

Details on the selected methods can be found in the SI. We note that most
of the selected methods do not have hyperparameters. For those methods having
hyperparameters (e.g., SEAL), we used their default or custom values without hy-
perparameter tuning. All surveyed methods use network (connectivity) information,
while only a few (i.e., MPS(B&T), SEAL, RW 2) incorporate information on protein
sequence information.

Performance metrics. We assessed the performance of each protein interaction
prediction method using four metrics: Area Under the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic (ROC) curve (AUROC), Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (AUPRC),
Precision of the top-500 predicted PPIs (P@500), and Normalized Discounted Cu-
mulative Gain (NDCG). Notice that we included AUROC since it is widely used in
the link prediction literature [67, 58, 258, 48] despite the fact that previous studies
pointed out that AUROC is not a good performance metric for highly imbalanced
data [194, 175]. As the total number of PPIs for C. elegans and S. cerevisiae is less
than 5,000, the test PPIs in 10-fold cross validation is less than 500, which means
that the maximum P@500 is not 1. Given that the interactomes considered here
are expected to be sparse, the number of true positive (i.e., existent) links will be
dwarfed by the number of true negative (i.e., non-existent) links. In the literature,
data imbalance is addressed by randomly selecting the same number of negative
links to obtain a balanced validation list. Considering that we have also chosen
three other metrics that can be used to quantify the classification methods and that
are more robust to imbalanced data, we still reported the AUROC on the original
imbalanced data. Since the absolute values of AUROC and NDCG could be much
larger than AUPRC and P@500, the values of AUPRC, P@500, and NDCG were
each separately transformed into z-scores so that they have the same distribution,
with mean value of 0 and standard deviation of 1.

To compute a combined score that summarizes the performance of each method
using the different evaluation metrics, we used the sum of the three z-scores, which
is defined as:

score = zAUPRC + zp@500 + zNDCG (6.1)
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Evaluation strategy. To validate the methods, we applied two strategies:
computational validation and experimental validation. Computational validation
refers to a computational assessment of the 24 methods using the aforementioned
performance metrics. Experimental validation evaluates the top-seven methods
(criteria for the selection of which are described below) according to their rank in the
computational validation by applying wet laboratory experiments on their predicted
PPIs.

Computational validation. For each of the 24 methods, we performed com-
putational validation using the 10-fold cross-validation approach. We randomly split
the observed link set E into 10 subsets. For each iteration, one subset is selected
as the probe set EP and links in this subset are removed from the network. Links
in the remaining nine subsets constitute the training set ET and form the residual
network. Note that some methods model both existing and non-existing links in
training. For these methods, we added to the training set negative (non-existing)
links generated by using balanced random sampling [266, 177]. To compare different
methods in a systematic way, we computed the aforementioned performance metrics
considering the test set as the union of the probe set EP and all the non-existing
links not in the training set.

Selection of the top-seven methods in human PPI prediction. Based on
the results of the computational validation in the human PPI prediction, we selected
the top-seven methods as follows. First, we ranked the 24 methods based on their
combined z-scores, and focused on the top-10 methods: MPS(T), RNM, MPS(B&T),
cGAN, SEAL, SBM, SkipGNN, CN, AA, and DNN+node2vec. Second, among the
top-10 methods, we found that the top-6 methods (MPS(T), RNM, MPS(B&T),
cGAN, SEAL, and SBM) have much higher combined z-scores than other meth-
ods, suggesting their superior performance over other methods. These six methods
were selected for experimental validation. Finally, among the other four methods
(SkipGNN, CN, AA, and DNN+node2vec), we found that their combined z-scores
(as well as their AUPRC and NDCG) are quite close to each other. Considering
the practical use case of PPI prediction methods, the P@500 metric might be the
best performance measurement to estimate the applicability of a method in the real
world, where only a portion of the predictions with the highest confidence scores will
be experimentally evaluated. We selected DNN+node2vec as the seventh method to
be validated experimentally, because its P@500 is much higher than that of the other
three methods. For each of the selected seven methods (MPS(T), RNM, MPS(B&T),
cGAN, SEAL, SBM, and DNN+node2vec), we validated its top-500 predicted PPIs
based on the whole human interactome.
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Experimental validation. The union of the top-500 human PPIs predicted
by the top-seven methods includes 3,276 unique protein pairs. We systematically
tested those protein pairs by performing three complementary yeast two-hybrid
(Y2H) assays as performed previously for the human interactome4. Briefly, 5 µl of
glycerol stocks of Y8930:DB-ORF and Y8800:AD-ORF haploid strains were cherry
picked from the hORFeome collection into 200 µl of selective media (Synthetic
Complete media without Leucine [SC-Leu] or Synthetic Complete media without
Tryptophan [SC-Trp], respectively) and arrayed to generate the pairs to be tested.
After overnight growth, 5 µl of Y8930:DB-ORF and 5 µl of Y8800:AD-ORF culture
were transferred into YEPD (Yeast Extract Peptone Dextrose). After incubating
overnight at 30 °C to allow mating to occur, 10 µl of yeast culture were transferred
into 120 µl SC-Leu-Trp media to allow for selection of diploid yeast cells. The next
day, diploid yeast cultures were spotted on Synthetic Complete media without leucine,
tryptophan and histidine with 1 mM 3-Amino-1,2,4-triazole (SC-Leu-Trp-His+1 mM
3AT) to test for interactions and SC-Leu-His+1 mM 3AT supplemented with either
1 mg/L cycloheximide (CHX) for assay version 1 or 10 mg/L for assay versions 2
and 3 to test for auto-activation. After 72 h incubation at 30 ºC, diploid cells that
grew on SC-Leu-Trp-His+3AT media but not on SC-Leu-His+3AT+CHX media
were scored positive. If a pair had a similar or higher frequency of yeast colonies on
the CHX plate compared to the retest plate, then it was scored as a spontaneous
auto-activator (AA). Cases showing contamination or where no diploid yeast were
spotted (for example due to a pipetting failure), were reported as “not-tested.” To
benchmark the performance of the experiment a set of positive controls and a set
of random controls were included in each test. Experiments were only considered
complete where both controls performed as expected. Details are described in [149]
and http://www.interactome-atlas.org.

Data and code availability.All data and scripts developed by authors are avail-
able at https://github.com/spxuw/PPI-Prediction-Project, where the links to
all other publicly available methods are also provided.

http://www.interactome-atlas.org
https://github.com/spxuw/PPI-Prediction-Project
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6.3 Results
1) Computational Evaluation. Fig.6.3 summarizes the results of the computa-
tional evaluation of all tested methods using 10-fold cross validation. The metrics
used to quantify the performance of each method are (i) AUROC: Area Under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic; (ii) AUPRC: Area Under the Precision-Recall
Curve; (iii) NDCG: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain; and (iv) P@500:
Proportion of Positive PPIs, i.e., precision, in the top-500 prediction. To better rank
the overall performance of different methods, we also computed a combined z-score
for each method that summarizes its performance using different evaluation metrics.
We next highlight the following key observations and insights from the analysis.

Correlations between different performance metrics Considering that the
distribution of links is highly imbalanced in the PPI prediction problem due to the
sparsity of interactome maps across organisms [208, 229], AUROC may overestimate
the performance of a link prediction method, while AUPRC can provide more perti-
nent evaluation [194, 175]. Indeed, by systematically comparing the performance
metrics of various PPI prediction methods, we found clear evidence that AUROC
largely overestimates the performance of any particular method. For example, the
average AUROC over 10-fold cross validation of one of the top methods, SEAL, in H.
sapiens is 0.94. This very high AUROC might lead us to mistakenly conclude that
SEAL is an almost perfect prediction method since the maximum value of AUROC is
1. In fact, however, we found the average AUPRC of SEAL is only 0.012, implying a
poor performance in finding PPIs (Fig.6.3a). Since AUROC has been widely used in
the link prediction literature [67, 175, 258, 48, 140], we investigated whether or not
the AUROC-based ranking of link prediction methods is consistent with rankings
based on AUPRC or other metrics. First, we calculated the correlations between
AUROC and other metrics over all methods. We found that AUROC is significantly
correlated with AUPRC (Spearman R = 0.72, p < 2.2× 10−16) and NDCG (Spear-
man R = 0.56, p = 1.6× 10−14), but not with P@500 (Spearman R = 0.13, p = 0.14).
Second, we found that the rankings of each method, including and excluding the
AUROC metric, are quite consistent (Spearman R = 0.85, p < 2.2× 10−16, Fig.6.5).
Note that the strong correlation between AUROC and AUPRC does not mean that
the former is as good as the latter in evaluating the performance of any particular link
prediction method. Instead, it just means we can still use AUROC to rank different
methods (and the ranking will be roughly the same as if we use AUPRC), even
though the AUROC values are systematically inflated (due to the data imbalance
issue). Hereafter, we will, therefore, exclude AUROC in calculating the combined
z-score for each method.
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Figure 6.3. : Computational evaluation of the PPI prediction methods. The
details of each method are summarized in Table 6.1. a, Heatmap plots show the
performance of each method on each interactome with the following evaluation metrics:
AUROC, AUPRC, P@500, and NDCG. The overall performance is calculated from
z-scores of three metrics. For each metric, darker color represents better performance.
b, The ranking of the 24 methods on the five interactomes by z-scores. Note that, the
performances of SEAL, MPS (B&T), and RW 2 in the synthetic interactome are filled
by N/A for consistency.
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Predictability of interactomes is weak. Notably, both AUPRC and P@500
of most methods are quite small for all the five interactomes (Fig.6.3a-e). This
observation suggests that successfully predicting missing links among a large un-
mapped PPI space remains a challenging task. To quantify the predictability of each
interactome, we calculated its structural consistency index σc based on the first-order
perturbation of the interactome’s adjacency matrix [147]. It is important to note
that a network is highly predictable (with high σc) if the removal or addition of a
set of randomly selected links does not significantly change the network’s structural
features (characterized by the eigenvectors of its adjacency matrix). We found that
σc < 0.25 for all the five interactomes (Fig.6.4), which is much lower than that of
social networks28 (e.g., Jazz [75] and NetSci [170] for which we have σc = 0.65 and
0.60, respectively). Such a low structural consistency indicates that the unobserved
parts of the five interactomes considered in this project do not have very similar
structural features as their currently observed part, which might be due to the high
incompleteness of those interactome maps. (Indeed, for the social networks Jazz and
NetSci, if we remove 90% of its links, their σc values drop from 0.65 to 0.16± 0.057
and from 0.60 to 0.25± 0.089, respectively (calculated from 50 random removals).
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Figure 6.4. Predictability of different interactomes. Boxplot shows the predictability
over 50 different realizations. For each realization, we randomly split the links into the
training set (90%), with the remaining 10% as the test set. The predictability is defined
as the fraction of common links between perturbed links ∆E and EL, as σc = |EL∩∆E|

|∆E| .
∆E is the perturbation set that includes those test links. EL is the set of top-L ranked
links and L = ∆E. The ranking of links is obtained from the perturbed matrix [147].
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Performance of most PPI prediction methods vary considerably across
different interactomes. We found that PPIs from H. sapiens and synthetic inter-
actomes were predicted more accurately than PPIs from the other three organisms
despite their very similar edge density (Table 6.2). To better demonstrate the
performance variability of the different methods, we ranked those methods based
on their combined z-scores of AUPRC, AUROC, P@500 and NDCG. As shown
in Fig.6.3b, some methods (e.g., RNM) show quite robust rankings (or consistent
performance) across different interactomes, while the rankings of other methods
show very large variability across interactomes. This variability is likely due, in part,
to the different network characteristics, i.e., the number of links and average degree
(Table 6.2). These, in turn, to some degree depend on the degree of completeness
of existing PPIs, which can vary broadly across different interactomes [94]. To
evaluate the performance variability systematically, we calculated the standard
deviation of rankings across all five interactomes for each method, finding that
RNM yielded the lowest variability. This suggests that RNM is robust and able
to perform well on interactomes with quite different network characteristics (Fig.6.6).

Network N E 〈k〉 d l C ρ Ncc
A. thaliana 2,774 6,205 4.474 15 - 0.049 0.00161 120
C. elegans 2,528 3,864 3.057 14 - 0.019 0.00121 147
S. cerevisiae 2,018 2,930 2.904 14 - 0.0462 0.00144 185
Homo sapiens 8,272 52,548 12.705 12 - 0.059 0.00154 72
Synthetic 8,272 52,922 12.795 15 - 0.103 0.00155 8
A. thaliana LCC 2,532 6,037 4.768 15 4.657 0.051 0.00188 1
C. elegans LCC 2,214 3,659 3.305 14 5.321 0.019 0.00149 1
S. cerevisiae LCC 1,647 2,682 3.257 14 5.612 0.057 0.00198 1
Homo sapiens LCC 8,149 52,463 12.876 12 3.844 0.060 0.00158 1
Synthetic LCC 6,597 43,695 13.247 15 5.692 0.101 0.00201 1

Table 6.2. Network statistics summary. LCC: largest connected component. N : number
of nodes. E: number of edge. 〈k〉: average degree. d: diameter. l: characteristic path
length. C: clustering coefficient. ρ: edge density. Ncc: number of connected components.
We used the software Cytoscape to calculate these statistics [200].
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Figure 6.5. Relationship between AUROC and other performance metrics. Pear-
son correlation between AUROC and AUPRC (a), P@500 (b), and NDCG (c). d:
Pearson correlation between Z-scores including AUROC and excluding AUROC. P
values were calculated from t-test.
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Figure 6.6. Ranking variability of the PPI prediction methods over five inter-
actomes. The variability of a method is defined as the standard derivation of rankings
over five interactomes analyzed in this project. We did not show the variabilities of
those methods (in total 3) that were not applied to all the five interactomes.
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Traditional similarity-based methods do not perform well. Traditional
similarity-based link prediction methods have been heavily used in benchmark stud-
ies. These methods are based on a range of simple node similarity scores, such
as the number of common neighbors, the Katz index, the Jaccard index, and the
resource allocation index, to quantify the likelihood of potential links. Hence, they
are more interpretable and scalable than other methods. However, the predefined
local and global similarity score functions might significantly impact their predictive
power for some networks, such as PPI networks. For example, the mere presence of
two proteins in an interactome with many common neighbors does not necessarily
imply that they should be connected to each other because interacting proteins are
not necessarily similar and similar proteins do not necessarily interact [127]. We
found that most of the traditional similarity-based methods, i.e., common neighbors
(CN), Adamic-Adar index (AA), and Jaccard index (JC), yield negative z-scores, in-
dicating their performance is below the average performance of all methods (Fig.6.3a).

There are four consistently high-performing methods. Among all the
methods we tested, we found that RNM, MPS(T), MPS(B&T), and SEAL yield
relatively high AUPRC and P@500 in their computational evaluations over all five
interactomes. RNM is a similarity-based method that integrates a diagonal noise
model, a spectral noise model, and the L3 principle which shows that two proteins
are expected to interact if they are linked by multiple paths of length three in the
interactome [127]. RNM displays excellent performance across all five interactomes:
it ranked No.1 in the PPI prediction for the A. thaliana interactome, and No.2
for C. elegans, S. cerevisiae, H. sapiens and synthetic interactomes. MPS(T) and
MPS(B&T) are also similarity-based methods. MPS(T) leverages the L3 principle,
but at a higher level. In particular, it highly ranks a protein pair if protein- has similar
neighborhood as that of protein-’s neighbors. Compared with MPS(T), MPS(B&T)
also takes into account the sequence similarity of a protein pair. Both MPS(T) and
MPS(B&T) display good performance in PPI prediction. In particular, MPS(T)
is ranked as No.1 in the PPI prediction for H. sapiens and synthetic interactomes.
SEAL is a deep graph learning model based on Graph Neural Networks (GNNs).
SEAL can leverage the sequence information of proteins. Moreover, it can learn a
function that maps the subgraph patterns to link existence from a given network
instead of using any traditional predefined similarity indices [272]. SEAL shows high
performance consistently in the five benchmark interactomes. It is interesting to note
that, compared with MPS(T), SEAL yields higher performance in the C. elegans and
S. cerevisiae interactomes, but lower performance in the H. sapiens and synthetic
interactomes. This performance difference might be due to the different graph
mining techniques used by these methods. One of the similarity metrics in MPS(T)
is defined as a function of the Jaccard index of the neighborhoods of two nodes,
and it is reasonable that this metric should benefit from higher degree nodes for
classification rather than those with small neighborhoods. Instead, SEAL uses GNNs
that define the features of a node by aggregating values from its nearest neighbors.
In a case where nodes have many neighbors with similar features (e.g., nodes in the
same biological modules), aggregation functions (e.g., the average function) could
lead to nodes with similar embeddings, which are harder to distinguish.
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Stacking models do not perform significantly better than individual
methods within each interactome. It has been suggested previously that con-
structing a series of “stacked” models and combining them into a single predictive
algorithm can achieve optimal or nearly optimal accuracy [70]. To confirm whether
a stacking model is superior to individual methods in PPI prediction, we constructed
four different stacking models. Stacking-model-1 (Supervised): stack 36 individual
topological predictors, which come in three types, global (functions of the entire
network), pairwise (function of the joint topological properties of node pair i, j) and
node-based (functions of the independent topological properties of node i and j),
into a single algorithm, then train a classifier to predict the missing links. Stacking-
model-2 (Unsupervised): for each link, take the average of its ranking (in percentile
form) calculated from RNM and MPS(T). Stacking-model-3 (Unsupervised): for
each link, take the maximum of its ranking calculated from RNM and MPS(T).
Stacking-model-4 (Unsupervised): for each link, we aggregated the rankings from
RNM and MPS(T) using the Kemeny consensus [63] approximated by the Dowdall
[187] or CRank [283] method. Interestingly, we found that none of these stacking
models can significantly outperform individual methods (see Fig.6.7). In general,
the advantage of Stacking-model-1 is that the meta-classifier can learn to select
the best predictors through supervised training; thus, the overall performance of
the stacking model outperforms any individual predictor. However, in our case,
the predictors of the two highest ranking methods can be directly used in PPI
predictions without training a classifier. Moreover, the overlap between the PPIs
predicted by different methods is very low (see Fig.6.8 for Cohen’s kappa coefficient
and the Jaccard index). Therefore, simply averaging the scores (Stacking-model-
2) from different methods will decrease the ranking of those correctly predicted
PPIs and, hence, degrade the predictive performance accordingly. Stacking-model-3
can yield slightly higher AUROC and NDCG than each individual method, but
its AUPRC and P@500 still cannot surpass the best individual method. These
results suggest that for a given network domain (e.g., PPI networks) stacking models
do not always significantly outperform the best individual methods in link prediction.
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Figure 6.7. Stacking models do not outperform individual methods in any of
the five different interactomes. Stacking topology (Supervised): we stacked 42
individual topological predictors into a single algorithm, then train a supervised classifier
to predict the missing links. Stacking ranking (mean) (Unsupervised): we merged the
ranking scores of each link from RNM and MPS, into a single value by taking the mean
of the two. Stacking ranking (max) (Unsupervised): we merged the ranking scores
of each link from RNM and MPS, into a single value by taking the maximum of two.
Stacking ranking (CRank): ranking aggregation using CRank algorithm [283]. Stacking
ranking (Dowdall): ranking aggregation using Dowdall method [187].
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Figure 6.8. Consistency between the ranking from different methods. a: Cohen’s
kappa coefficient between the ranking scores of all test links under 10-fold cross validation
by RNM and MPS(T). b: The Jaccard index between the ranking scores of RNM and
MPS(T). In the calculation of Cohen’s kappa coefficient and the Jaccard index, we set
the threshold i.e., the fraction of test links, to be 10%, to dichotomize the ranking scores.
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Patterns of predicted PPIs. Based on their performance in predicting PPIs
for the H. sapiens interactome, we selected the top-seven methods: MPS(T), RNM,
MPS(B&T), cGAN, SEAL, SBM and DNN+node2vec (see Section 6.2 for the selec-
tion process). To examine whether there is any particular pattern among the top-500
PPIs predicted by each of the top-seven methods, we calculated the distribution of
degree difference of proteins involved in the predicted PPIs (Fig.6.9a). We found
that RNM, MPS(T), MPS(B&T), and SBM tend to predict PPIs involving proteins
with larger degree difference 15.56± 1.33 than that of randomly selected PPIs in
HuRI (with degree difference calculated from 10 random samplings of 500 PPIs in
HuRI). The remaining methods cGAN, SEAL and DNN+node2vec tend to predict
PPIs between nodes with similar degrees. In addition, for each method, we plotted
the average degree of the proteins involved in their top-500 predicted PPIs on top
of the degree distribution P (k) of the human interactome (with average degree
12.7) (Fig.6.9b). We found that RNM, SBM, MPS(T), and MPS(B&T) tend to
predict PPIs involving proteins of high degrees, while the average degree of proteins
in the top-500 PPIs from deep learning methods, such as DNN+node2vec and
SEAL, is much lower. This difference could be due to the fact that RNM provides
more predictions for high-degree nodes (see Fig.6.9b) and MPS also leverages the
L3 principle at a high level, while DNN+node2vec focuses more on local network
topological structure rather than on degree.

Figure 6.9. : Patterns of top-500 PPIs predicted by the top-seven human PPI
prediction methods. a, For these top-seven methods, we examined the distribution
of absolute value between the degrees of each protein pair. b, Degree distribution of
the H. sapiens interactome and the mean degree of proteins involved in the top-500
predicted PPIs of each method in log-log plot. k is the degree of a protein.
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2) Experimental Validation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
systematical benchmark study of network-based PPI prediction methods that incor-
porates large-scale confirmatory experimentation.

Performance of prediction methods in experimental validation. To val-
idate the performance of the PPI prediction methods experimentally, we applied
each of the top-seven methods (MPS(T), RNM, MPS(B&T), cGAN, SEAL, SBM
and DNN+node2vec) to the human interactome (HuRI) and predicted the top-500
unmapped human PPIs. The union of the top-500 predicted human PPIs from the
top-seven methods includes 3,276 unique protein pairs. Next, we validated those
protein pairs using the three orthogonal Y2H assays formerly used to obtain the
HuRI map. In total, we identified 1,177 new human PPIs (involving 633 proteins)
by considering a protein pair to be positive if it is positive in at least one of the
three assays, and negative if it is scored negative in all the three assays for which it
was successfully tested. Note that some protein pairs were not successfully tested
due to technical issues (see Section 6.2). Overall, we found that MPS(B&T) is
the most promising method in the sense that it simultaneously offers the highest
number (376) of positive pairs and the lowest number (54) of negative pairs among
its top-500 predicted PPIs, yielding a precision of 87.4% (see Fig.6.10). The other
two promising methods are MPS(T) and RNM, with precision 75.9% and 69.5%,
respectively (see Table 6.3 for the precision of other methods). Note that in compu-
tational validation MPS(B&T) is actually ranked No.3 (in terms of the combined
z-score in predicting human PPIs), while MPS(T) is ranked No.1, and RNM is
ranked No.2. The ranking difference in computational and experimental validations
is not a big surprise. This might be due to multiple reasons. First, in computational
and experimental validations, methods were ranked based on different measures. In
the computational validation, several performance measures were computed based
on 10-fold cross-validation, and then different methods were ranked based on the
combined z-score of the performance measures. In the experimental validation,
only the top-500 predicted PPIs (leveraging the whole human interactome) of each
method were validated and then the precision measures of different methods were
ranked. Second, the different numbers of unsuccessfully tested PPIs in experimental
validation might affect the performance ranking of different methods. For example,
among its top-500 predicted PPIs, 70 (142, or 106) were not successfully tested
for MPS(B&T) (MPS(T), or RNM), respectively. Despite some changes in the
ranking, the top-3 methods in computational validation, i.e., MPS(T), RNM and
MPS(B&T) are still the top-3 methods in experimental validation. Only their
relative rankings changed. Interestingly, we found that most of the positive PPIs
were uniquely predicted by a particular method (see Fig.6.11a for the Venn diagram).
Moreover, those PPIs simultaneously predicted by multiple methods tend to be
positive. For example, the 11 PPIs simultaneously predicted by RNM, MPS(T)
and MPS(B&T) are all positive. Those three methods all use the L3 principle in
their own manner. Another interesting aspect is that a number of tested methods
showed experimental precision largely exceeding cross-validation results. While
we suspect this might largely result from investigative biases reflected in available
interactomes [72], exploring this aspect is beyond the scope of this work. Note that
the human interactome map HuRI contains self-loops, i.e., some proteins interact
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with themselves, representing the diagonal elements of the adjacency matrix of HuRI.
We understand that the prediction of diagonal elements is orders of magnitude easier
task than the prediction of off-diagonal elements in the adjacency matrix, due to
the much larger density of self-interactions: In HuRI, the average degree of those
self-interacting proteins is 35.05, while the mean-degree of those non-self-interacting
proteins is only 11.33. Among all prediction methods tested in this project, most of
them tend to ignore self-loop prediction, but some of them (especially cGAN) do
not. In fact, 495 of the top-500 PPIs predicted by cGAN are self-loops.

Figure 6.10. : Experimental evaluation of the top-seven human PPI prediction
methods. A protein pair is considered to be positive if it is positive in at least one of
the three Y2H assays, and negative if it is negative in all the three assays. MPS(B&T)
is the most promising method, which simultaneously offers the highest number (376) of
positive pairs and the lowest number (54) of negative pairs among its top-500 predicted
PPIs, yielding a precision of 87.4%. Note that the number of unsuccessfully tested
protein pairs (e.g., due to a pipetting failure) is not included in the precision calculation
and this figure. See Table S3 for the positive count, negative count, unsuccessful test
count, and the precision of other methods. Note that the number of unsuccessfully tested
protein pairs (e.g., due to a pipetting failure) is not included in the precision calculation
and this figure. See Table 6.3 for the positive count, negative count, unsuccessful test
count, and the precision of other methods.
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Figure 6.11. Combining the top-500 predicted new PPIs from top-three meth-
ods. a: The ranking distributions (kernel density estimate) of those positive PPIs
validated experimentally for each method: MPS(B&T), MPS(T) and RNM. b: Number
of positive PPIs after combining MPS(B&T), MPS(T) and RNM together: we combined
the top-Nk PPIs predicted by MPS(B&T) and top-[(500−Nk)/2] from MPS(T) and
RNM where 0 ≤ Nk ≤ 500 is a parameter used to tune the ratio of PPIs predicted by
different methods. Note that during the combining process, we ensured that those PPIs
predicted by multiple methods appear only once in the top-500 PPI list.
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Combining predictions from the top three methods does not yield
better precision. Those predicted PPIs with higher ranking positions (i.e., in the
top of the top-500 list) presumably should have higher probabilities of being positive
in experimental validation than those predicted PPIs with a lower rank (i.e., in
the bottom of the top-500 list). To test this assumption, for each of the top-three
methods in human PPI prediction, we plotted the ranking position distribution of
the predicted PPIs that were validated to be positive in the Y2H experiments. As
shown in Fig.6.12a, surprisingly, these positive PPIs do not tend to appear more
often at the top of the list. Instead, they appear almost randomly in the top-500
PPIs predicted by each method. (It is unclear if this intriguing phenomenon will
continue to hold if we test more pairs, e.g., top-1000 PPIs.) Consequently, combining
the top-500 PPIs predicted by those top-ranking methods into a new top-500 list
does not yield a better performance in experimental validation. To demonstrate
quantitatively this point, we combined the top-Nk PPIs predicted by MPS(B&T)
and top-[(500−Nk)] PPIs from MPS(T) and RNM, respectively, with Nk ∈ [0, 500]
defined as a tuning parameter. We ensured that those PPIs predicted by different
methods appear only once in the combined list. We found that the number of posi-
tive PPIs monotonically decreases with Nk, indicating that combining the PPIs of
greatest confidence predicted by different methods does not at all improve predictive
performance (see Fig.6.12b).

Method Positive count Negative cout Precision
MPS(B&T) 376 54 0.874
MPS(T) 272 86 0.759
RNM 274 120 0.695
SBM 225 167 0.574
cGAN 175 164 0.516
SEAL 19 332 0.054
DNN+node2vec 10 276 0.035

Table 6.3. Experimental evaluation of the top-seven human PPI prediction methods.
Precision is defined as: Precision=Positive count/(Positive count+Negative count).
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Figure 6.12. Positive PPIs predicted by the top-seven methods do not overlap
and represent different areas in the original interactome. a: Venn diagram for
the overlap between the positive PPIs predicted by the top-seven method. b: Network
separation of proteins involved in the positive PPIs predicted by top-seven methods.
The network separation [163] between two sets of proteins is greater than or equal to 0
(red colored cells) if the two protein sets are well separated, if they are overlapping, the
separation has a negative value (green colored cells).

Structural and functional relationships of the validated new human
PPIs. To explore the structural relationships of these predicted PPIs that were
tested positive in the Y2H assay, we visualized the network constituted by them
(in total 1,177 PPIs involving 633 proteins), finding four distinct clusters (Fig.6.13).
These clusters were largely contributed by RNM, SBM, and MPS methods. We
also found that the subnetworks contributed by RNM and SBM are close to each
other. MPS(B&T) and MPS(T) contributes to a cluster together. In addition,
MPS(B&T) contributed to a cluster itself. As shown in Table 6.4, those methods
leveraging the connectivity features, i.e., MPS, RNM, and SBM, tend to predict PPIs
in dense neighborhoods (with higher edge density and shorter characteristic path
length) of the interactome. By contrast, deep learning methods (e.g., SEAL, and
DNN+node2vec) tend to predict PPIs that are more scattered in the interactome,
and the induced subgraphs have lower edge density and longer characteristic path
length. To quantify the distance between the proteins involved in the positive PPIs
predicted by different methods, we computed their network-based separation [163]
defined as Sαβ = dαβ − (dαα + dββ)/2, where α and β represent the set of proteins
involved in the positive PPIs predicted by two methods, respectively. dαβ is the
average shortest distance between proteins in α and β, dαα (or dββ) is the average
shortest distance between proteins within α (or β) in the original human interactome
[149]. We found that almost all methods predicted PPIs in specific and separated
areas of the interactome (Fig.6.11b), as each method is more likely to reflect different
topological characteristics.

We also investigated the functional relationships of these positive PPIs, finding
that they contribute to three functional modules, and each of those functional do-
mains is associated with a distinctive, enriched GO term (Fig.6.14). This observation
is also consistent with the previous finding that physical binding assembles proteins
into large functional communities, thus providing insights into the global functional
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organization of the human cell [149].

Method ρ0 l0
MPS(B&T) 0.1458 2.491
MPS(T) 0.0908 2.718
RNM 0.0943 2.348
SBM 0.0994 1.964
cGAN 0.0238 2.595
SEAL 0.0127 3.671
DNN+node2vec 0.0128 3.394

Table 6.4. Network features of the positive PPIs predicted by the top-seven methods. Prior
edge density ρ0 measures the edge density of the interactome subgraph induced by the
proteins involved in the positive PPIs (among the top-500 predicted PPIs) predicted
by a method. Prior average shortest path length l0 is the average shortest path length
between the proteins involved in the positive PPIs (among the top-500 predicted PPIs)
predicted by a method. Both ρ0 and l0 were calculated in the original interactome
(without considering the new PPIs). Note that all the measures presented in this table
are based on the positive PPIs within the top-500 predicted PPIs of each method.

Figure 6.13. : Structural relationships among new human PPIs. This network
consists of all the 1,177 new human PPIs predicted by the top-seven methods and
validated by Y2H assays. Those PPIs that were predicted by a single method were
colored based on the method that predicted them. Those PPIs that were predicted (i.e.,
among the top-500 predicted PPIs) by multiple methods were colored in black, with
edge width proportional to the number of methods predicting this PPI. Nodes (proteins)
are colored based on the connected component to which they belong. Node size is
proportional to its degree. Note that there are in total 174 isolated nodes, representing
self-interacting proteins (which were mostly detected by cGAN).
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Figure 6.14. Functional relationships among the new human PPIs discovered
in this project. Left: This network consists of all 1,177 new human PPIs predicted
by the top-seven methods and validated by Y2H assays. Right: functional modules
discovered by SAFE [23]. Gene Ontology [11] (GO) terms for each gene were extracted
from FuncAssociate [29]. The neighborhood radius is set to be 0.15 in SAFE. Note that
the PPIs in the first and the second modules are mostly predicted by MPS(B&T) and
MPS(T) but the rest of the PPIs are predicted by the other methods.
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6.4 Discussion
As knowledge of human PPIs can help us understand complex biological and disease
mechanisms, developing computational algorithms to discover previously unrecog-
nized PPIs and, thereby, to improve the comprehensiveness of the human interactome
map is critical. In order to achieve this goal, we have evaluated 24 representative
network-based PPI prediction methods across five different interactomes using 10-fold
cross validation. We then selected top-seven methods based on their performance
in predicting PPIs in the human interactome. We applied each of the top-seven
methods to the human interactome and predicted the top-500 unmapped human
PPIs. We finally validated the union of the top-500 predicted human PPIs from
the top-seven methods using the three orthogonal Y2H assays. As a result of this
systematic evaluation and validation effort, we identified the top-performing methods
that prove useful for PPI prediction. Our analysis showed that the predictive power
of traditional similarity-based methods is limited, although they are more easily
portable without the need to rely on organism-specific annotations. Furthermore,
generic link prediction methods based on deep machine learning methods, including
embedding and graph neural networks approaches, performed consistently across
different interactomes studied in this project with a higher robustness, although
their performances are not top-ranking. By contrast, link prediction methods MPS
and RNM, which leverage specific connectivity properties of PPI networks (i.e., the
L3 principle), displayed the most promising performance. More importantly, we
found that different methods typically predicted positive PPIs that, rather than
being scattered randomly in the interactome, are concentrated in specific areas
(often associated with specific biological processes), and, furthermore, these areas
overlap minimally among different methods. This minimal overlap is due to the
underlying assumptions of each method that highlight particular network patterns,
suggesting that we may need to use different methods simultaneously to reflect the
variable patterns in the interactome and offer complementary predictions. From
a network perspective, it would also be interesting to analyze in more detail the
association between biological processes and the structural patterns they express in
the interactome, a research topic that we leave for the future studies. Conveniently,
the top-ranking methods were robust and seemed suitable for all the interactomes
we studied in this project. However, we cannot comment on the applicability to link
prediction in general as we validated these methods only on PPI networks rather
than networks from different scientific domains. In our analysis, stacking models
did not show higher performance than any individual method in PPI prediction,
which could be attributed to the low overlap between PPIs predicted by different
method, as the overall search space is enormous. For consistency, in this project
we focused on reference interactomes generated from the Y2H system and the ex-
perimental validations were also conducted using the Y2H system, which is one
of the most popular and powerful tools to study PPIs. Of course, there are other
PPI-mapping techniques available, e.g., mass spectrometry [204]. We anticipate
that the top-ranking methods presented here will still offer excellent performance in
predicting PPIs for interactomes mapped by other techniques. Despite their rela-
tively high performance compared to other methods, deep learning-based methods
(i.e., SEAL, SkipGNN, and DNN+node2vec) are not in the top three rank order in
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both computational and experimental validations. A reason for this failing could
be the difference in the patterns of predicted PPIs, as remarked upon previously.
For example, DNN+node2vec tends to predict PPIs involving proteins with lower
degree than the top-three methods.

In this project, we focused on benchmarking 24 network-based methods covering
different categories. Among the 24 methods, three of them (i.e., MPS(B&T), SEAL,
and RW 2) also leveraged protein sequence information. We were aware of those
purely, sequence-based PPI prediction methods (e.g., SVM [86, 261, 275, 209],
RF [264, 262], FCTP [126], and DPPI [95]), as well as those methods leveraging
additional biological information such as 3D protein structure and protein annotations
[68, 40]. We did not consider those methods in this benchmark study for two reasons.
First, those methods need to define a feature space for each link, which will lead
to significant time complexity and memory requirement for HuRI (which has ~35
million unmapped PPIs). Systematically benchmarking those methods is simply
beyond the scope of the current project. Second, structural information has relatively
little impact on constructing the interactomes, primarily because there is a great
difference between the number of proteins with known sequences and those with an
experimentally determined three- (or four-) dimensional (i.e., tertiary or quaternary,
respectively) structure [68]. In other words, this type of information is highly
incomplete to be effectively exploited at the level of the entire interactome. The
recent success of AlphaFold [109], a deep learning-based method to predict protein
structure with atomic accuracy, is shedding light on resolving this limitation.

Based on these findings, we recommend the following considerations for effective
PPI prediction. First, the method needs to leverage the inherent properties of the
interactome (e.g., the L3 principle) to improve the predictive performance. Second,
the unmapped PPI space is over several hundred times larger than the currently
mapped space, causing a limited overlap of the most probable PPIs predicted by
different methods, which obviously reduces the efficacy of ensemble or stacking
models. Finally, incorporating protein sequence attributes into network-based
methods appropriately could further improve the performance of PPI prediction.
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The following chapter presents "A feature-learning-based method for the disease-
gene prediction problem" [158] journal article and integrates the results and analysis
from the cited conference articles [157, 159]. In that studies, we predict disease-genes
relations on the human interactome network using a methodology that jointly learns
proteins’ functional and connectivity patterns. Contrary to other data structures,
the interactome is characterized by high incompleteness and the absence of explicit
negative knowledge, which makes predictive tasks particularly challenging. To exploit
at best latent information in the network, we propose an extended version of random
walks, named Random Watcher-Walker (RW 2), which is shown to perform better
than other state-of-the-art algorithms. We also show that the performance of RW 2

and other state-of-the-art algorithms to which it is compared is extremely sensitive
to the interactome used and the adopted disease categorizations, since this influ-
ences the ability to capture regularities in the presence of sparsity and incompleteness.

The study presented in this chapter led to a journal article [158] and two
conference articles [157, 159].
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7.1 Introduction
In the last decades, the evolution of medical knowledge has been supported by
academic research and technological developments, on the one hand providing a
continuously growing set of biomedical data and on the other hand revealing a
complexity only recognized recently. In this context, biological networks have
become a central hub of multidisciplinary research ([265]), to address important
challenges in both diagnostic and therapeutic aspects, such as drug development
and disease classification ([43, 249, 163]). According to the authors of [19]:"Given
the functional interdependencies between the molecular components in a human cell,
a disease is rarely a consequence of an abnormality in a single gene, but reflects
the disruptions of the complex intracellular network". This complexity is hard to
interpret using the traditional reductionist approach, according to which a single
disease cause can be identified by decoupling the complex biological or medical
phenomenons in multiple components, consequently providing a roadmap to a cure.
Instead, keeping in mind the complexity means to analyse the interaction between
multiple components, which work dynamically in a system to pursue one or more
purposes.

Network Medicine ([19]) (NM) is a relatively recent approach to analyze the
complexity of biomolecular structures. NM proposes to exploit the network topology
(e.g., the relations among biological entities) and the network dynamics (e.g., the
information flow across the network) to better understand the pathogenic behavior
of complex molecular interconnections, that standard reductionist (according to
reductionism, a single disease cause can be identified by decoupling the complex
biological or medical phenomenona into multiple components) approaches cannot
detect. A central finding of NM ([19]) is the following: "If a gene or molecule is
involved in a specific biochemical process or disease, its direct interactors might
also be suspected to have some role in the same biochemical process. In line with
this ‘local’ hypothesis, proteins that are involved in the same disease show a high
propensity to interact with each other". Several studies have been published in
support of this hypothesis, such as reported by [232, 71, 201] and others. It is
important to stress the potential impact of network methods to progress in this field.
In fact, traditional ways to assess the role of genes in diseases involve time-consuming
and extremely expensive (https://www.genome.gov/27541954/dna-sequencing-costs-
data/) statistical studies based on sequencing the DNA of a large number of patients
affected by a given disease, known as Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS).
In this context, network science and machine learning methods can be effective in
reducing the number of alternatives to be explored in clinical experiments.

The objective of this paper is to contribute to the problem of predicting disease-
related genes. We present a graph-based approach, based on an extended notion
of random walks, to extract topological information and functional properties of
local sub-structures within the human interactome network. Detected patterns are
then used to train a machine learning predictor. Our method advances the state
of the art, by successfully comparing with the best known system for disease gene
prediction. In particular, the main contributions of this work are:

1. we present a new framework for disease gene prediction based on a variant of
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random walks, named Random Watcher-Walker (RW 2);

2. we show that exploiting connectivity properties alone is not sufficient to reliably
identify disease-related genes; and

3. we further show that, given high the incompleteness of the interactome net-
work, a careful aggregation of diseases into categories might considerably help
predictive methods.

7.2 Method
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Figure 7.1. The network model considered in our work. Nodes are associated with one or
more disease modules, and this information is reported in a feature vector, as shown in
the upper left magnification.

We predict disease genes using a graph-based methodology which jointly learns
functional and connectivity patterns surrounding proteins in the human interactome.
Figure 7.1 shows the network model G(V,E) where: nodes v ∈ V are proteins or
gene products, and edges e(i, j) ∈ E, i, j ∈ V are interactions. Colored clusters are
disease modules, that is, sets of disease-related genes ([19]). Each node (a protein
or gene product), can be associated with one or more disease modules, as reported
in its feature vector. Note, as better shown in Section 7.3.2, that disease modules
are not necessarily dense communities but well-localized neighborhoods that can
overlap.

In our approach, each node v ∈ G is further described by a feature vector f(v),
a one-hot vector where a “1”, in position k, indicates that a specific disease dk is
associated with a node v. Note that we consider mono and multi-factorial diseases
(those influenced by more than one gene). Furthermore, a gene might be associated
with more than one disease. Since our method requires that every node has at least
one value in the feature vector, we introduce an “empty” label, called wildcard W
(see Figure 7.2), for all those nodes that are not associated with any disease.
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The methodology to predict disease-related genes can be summarized in three
steps:

• Step 1: RandomWatcher Walker: we collect network connectivity patterns
using a novel method, namely Random Watcher-Walker (RW 2) (summarized
in Figure 7.2). The RW 2 walker, when landing on node v, "watches" the
node features and selects one disease label at random with uniform probability
in those cells of the feature vector f(v) that equal 1. Next, it “walks” with
uniform probability to one of v’s neighbors. In this way, the visit made by the
walker embodies both functional features of traversed nodes (disease labels),
and structural features (connected proteins in the PPI). RW 2 can be seen as
a label sequence generation where ve denotes the eth node in the walk, and le
denotes the selected label of ve. The generation process satisfies the following
distribution:

P (ve = x, le = a|ve−1 = y) =
π(y, x) · σ(x, a) if (y, x) ∈ E and a is a label of x

0 otherwise

where π(y, x) is the normalized transition probability between nodes y and x,
and σ(x, a) is the normalized probability of selecting the node-label a in f(x).
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Figure 7.2. An example of the RW 2 step 1 applied on the network depicted in the left part
of the figure. The random watcher-walker starts its visit from the node M (highlighted
in green) and after traversing node B,C,H,E,L, ends the visit at the node G (highlighted
in red).

Our Random Watcher Walker approach is meant to exploit one relevant finding
of Network Medicine, the “modular” structure of diseases in the interactome:
our intuition is that random walks crossing nodes associated with disease
modules that are either close to or intersect each other in the interactome
should have similar label subsequences, since they are extracted from a similar
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network neighborhood ([19, 173, 76]). Given the "loose" notion of neighborhood
implemented by random walks, similarity patterns might be captured even in
the presence of highly incomplete knowledge.

• Step 2: Label Embeddings: collected network connectivity patterns are
treated as “contexts” for individual labels, (as shown in Figure 7.3) much in
the same way as sentences are contexts for individual words. Contexts are used
to train a Skip-Gram ([166]) model and learn label embeddings (embeddings
are “dense” vector representations of feature labels, a very popular method
used in Machine Learning to cope with feature sparsity). Label embeddings
are used to enrich the multidimensional feature vector f(v) of each node of G:
valued cells are replaced by the respective embedding vectors, producing the
enriched feature matrix F (v).

Colitis
Ulcerative Bile	Duct Cirrhosis Mycobacterium	

Infections Spondylarthropathies Multiple	
Sclerosis Vasculitis

LabelLeft Context Label Right Context Label

Figure 7.3. Example of “context” for the disease category mycobacterium infections. In
each step t of the walk, a node vt is randomly selected among those connected with the
previous node vt−1, and, next, a label is randomly extracted from f(vt). The figure
shows a fragment of the produced specific (double) random walk, centred on the label
mycobacterium infections, a disease label, extracted in step t of the random walk. Left
context labels have been extracted in steps t− 1, t− 2 . . . while right context labels have
been extracted in steps t+ 1, t+ 2 . . . .

.

• Step 3: Training: feature matrices F (v) are used to train a fully connected
artificial neural network (ANN) with Softmax activation function (depicted in
Figure 7.4) for predicting disease-gene associations . The system’s output is a
(|D|+ 1)-dimensional probability vector, where |D| is the number of considered
disease labels and the additional class label is UNK (unknown), to state absence
of known disease relations for a given node.

Most existing approaches require that all nodes in the graph are present during the
training of the system; these approaches are inherently transductive and do not
naturally generalize to unseen nodes. Instead, our method is intrinsically inductive,
leveraging node feature information to classify efficiently previously unseen data.
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Figure 7.4. Training the ANN with feature matrices
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7.3 Evaluation
In this section we describe the dataset and features used for our experiments, the
adopted data transformation methodology, and the experimental strategies and setup.

7.3.1 Data sources

PPI networks: Protein-protein interactions are mostly derived from databases curated
from the literature (hypothesis-driven), like those in IntAct ([172]), BioGrid ([206]),
MINT ([37]). These datasets may be affected by inspection bias (also termed study
bias or investigational bias as in [143]) since they depend on the purposes of a
study. In our experiments, however, we aim at using highly reliable PPI datasets
obtained via clinical tests (discovery-driven), although this may lead to a higher
sparsity. Finally, we do not use synthetic datasets since these generated datasets
can hardly satisfy the statistical properties of the real interactome, and may lead to
overestimated performances. In our experiments, we used the following PPIs:

• DIAMOnD: For the purpose of comparison, we use the same interactome
(PPI) network used in DIAMOnD by [71], obtained by integrating several
data sources as described by [163]. This network is one of the most complete
since includes most of PPI sources used by others DGP methods (see previous
section 5.3), as: HPRD ([116]), BioGRID ([206]), IntAct ([172]), MINT ([37]).

• HI-III-19: this dataset contains protein-protein interactions identified by
high throughput yeast two-hybrid screens applied systematically on pairwise
combinations of human protein-coding genes using high throughput yeast
two-hybrid screens (Discovery-driven or hypothesis-free). The quality of these
interactions is further validated in multiple orthogonal assays. The effect of
inspect bias on this type of dataset is negligible ([143]). HI-III-19 is publicly
available on the HuRI website1 during the year 2020; it is called “Test space
screens-19”.

Table 7.1 shows some network statistics. We note that DIAMOnD is slightly more
connected, and larger, than HI-III-19. Another important difference is that nodes in
HI-III-19 are isoform proteins, while in DIAMOnD they are genes. More importantly,
relationships in HI-III-19 are considered highly reliable.
Disease categories: Disease categories with a genetic basis were obtained from
DIAMOnD [71] (disease-gene associations from OMIM by [91] and by PheGeni
[183]), Phenorank ([54]) or Disgenet ([181])(selected disease-gene associations from
OMIM ([91]), Uniprot ([53]), ClinVar ([131]), etc.). Table 7.2 shows the effect of
applying these three categorization types to the DIAMOnD and HI-III-19 PPIs.
Clearly, since the DIAMOnD categorization has been manually conceived for the
DIAMOnD PPI, all categories (70) map to some of the nodes of the network. Similarly
to what the authors do, we consider only diseases modules with at least 20 genes
associated with it. When we apply the same classification and dimensionality filter
to HI-III-19, only 10 category labels out of 70 have at least one module associated

1http://www.interactome-atlas.org/download

http://www.interactome-atlas.org/download
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with it. DisGeNET categories with the same dimensionality filter are 31 both in
HI-III-19 and DIAMOnD. Finally, only 16 Phenorank categories could be associated
to HI-III-19 and 12 to DIAMOnD.

PPI network N. Nodes N. Edges Graph Density Connected Components Avg. Number of Neighbors

HI-III-19 8490 54495 0.0015 71 13
DIAMOnD 13458 141272 0.0016 89 20

Table 7.1. Network statistics

PPI network DIAMOnD Category Labels (CL) Disgenet CL Phenorank CL

HI-III-19
N. of Different Diseases 10 31 16
Diseases Nodes (%) 4% 14% 10%

N. of Disease-Node associations 479 1828 1008

DIAMOnD
N. of Different Diseases 70 31 12
Diseases Nodes (%) 11% 8% 5%

N. of Disease-Node associations 2843 1717 850

Table 7.2. Effect of using different disease categorizations on different PPIs

7.3.2 Topological analysis of the disease module

We conducted an in-depth topological analysis of the adopted networks, to obtain
insight on the structure of disease modules. As modules, we used the induced
subgraph of the DIAMOnD and the DisGeNET disease categories, in the DIAMOnD
and the HI-III-19 network. For every disease module induced subgraph we measured,
following [3]: the number connected components, the number of proteins included in
the largest connected component, density, the conductance against the remaining
graph, the distance among disease nodes. According with [163] we also measured
the modular separation of the disease modules.

We found that disease modules are fragmented over the PPI network. The
median of the connected components of each module is 21 (Avg. 27.2) in DIAMOnD
and 34 (Avg. 55) in HI-III-19. The median of proteins included in the largest
connected component is only 15% (Avg. 19%) in DIAMOnD and 2% (Avg. 2%)
in HI-III-19. We also found that disease modules are not densely connected, with
a median density of 0.04 in DIAMOnD (Avg. 0.05, the overall network density is
0.0016) and 0.005 in HI-III-19 (Avg. 0.006, the whole network density is 0.0015).

Note that the majority (90%) of the disease modules has a density below 0.09
in DIAMOnD and 0.01 in HI-III-19. Furthermore, the modules are somewhat well
connected externally, having a median conductance of 0.96 (Avg. 94%) in DIAMOnD
and 0.98 (Avg. 98%) in HI-III-19. This kind of conductance value highlights that
there are more edges pointing outside the module than edges lying inside it. Finally,
the median distance between proteins in the same disease module is 3.36 (Avg. 3.31)
in DIAMOnD and 3.92 (Avg. 3.94) in HI-III-19, and the modular separation of
diseases is 56% in DIAMOnD and 49% in HI-III-19.

These analysis show that disease modules, following a definition based on the
notion of the induced subgraph, do not express a topological structure (which is
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well connected internally and has few edges pointing outside the cluster) which is
instead typical of communities, as defined in Network Science.

The absence of a topological structure in conjunction with the expressed modular
separation of the PPI, suggests that methods able to exploit the local structure of
the modules and to capture their overlaps, as is the case of RW 2, are more promising
than those based solely on a broader topological structure of the modules.

7.3.3 Data transformation

Figure 7.5(a) shows, for each node v of the interactome, the enriched multidimensional
feature matrix F (v) (left) and the corresponding ground-truth output vectors D
(right) to be used for training. Colored cells in F (v) represent embedding vectors
associated to valued feature labels in the original f(v), while white cells are zero
vectors. The (|D|+ 1)-dimensional ground-truth vector D has the ith cell equal to 1
if the node is known to be associated to the corresponding disease d ∈ D. The last
cell of this vector is 1 if no diseases are known to be associated with the node.
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Figure 7.5. Feature matrix with ground-truth vectors fig. (a), and their modified version
used for the learning phase fig. (b)

The dataset in Figure 7.5(a) cannot be used for training because the ANN would
trivially learn that if a disease vector is valued in F (v), then the corresponding
cell of the output should be 1. To avoid trivial learning, we train the ANN using
modified feature matrices, as shown in Figure 7.5(b).

1. If a node v is known to be related to a single disease d, Dv : {d}, |Dv| = 1
, then the corresponding embedding vector from the feature matrix F (v) is
replaced with a zero vector. For example, nodes 2), 3) and 5) of Figure 7.5(a)
are modified as in Figure 7.5(b). Note that in this way a node with no valued
cells in the disease dimension (instances 1 and 2 of Figure 7.5(b)), can either
be "unknown" - which corresponds to a 1 in the last cell of the ground-truth
vector - or known to be related with one disease. Only connectivity properties
may distinguish between these cases;

2. If a node v is known to be related to m diseases Dv : {d1, . . . , dm}, |Dv| = m ,
then its feature matrix is duplicated into m matrices. Each duplicated matrix
is associated with only one disease dk ∈ Dv. In each duplicated feature matrix
F (v)k we replace the corresponding embedding vector of the associated disease
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dk with a zero vector, and we retain only the 1 associated with dk in the related
ground-truth vector. For example, node 4 in Figure 7.5(a) is duplicated in 4.a
and 4.b in Figure 7.5(b). In this case the ANN is encouraged to learn also
from co-morbidities.

7.3.4 Experimental setup

The dataset transformed as in Figure 7.5(b) is used to train the ANN with 80-20%
train-test split and then averaging on 10 experiments. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show
the system parameters for our best experiment, when using DIAMOnD PPI and
categories. Sensitivity to parameters is discussed in Section 5.

Random Walk Parameter Value

Label Embedding Length 300
Walk Length 20
Number of random walks per node 300
p 1
q 1
Skip-Gram context window 3
Skip-Gram Epochs 10

Table 7.3. Best RW 2 parameters.

ANN Parameter Value

Hidden Layer 0
Activation Function Softmax
Loss Binary Cross-entropy
Optimiser Adam
Batch Size 100
Epochs 5

Table 7.4. Best ANN parameters.
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7.4 Experiments

7.4.1 Comparison with other methods

Given the previously outlined characteristics of biomedical data, evaluation measures
such as precision, accuracy and f-score are ineffective, since there is no assessed
experimental method to create negative examples. In line with other works ([71, 201])
in this domain, we use Recall@k, the fraction of correctly predicted items at rank
k. Note that, since reliable knowledge on negative interactions is not available,
measures such as precision and AUC cannot be used. In all of our experiments, we
set the k value of Recall@k to 1, since as explained in Section 7.1, the intended use
of network methods in medicine is to exploit the results with the highest confidence,
to narrow the scope of expensive and labor intensive clinical tests. We compare our
system with:

1. A baseline method which uses only functional information, i.e., the feature
vectors f(v) without label embeddings. This corresponds to exploiting only
functional (feature) similarity.

2. DIAMOnD, which is commonly considered the state of art and most cited
study on disease gene prediction (see section 5.3). DIAMOnD exploits only
connectivity information.

3. RWR (We used the following implementation https://github.com/TuftsBCB/
Walker) (Random Walks with Restart) ([123]) that, as for DIAMOnD, uses
only connectivity information. RwR is commonly used as a comparison in the
recent literature on DGP.

Note that we do not compare with Phenorank since it is a data-dependent algorithm.
In order to rank the genes in the network, it needs to compute similarities between
diseases and mouse mutants genes, exploiting their common phenotypes. In this con-
text, Phenorank works only with specific datasets of mouse mutants and phenotypes
making it hard to re-use these data on a new network of proteins or genes.

For all the above listed methods, during the training phase, we remove 20% of
the information concerning disease-node relationships and use these data for testing.
Each experiment is repeated 10 times with different splits of the learning and test
set. Next, we compute the Recall@1 and average over all folds.

Note that computing Recall@1 for DIAMOnD is not straightforward. In DIA-
MOnD evaluation experiments, described in [71] , diseases are considered one at
the time. For each disease d, they remove node-disease associations from a given
fraction of nodes N ′d among those known to be related with d. Next, they apply an
iterative method in which, at each iteration, they add a new node n (the most likely
node among those considered) to the current set of nodes believed to be related to d.
In their paper, the authors perform 200 iterations and lastly compute the recall, i.e.,
the fraction of disease nodes retrieved by their method, among those (N ′d) that were
initially removed. Although the authors do not explicitly set/report a k value for the
Recall, we can assume that setting k=1 for their system is an upper − bound of the
real system performances. In our experiments, we use the software made available

https://github.com/TuftsBCB/Walker
https://github.com/TuftsBCB/Walker
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by the authors, and adopt exactly the same iterative methodology, removing 20% of
disease-node associations, as for the other comparison methods.

The results of all comparative experiments are shown in Table 7.5.

Methods Datasets used for PPI and disease categories
DIAMOnD (DIAMOnD) HI-III-19 (DIAMOnD) HI-III-19 (Disgenet) HI-III-19 (Phenorank)

RW 2 40.97% (0.90%) 33.29% (1.12%) 7.56% (0.71%) 4.87% (0.73%)
Baseline 0.26% (0.24%) 0.01% (0.36%) 0.47% (0.43%) 0.03% (0.57%)
DIAMOnD 14.05% (1.32%) 4.99% (1.46%) 3.38% (1.34%) 6.06% (2.06%)
RWR 22.29% (1.34%) 5.76% (1.71%) 3.80% (0.96%) 5.03% (2.79%)

Table 7.5. Macro Recall@1 and standard deviation over 10 folds.

Table 7.5 shows variable performance depending mainly on the combination
of PPI and disease categorization adopted: not surprisingly, all systems perform
better on the DIAMOnD PPI when using DIAMOnD category labels, since this
classification is more fine-grained and has been manually curated by medical experts
specifically for this PPI (in fact, as shown in Table II when applied to HI-III-19,
only 10 out of 70 defined disease categories could be mapped onto the PPI). We
further observe that:

1. Contrary to DIAMOnD and RWR, RW 2 exploits both node attributes and
connectivity features, which systematically results in better performances;
however, when fewer, or more coarse disease categories are used (as in columns
2-4), RW 2 reduces its ability to retrieve context-dependent differences in the
neighborhood of a disease-node, and its advantage over the other connectivity-
based methods is reduced (or even lost, as in column 4);

2. Using only similarity of feature vectors f(v) (the Baseline method) does not
learn regularities owing to the high incompleteness and sparsity of available
features. In other words, co-morbidity alone is an extremely weak predictor of
disease-genes;

3. As also demonstrated in [3] RwR does not perform worse than DIAMOnD. On
the contrary, it seems to work better especially in the experiment of column 1;

4. In general, performances of all systems are much lower than claimed in the
respective papers: as already discussed, these methods use negative sampling
(except for DIAMOnD) that appears to boost performances artificially.

Concerning DIAMOnD, we remark that in [71] the reported Recall is higher, but lim-
ited to two diseases, lysosomal storage diseases and lipid metabolism disorders, that
show the higher density of the respective modules. For the purpose of completeness,
Table 7.6 compares RW 2 and DIAMOnD on these very same diseases. Furthermore,
[201], an experiment considering all diseases (on a slightly different dataset) reported
that DIAMOnD was "able to recover 13.3% of the removed associations", which is in
line with the performance value (14%) in Table 7.5.
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(a) Performance as a function of the dimension
of embedding vectors.

(b) Performance as a function of the dimension of
Skip-gram context window.

Figure 7.6. Sensitivity analysis (DIAMOnD PPI and DIAMOnD categories)

Disease Module RW 2 DIAMOnD

lysosomal storage diseases 85% 53%
lipid metabolism disorders 33% 31%

Table 7.6. Comparison between DIAMOnD and RW 2 for two diseases (R@1)

7.4.2 Robustness ans sensitivity analysis

Finally, we perform a robustness test of RW 2 by randomly rewiring edges2, by
relabeling nodes features, and by exploiting both. The result is shown in Table 7.7.
The table shows that while a severely relabeling affects the system’s performance,
rewiring only results in a ∼3% points decrease in performance. Although this
difference is statistically significant (p < 0.02), it clearly shows that connectivity is a
weak feature. This is in line with Table 7.5, that shows extremely poor performances
for methods based only on connectivity patterns (DIAMOnD and RWR).

Type DIAMOnD (DIAMOnD) HI-III (DIAMOnD) HI-III (Disgenet) HI-III (Phenorank)

Rewiring 38.79% (1.87%) 30.26% (2.42%) 7.27% (1.39%) 4.31% (1.42%)
Relabel 0.24% (0.15%) 0.60% (0.66%) 1.24% (0.55%) 0.62% (0.55%)
Both 0.30% (0.11%) 0.22% (0.34%) 0.71% (0.28%) 0.85% (0.32%)

Table 7.7. Robustness test: rewiring and relabeling the network

Next, we analyze the network sensitivity to parameters. First, we found that
increasing the number of layers of the neural network (step 3 of the pipeline) does
not improve results. Although more experiments with different and more complex
learners might be needed, our intuition is that data quality - namely, incompleteness
and sparsity of features - is too low for deep methods to learn regularities.

Considering the entire pipeline, only two parameters were found to affect the
performance: the dimension of embedding vectors and the dimension of the window
(context) used during the label embedding phase. Figure 7.6(a) shows that a
sufficiently high number of dimensions is needed (> 100). Figure 7.6(b) does not
show a clear optimum threshold for degradation concerning the window size, but we
obtain the best performances with smaller left-right contexts (a window size between
1 and 5). This confirms that the diameter of disease modules3 is relatively small, in

2We use the method in http://bit.ly/2N0sKHf
3Note that disease modules are vaguely defined as an "area" where nodes related to the same

http://bit.ly/2N0sKHf
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line with other studies, for example [3], stating that the median distance between
components in a module is almost 2.9, and [163] where the diameter of a disease
module is estimated to be 1.8 on average.

7.5 Discussion
The main advantage of RW 2 appears to be its ability to discover specific combinations
of connectivity and functional features that have a higher probability of being found
in the vicinity of a node related to a given disease. Although RW 2 surpasses other
systems to which we compared it in most experimental settings, the performances
measured in our experiments appear to be highly dependent on the adopted PPI
and the specificity of considered disease categories. A larger number of fine-grained
disease categories, as shown in Table V, favors the characterization of the disease-
genes neighborhood.

We also noted that, in the majority of cases, the performances of compared
systems are quite low in comparison with the values reported in the literature (either
for specific diseases or specific networks), showing that connectivity features alone
do not facilitate discovering of disease modules in general. This is also demonstrated
by the results of Section 7.3.2, dedicated to the analysis of disease modules.

This result is in agreement with a very recent study [3] demonstrating that 90%
of disease-related nodes do not correspond to single well-connected components in
the human interactome network. Instead, nodes associated with a single disease tend
to form many separate connected components/regions in the network. In particular,
[3] observe that "current methods disregard loosely connected proteins when making
predictions, causing many disease module components in the network to remain
unnoticed". Our study confirms this finding , and demonstrates that RW 2 is a
better method to capture common features of such sparse regions: first, the Random
Watcher Walker jointly captures connectivity and functional patterns in the vicinity
of nodes; second, label embeddings optimize the combination of features types that
are more predictive of each disease. Note that the notion of "vicinity" in embedding
methods is more relaxed than "connectivity", since the relative distance between two
labels is not fixed, but only constrained by the length of the context window. As
shown in Figure 7.6(b), we also found that performance degrades when the window
length exceeds ±5, which implies that "some" vicinity among nodes related to the
same disease does exist.

disease tend to reside.
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The following chapter presents “A network-based analysis of disease modules
from a taxonomic perspective” [80] journal article. Human-curated disease ontologies
are widely used for diagnostic evaluation, treatment and data comparisons over time,
and clinical decision support. The classification principles underlying these ontologies
are guided by analyzing observable pathological similarities between disorders, often
based on anatomical or histological principles. Although thanks to recent advances in
molecular biology, disease ontologies are slowly changing to integrate the etiological
and genetic origins of diseases, nosology still reflects this “reductionist” perspective.
Proximity relationships of disease modules (hereafter DMs) in the human interactome
network are increasingly used in diagnostics to identify pathobiologically similar
diseases and support drug repurposing and discovery. On the other hand, similarity
relations induced from structural proximity of DMs also have several limitations, such
as incomplete knowledge of gene-disease relationships and reliability of clinical trials
to assess their validity. The purpose of the study described in this paper is to shed
more light on disease similarities by analyzing the relationship between categorical
proximity of diseases in human-curated ontologies and structural proximity of the
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related DMs in the interactome. We propose a method (and related algorithms) to
automatically induce a hierarchical structure from proximity relations between DMs
and compare this structure with a human-curated disease taxonomy. We demon-
strate that the proposed method allows us to systematically analyze commonalities
and differences among structural and categorical similarities of human diseases,
help refine and extend human disease classification systems, and identify promising
network areas where predictive algorithms can discover new gene-disease interactions.

The study presented in this chapter led to a journal article [155], a conference
article [80], and a book chapter [228].

8.1 Introduction
Network medicine is a new paradigm of medicine that applies network science and
systems biology approaches to study diseases as a consequence of pathobiological pro-
cesses that interact in a complex network. A relevant complex network is the human
interactome, a graph structure that models known physical interactions between
genes or gene products (proteins) as undirected links between nodes. Network-based
studies on disease-related genes in the interactome have led to pieces of evidence
showing that if a gene or molecule is involved in a disease, its direct interactors might
also be suspected to play some role in the same pathological process. According
to this hypothesis, proteins involved in the same disease show a high propensity
to interact with each other, a property referred to as “disease module hypothesis”
[19, 163]. This hypothesis suggests that, if we identify a few disease components,
the other disease-related components are likely to be located in their network-based
“neighborhood”, called disease module. Under a biological perspective, “a disease
module represents a group of network components that together contribute to a
cellular function whose disruption results in a particular disease phenotype” [19].
Furthermore, subsequent studies have shown the tendency for biologically similar
diseases to have their respective modules located in adjacent or overlapping areas
of the interactome [163, 76, 143]. According to Loscalzo et al. [143] and Menche et
al. [163], “proximity and degree of overlap of two disease modules (in the human
interactome) has been found to be highly predictive of the pathobiological similarity
of the corresponding diseases” and “network-based location of each disease module
determines its pathobiological relationship to other diseases”. Indeed, different dis-
ease modules can overlap, so that perturbations caused by one disease can affect
other disease modules that could lead to co-morbidity and pathogenetic mechanisms
[19]. Analyzing interconnections within disease modules can help reveal new disease
genes, disease pathways, and identify possible drug targets or biomarkers for drug
development and drug repurposing [44, 19].

The tendency of phenotypically similar diseases to be close or to overlap in the
human interactome suggests the possibility of inducing a hierarchical and possibly
categorical structure of disease modules, with specific and yet unexplored relationships
with existing disease classification taxonomies.

Disease taxonomies play a key role in defining the mechanisms of human diseases,
potentially impacting both diagnosis and treatment. However, as remarked in
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[19, 144, 279], contemporary approaches to the classification of human diseases are
mainly based on anatomical pathological data and clinical knowledge. Yet, modern
molecular diagnostic tools have shown the shortcomings of this method, reflecting
both a lack of sensitivity in identifying pre-clinical diseases and a lack of specificity
in defining diseases unequivocally. On the other hand, inducing disease relationships
solely from disease modules in the interactome is hindered by incomplete knowledge
of disease-related genes [19, 91].

In this study we propose a method, and related algorithms, to systematically
compare categorical relationships automatically induced from proximity of disease
modules in the human interactome network with manually crafted categories in
human-curated ontologies. Detected commonalities and differences may suggest
latent and unknown molecular properties of diseases, help improve the current
understanding of the disease mechanisms, and facilitate precise clinical diagnosis
consistent with molecular network properties [71, 158, 44, 225]. Our aim is to
support clinical studies by obtaining relevant insights to improve our understanding
of disease mechanisms at the molecular level.

As reported in Section 5.4, only one study addressed the problem of integrating
molecular insights into the human disease ontologies [279]. We build on [279], by
proposing a method to create a full-fledged taxonomy with category labels, to favor
a more systematic comparison between the automatically induced and manually
created taxonomies. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 8.5, the use of ICD-9 as
a reference taxonomy has some drawbacks. ICD-9 has been designed to promote
international comparability in the classification and presentation of epidemiology
and mortality statistics. Its hierarchical structure is not based on etiology, but
rather on anatomical and disciplinary principles, to facilitate the statistical study
of disease phenomena, and arranged according to epidemiological properties and
anatomical site. Hence, ICD-9 does not represent a good categorical framework for
integrating network-based disease properties. Instead, Disease Ontology (DO) has
the purpose of identifying “commonalities of diseases located in a common molecular
location, originating from a particular cell type or resulting from a common genetic
mechanism” [198]. Therefore, even though the “localist” view of diseases is still a
guiding principle, the DO also exploits the molecular insights of disease phenotypes,
thus representing a more appropriate baseline ontology. Unlike our method, first,
Zhou et al. use many more hyperparameters1 (the similarity threshold to establish
a link between disease nodes, and the community detection parameters). Second,
they generate a simplified three-level structure rather than a taxonomy. Third, their
structure lacks an explicit mapping with the reference classification system, the
ICD-9.

1We remark that HAC has no hyperparameters except for the choice of the cluster-merge method,
and we test them both.
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8.2 Aims and methods
Network-based analyses of gene interaction data have helped to identify modules
of disease-associated genes, hereafter referred to as disease modules (DMs), widely
used to obtain both a systems level and a molecular understanding of disease
mechanisms [88]. Disease modules have been successfully used, for example, to
prioritize diagnostic markers or therapeutic candidate genes, and in drug repurposing
[44, 19, 14]. However, according to Barabási et al. [19], these results have marginally
influenced the disease taxonomies and, conversely, to the best of our knowledge,
disease taxonomies have not been used to analyse disease modules. In this study we
aim for the first time to integrate taxonomic and network-based disease categorization
principles with the following innovative contributions:

1. to automatically induce a full-fledged hierarchical structure from proximity
relations between DMs in the human interactome;

2. to compare this structure with a human-defined disease taxonomy (such as
the Disease Ontology2));

3. to systematically identify categorical analogies and discrepancies between
molecular and human-defined taxonomies.

Our research hypothesis is that a study of the relationships between molecular-
based3 and human-curated disease taxonomies could help refine our knowledge of
human diseases and identify limitations and perspectives of current module-based
computational approaches to the study of diseases. As shown in the experimental
Section 8.6, our study has some possibly relevant clinical implications:

1. to identify promising regions of the human interactome where new gene-disease
relationships could be discovered4;

2. to identify unexplored molecular relationships among diseases; and

3. to extend, correct and refine human-curated taxonomies.

Figure 8.1 shows the workflow of the proposed approach, described in detail in the
next Sections. The main phases are the following:

1. Induction of a Taxonomy of Disease Modules: First, we automatically
induce a hierarchical structure of diseases based on proximity relations of DMs in
the human interactome. This taxonomic structure is hereafter referred to as the
Interactome Taxonomy (I-T).

2https://disease-ontology.org
3We use molecular-based to mean that our taxonomy is induced by molecular data such as the

human interactome, a network of protein-protein interactions.
4Either exploiting data-driven methods or clinical experiments

https://disease-ontology.org
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2. Taxonomy alignment and labeling: Next, we align the I-T taxonomy with
a human-curated reference ontology (hereafter R-T), by creating a mapping between
disease nodes in both taxonomies (red arrows in Box 2 of Figure 8.1). Finally, a
labeling algorithm finds the best map between categorical nodes in the R-T and the
unlabeled inner nodes of the I-T (purple arrow in Box 2 of Figure 8.1).

3. Systematic Comparative Analysis of I-T and R-T taxonomies: The
alignment between I-T and R-T supports a large-scale analysis of a vast collection of
diseases jointly from an ontological and molecular perspective. We provide insights
to refine state of the art nosology and knowledge of disease interactions by using our
method to investigate the efficacy of the anatomical disease classification principle
at the molecular level, identify nomenclature errors in gene-disease associations, and
discover unexplored molecular mechanisms among diseases.

I-T
Human Interactome Disease Modules

ResultsAnalytic 
Promising network areas for 
disease gene prediction

Unexplored disease molecular
relationships

Identification of nomenclature
errors in disease-gene
associations

1

2

Taxonomy
Induction

3

Alignment

I-T R-T

Labeling

Disease-gene
associations

Figure 8.1. The work-flow of our study. Box 1 shows the taxonomy induction phase, Box
2 represents the phase of taxonomy alignment and labeling and Box 3 summarizes the
results of the analytic phase.
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8.3 Construction of the Interactome Taxonomy (I-T)
We induce a disease taxonomy (named Interactome Taxonomy, I-T) by applying
hierarchical agglomerative clustering to the human interactome network, exploiting
proximity relations of disease modules. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC)
is a set of greedy approaches that create a hierarchy of clusters from unlabeled
input data [168]. Given a distance matrix of seed clusters, the HAC algorithm
iteratively merges two clusters based on a selected inter-cluster distance measure.
Common methods to merge clusters are Average and Complete linkage [168]. In
our context, clusters are DMs in the human interactome network. However, due
to the high incompleteness of the gene-disease associations modeled in the human
interactome [229], disease modules are not molecularly well-defined and devoid of
a clearly dense network-structure [163]. To cope with this problem, we use two
definitions of modules adopted in the network science, which have been commonly
used in Network Medicine literature to physically identify disease modules [163, 3].
Given the human interactome network G = (V,E) and a disease d in a set of diseases
Dit, the DM of d can be identified as follows:

1. Induced Module: The Induced Module Id = (Vd, Ed) is a subgraph of G,
where Vd ⊆ V is the set of genes-nodes associated with d and Ed is the set
of gene-gene interactions Ed = {(u, v)|(u, v) ∈ E and u, v ∈ Vd}[163]. This
definition includes in a DM all the disease genes but, due to the incompleteness
of the network, it is usually a graph with many connected components lacking
a strong local structure [3].

2. Largest Connected Component (LCC) Module: The LCCd module is
the largest connected component of Id [163, 3]. Unlike for the induced module
Id, LCCd usually has a denser local structure but may not include all the
disease-related nodes d.

Next, given the set of identified disease modulesDMit in G, hierarchical clustering
is performed using a distance matrix of disease modules (defined as previously
explained), based on the following network-based distance measure (Eq.(8.1)) (used,
e.g., in [163, 143, 43]):

dist(A,B) =

∑
a∈A

minb∈BSP (a, b) +
∑

b∈B
mina∈ASP (a, b)

|A|+ |B|
(8.1)

where A, B are respectively the set of nodes in modules DMA and DMB associated
with diseases dA, dB ∈ Dit and SP is the shortest path length between two given
nodes in G.

In our experiments, we used two DM definitions (Induced Module and LCC) and
two cluster-merge methods (Average and Complete). The best solution among the
four resulting I-T alternatives is identified using the method described in Section
8.4.2.
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8.4 Taxonomy alignment and labeling
The result of the hierarchical clustering algorithm is a binary tree taxonomy, hereafter
referred to as Interactome Taxonomy (I-T). I-T is a connected directed acyclic graph
T (VT , ET ) in which nodes VT represent disease concepts and edges represent “is-a”
semantic relationships5. In our context, leaf-nodes (i.e., nodes with out-degree equal
to zero) are “specific” diseases Dit, physically represented by the corresponding
modules DMit, while inner nodes (i.e., non-leaf nodes) are disease categories DCit.
Note that inner nodes c ∈ DCit are unlabeled, and extensionally defined by the set
of their subsumed disease nodes, referred to as the clusters Cc of nodes c. Similarly,
given a “reference” human-crafted taxonomy, denoted as R-T, let T (VR, ER) be the
set of its nodes and edges, Drt its disease (leaf) nodes, DCrt its categorical (inner)
nodes and Cc′ the clusters associated with categorical nodes c′ ∈ DCrt. Contrary to
the I-T, inner nodes in the R-T have also a human-defined label, the category name.

8.4.1 Taxonomy alignment

Whatever the choice of the R-T, the R-T and the I-T are expected to be defined on
different sets of diseases nomenclatures, Drt and Dit. Furthermore, they are also
expected to be structurally diverse. For example, R-T has usually a polyhierarchical
structure, while I-T is by construction a binary tree. To compare I-T and R-T
we first need to create a mapping M from Dit to Drt nomenclatures, and next,
to prune the hierarchies so that they include the same set of leaf disease nodes, a
process known as taxonomy alignment. Let M be an available mapping of disease
nomenclatures (see Section 8.5 for details). In Figure 8.2, mappings among disease
nodes of the two taxonomies are highlighted using the same colors. As shown, M is
usually not one-to-one and we identify four cases of misalignment6:

1. Case 1: Some leaf nodes Dit in I-T may map onto inner nodes in the R-T.

2. Case 2: Some Dit nodes may map onto multiple nodes in the R-T.

3. Case 3: Some Dit nodes may map onto the same node in the R-T.

4. Case 4: Some Dit nodes may have no mappings in the R-T and vice-versa7.
These nodes without mappings are depicted in Figure 8.2 as white leaf nodes
in both taxonomies.

Our taxonomy alignment procedure consists of three algorithms: merge, split,
and prune. We apply merge and split to the R-T to solve cases 1, 2 and 3; and
prune is applied to both the R-T and the I-T, to solve case 4.

The merge algorithm (see Algorithm 1) turns all the R-T colored inner nodes
into leaves. If the node has non-colored descendants (that is, its descendants do not
map onto any disease module in I-T), these descendants are removed. Otherwise,

5Edge (v, u) with u, v ∈ VT means that v is a kind of u.
6Practical examples of misalignments are presented in Section 8.5
7The first case occurs when incomplete mappings are provided between the disease names of

gene-disease associations in the interactome and disease names in the R-T. The second case occurs
since for many diseases the related genes have not been discovered yet.
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I-T R-TI-T

Case 1

Case 2 R-T
Merge

Case 3

Figure 8.2. Visual example of the merge algorithm. White nodes are either categorical
nodes or leaf nodes (diseases) in the R-T without a mapping onto the I-T.

Algorithm 1: Merge
1 Function Merge(RT taxonomy, map list):

/* assume map as the list of mappings (s, r) between the I-T and the R-T in which
s is a disease in I-T and r is a node in R-T */

2 newMap = *empty list*;
3 itlinked = {s | (s, r) ∈ map}// disease of I-T
4 rtlinked = {r | (s, r) ∈ map}// R-T nodes linked to I-T
5 ancs = *Given rtlinked and RT , get the set of all the R-T colored (i.e., linked) nodes with

no R-T colored nodes among their ancestors*;
6 for anc in ancs: do
7 cls = *Given itlinked and RT , get the I-T disease nodes linked to the nodes in rtlinked

that are descendant of the anc in the R-T*;
8 for cl in cls: do
9 Add (cl, anc) to newMap;

10 for anc in ancs: do
11 descs = *Given RT , get the list of the descendants of anc in R-T*;
12 for desc in descs: do
13 Remove desc from RT ;

/* The loop turns the nodes in ancs into leaves */
14 return RT, newMap;

the node and its colored descendants are aggregated into a single multi-colored node,
as shown in Figure 8.2 (right).

After the merge, the split algorithm (see Algorithm 2) splits all the nodes with
multiple colors (see Figure 8.3). Note that these nodes inherit the ancestors of the
split multi-colored node. As a result of merge and split, all colored R-T nodes are now
leaf nodes, and every I-T node points to its corresponding R-T node. Furthermore,
polyhierarchy in the R-T is preserved, as shown in Figure 8.4.

Finally, the prune algorithm (see Fig. 8.5 and Algorithm 3) prunes both the R-T
and the I-Ts by recursively removing surviving leaf nodes not linked by any mapping
relation in M . These are shown with a double circle in Figure 8.5. As a final result,
the R-T and the I-T have as leaf nodes the same set of diseases, denoted as D∩.
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Algorithm 2: Split
1 Function Split(RT taxonomy, map list):

/* assume map as the list of mappings (s, r) between the I-T and the R-T in which
s is a disease in I-T and r is a node in R-T */

2 itlinked = {s | (s, r) ∈ map};
3 drop = *empty set*;
4 for d in itlinked: do
5 rts = {r | (s, r) ∈ map, with s = d}// list of R-T nodes linked to d
6 parents = {p | p parent ∈ RT, of a node in rts}// set of parents of the nodes in

rts
7 Given RT , add a new node x to the R-T with d as label;
8 Given RT , set the nodes in parents as parents of the node x;
9 Remove all the (s, r) in map with s = d and r ∈ rts;

10 Add (s, x) to map;
11 Add rts to drop;

/* The loop replaces the links to the old R-T nodes with a link to the new R-T
node x */

12 Remove all nodes in drop from RT ;
13 return RT, map;

Algorithm 3: Prune
1 Function Prune(T taxonomy, D∩ set):
2 for l in {y | y is a leaf in T}: do
3 pruneleaf(l, T );

/* pruneleaf recursively substitutes, in T, the leaf l with its parent until
the leaf get more than one parent or a parent with out-degree > 1 */

4 while |drop| 6= 0 do
5 drop = {x |x is a leaf in T and x /∈ D∩};
6 Remove all nodes in drop from T// Remove T’s leaves not in D∩

7 return T;
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I-T R-T I-T R-T
Split

Figure 8.3. Visual example of the split algorithm.

I-T R-T
Split

Merge
+ I-T R-T

Figure 8.4. Visual example of the merge and split algorithms for a polyhierarchical case.

I-T R-T
Pruning

I-T R-T

Figure 8.5. Visual example of the prune algorithm.
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8.4.2 Selecting alternative induced taxonomies

As remarked in Section 8.3, the I-T is built using different definitions of disease
modules and different inter-cluster similarity functions during agglomerative cluster-
ing. In this Section, we present a method to select the “best” I-T, among four I-Ts8,
based on its structural and semantic similarity with the R-T. Note that a similarity
function between two taxonomies can be computed only if they have been aligned.
Our method to compute the similarity between two taxonomies is based on the Lin
semantic similarity [138]:

ST (a, b) := 2 ∗ ICT (LCST (a, b))
ICT (a) + ICT (b) (8.2)

where IC is:
ICT (x) := −log( |leavesT (x)|+ 1

MaxLeavesT + 1) (8.3)

where a, b are two leaf nodes in a taxonomy T , and LCST (a, b) is the least common
subsumer of a and b in T ; leavesT (x) is the set of leaves descendant from x and
MaxLeavesT is the number of leaves in T .
The Lin similarity increases when two nodes are structurally close in a taxonomy, and
decreases otherwise. Furthermore, by construction, the distance between two nodes
is normalized with respect of the maximum distance, a property that is particularly
useful when extending this measure to compare taxonomies with different depths.
This is a desirable property since the I-T is a binary tree and has a much higher
depth than the R-T.

To compare each of the four induced I-Ts with a selected R-T, first, we calculate
the pairwise Lin similarity ST (di, dj) for each taxonomy T , where {(di, dj)|di, dj ∈
D∩ and di 6= dj}. Next, for each taxonomy T , we construct a vector vT of ST (di, dj)
similarity values. Finally, we calculate the cosine similarity between each of the
induced taxonomies vectors vITk

(k = 1 . . . 4) and vRT . The intuition is that, if two
taxonomies are similar, disease pairs that are “close” in one taxonomy should be
“close” also in the other taxonomy, and those that are far apart in one taxonomy,
should be far apart also in the other. The “best” I-T is selected according to:
argmaxk(cosSim(vITk

, vRT )).
The experimental application of this method is described in Section 8.6.

8Four aligned I-Ts resulting by the combination of the Induced and LCC disease module definitions
with the Average and Complete clustering methods
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8.4.3 Semantic labeling of the interactome hierarchy (I-T)

As previously noted, the inner nodes of the aligned I-T have no semantic labels.
To facilitate a comparative analysis of I-T and R-T, we defined an algorithm to
label each inner node in the I-T with the most similar category label in the R-T. In
order to find the most similar R-T category node, we exploit the notion of cluster
Cc associated with a category node c in a taxonomy, defined as the set of all of
its descendant disease nodes that are also in D∩. Then, a labeling algorithm (see
Algorithm 4) labels every I-T disease category c with the name of the R-T category
c′ with highest similarity score sim(Cc, Cc′) between the clusters of c and c′9. To
compute the similarity between two clusters, we use the Jaccard coefficient, a popular
measure of set similarity.

Algorithm 4: Labeling
1 Function labeling(IT taxonomy, RT taxonomy):
2 cats = {x | x is not a leaf in IT}// I-T categories
3 labels = *empty list*;
4 for cat in cats: do
5 c = {x | x is colored and x is descendant of cat in IT};
6 l = getLabel(c, RT )// look for the most similar R-T category to the cluster c
7 Add (cat, l) to labels// assign an R-T label to the I-T disease category

8 return labels;

9Note that the labeling method uses the full set of R-T categories to obtain more fine-grained
labels but the node clusters Cc are defined on the common disease set D∩ of the aligned taxonomies.
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8.5 Experimental setup
This Section describes the data sources used in our experiments. To conduct a disease
module analysis, we considered the most recent release of the human protein-protein
interaction network published by Barabasi et al. [44], which is an extension of a
highly cited and popular interactome used by Menche et al. [163]. The network was
obtained by assembling 15 commonly used databases focusing on high-quality PPIs,
and one new dataset10. The resulting interactome has |V | = 16 677 proteins and
|E| = 243 603 physical undirected protein interactions. To identify disease modules,
we collected gene-disease associations from DisGeNET [181] with a GDA11 score
greater than or equal of 0.3. Finally, we identified 948 DMs with a set of disease
genes of size at least 1012.

We selected the Disease Ontology (DO) as Reference Taxonomy (R-T) [198]. An
alternative widely used reference ontology is ICD-9 (used, for example, in a work
by Zhou et al. [279]). However, ICD-9 was built to facilitate the statistical study
of disease phenomena, and arranged according to epidemiological properties and
anatomical site. Since the categorization principles adopted by ICD-9 are different,
we believe that integrating them with information on molecular mechanisms can
alter rather than enrich the ontological resource13. Instead, the Disease Ontology is
a classification of human diseases organized by etiological agents such as infectious
agents, clinical genetics and cellular processes. Therefore, even though the “localist”
(i.e., anatomic and disciplinary classification) view of diseases is still a guiding
principle, the DO already integrates, although to a limited extent, the molecular
insights of disease phenotypes.

By parsing the DO “obo” file14, we generated a directed acyclic network hierarchy
of 10012 diseases and disease categories, 10061 edges and 12 levels. To create a
mapping M between the two different disease nomenclatures (DO and DisGeNET),
we used partial mappings directly provided in DisGeNET and in the DO, that we
further extended with the support of clinicians to cover all of the 948 DMs.

To begin, we applied the method described in Section 8.4.3 to select the best
induced I-T taxonomy, i.e., the one with the highest similarity with the selected R-T
(namely, the Disease Ontology). Table 8.1 shows the result of this comparison. In the
Table, similarity values are compared against those obtained by a random shuffling
of the disease nodes. Based on the results of Table 8.1, we select the I-T taxonomy
obtained using Induced Modules to represent DMs, and the average linkage method
to merge clusters during hierarchical clustering. This induced taxonomic structure
shows a higher similarity with the Disease Ontology and therefore represents a
good basis for our study. Note, however, that all of the compared methods produce
taxonomies with a similarity value significantly higher than the random baseline.

10Available at http://ccsb.dana-farber.org/interactome-data.html
11GDA is a “reliability” score, for details see www.disgenet.org/dbinfo#section43. We select

a reliability threshold of 0.3 that, as explained in the referred document, supports the biological
evidence of an association without drastically reducing the sample.

12Smaller modules imply a limited knowledge of the related gene-disease associations to date,
and may lead us to unreliable results.

13We remark however that the reason for not using ICD-9 is not a technical one, given the
generality of the proposed approach.

14http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/doid.html

http://ccsb.dana-farber.org/interactome-data.html
www.disgenet.org/dbinfo#section43
http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/doid.html
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The observed differences are mainly due to some structural differences and to the
positioning of outliers (isolated DMs in the interactome).

Induced LCC
Measure Complete (RD) Average (RD) Complete (RD) Average (RD)

Cos. Sim. (%) 43.59 (28.55) 46.33 (29.84) 39.94 (28.58) 43.7 (29.71)
Table 8.1. Comparison of Lin-similarity vectors of the aligned R-T (the Disease Ontology) and I-T

taxonomies obtained with four different variants of the proposed taxonomy induction method.
The variants were obtained adopting two different network-based definitions of DMs (Induced
and LCC) and two different techniques to merge clusters (complete and average). The value in
the round brackets represents the average of values generated by ten random distributions of
leaf nodes, leaving the taxonomy structure unchanged.

Interesting insights emerge from a direct comparison between the induced and
reference taxonomies. Unlike other studies published in the literature on ontology
alignment and matching15, here one of the compared taxonomies represents the
domain experts’ view of a classification, but the other is automatically derived
from available data (the human interactome), and its hierarchical structure is only
affected by the parameters of the induction algorithm. The challenging purpose of
our analysis is to explore the differences and similarities between a knowledge-based
and a data-driven ontological structure. Table 8.2 highlights the structural differences
between the reference ontology DO (before and after alignment and pruning), and
the four induced taxonomies. As expected, the major difference is the maximum
depth of the induced taxonomies, much higher than that of the reference taxonomy.
This is caused by the binary merge step of hierarchical agglomerative clustering
(HAC), and justifies the use of the Lin-similarity measure, which is, as remarked in
Section 8.4.2, independent from the depth of compared taxonomies.

Hierarchy Nodes Edges Max Depth Min Depth
R-T (Original) 10012 10061 12 2
R-T (Aligned) 1063 1285 8 2

Induced I-T (Complete) 1769 1768 40 3
Induced I-T (Average) 1774 1773 106 2
LCC I-T (Complete) 1766 1765 42 4
LCC I-T (Average) 1766 1765 98 1

Table 8.2. Structural comparison of the taxonomies.

Next, in Figure 8.6 we show some real cases of misalignments between the induced
and reference taxonomies. For example, based on DisGeNET gene-disease associa-
tions, we identified 3 DMs in the interactome: Spinocerebellar ataxia, Spinocerebellar
ataxia type 1 and Spinocerebellar ataxia type 2. By construction, DMs are all leaf
nodes in the I-T. Further note that these DMs are all close in the graph, and the
specific shape of the I-T sub-tree including them depends on the iterative binary
aggregation operated by the HCA (see Section 8.3). As shown in the Figure, Case
1 of misalignment (see Section 8.4.3) occurs since Spinocerebellar ataxia, based

15For an up-to-date survey, see e.g., http://om2020.ontologymatching.org/

http://om2020.ontologymatching.org/
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on direct mappings available on DisGeNET, corresponds to the categorical node
Autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxis. The mapping algorithm therefore reconstructs
the ontological relationships among the three Spinocerebellar ataxia nodes of the I-T
taxonomy.
Figure 8.6 also shows an example of Case 2 misalignment.

I-T

Spinocerebellar
ataxia type 1

R-T

Case 1

Case 2

Spinocerebellar
ataxia type 2

Spinocerebellar
ataxia type 1

Spinocerebellar
ataxia Crohn's

disease

Crohn's
colitis

Spinocerebellar
ataxia type 2

Chron disease
of large bowel

Autosomal dominant
cerebellar ataxia

Figure 8.6. Examples of misalignments between the taxonomy induced from the interactome
and the reference DO.
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8.6 Results
Our research hypothesis in this work is that jointly analyzing the structural proximity
of disease modules in the human interactome network and the semantic proximity
of corresponding diseases in human-curated taxonomies could help both refine the
classification of human diseases and identify the limitations and perspectives of
current module-based computational approaches to the study of diseases. In this
Section, we summarize the major outcomes of a clinical analysis supported by the
method presented in previous Sections. Our analysis is based both on the study of
matching and unmatching pairs of R-T and I-T categories.

8.6.1 Finding disease categories with a corresponding dense neigh-
borhood in the interactome

First, we conducted an analysis to reveal in the human interactome large neighbor-
hoods of disease modules associated with disease categories in R-T. According to
the disease module hypothesis: “if we identify a few disease components, the other
disease-related components are likely to be located in their network-based neighborhood”
[163]. Extending this concept, if we identify in a network area a few disease modules
that are components of the same disease category, other modules of the same cate-
gory, or module components, are likely to be located in the same neighborhood. Such
dense neighborhoods of semantically related diseases in the interactome network can
be explored not only to identify new gene-disease components, but also for drug
repurposing and comorbidity detection.

To find these large neighborhoods, we verified the existence of topmost disease
categories of the DO (our selected R-T) with a high overlap with some inner
(categorical) nodes in the I-T. A DO disease category c′ that is “well-represented”
by an I-T category c implies a strong molecular proximity relationship among the
diseases in cluster Cc. Symmetrically, this implies that there exists a molecular
mechanism that strengthens the classification principle of the DO category.

We considered the 8 disease categories in the first level of the DO as the most
general disease categories. To evaluate the degree of similarity between these DO
categories and their most similar correspondents in the I-T, we used the Jaccard
similarity, i.e., the “label score” computed by the labeling algorithm of Section
8.4.3. We also calculated the statistical significance of our results by computing the
p-value over a random distribution. Table 8.3 provides an overview of the topmost
DO disease categories and their similarity degree with correspondent I-T categories
induced from DM molecular network-proximity.

In particular, we found that the DO disease categories that show a higher
localization in a network neighborhood are “disease of cellular proliferation” and
“genetic disease”. This means that tumors and genetic diseases are highly localized in
two neighborhoods of the human interactome. Although detecting new gene-disease
associations or new semantically related DMs in this area is outside the scope of
this paper, we note that our finding has a biological confirmation, since close DMs
of “disease of cellular proliferation” are motivated by the fact that cancer diseases
have similar genetic causes in differentiation and proliferation control genes such as
the well-known P53 [76, 245, 19].
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The second best matching category is “disease of anatomical entity”, i.e., dis-
eases grouped by human experts according to an anatomical localization principle.
However, as shown in the Table 8.3, the similarity value is high but not statistically
significant. This is motivated by the fact that diseases belonging to this topmost
category are grouped in diverse sub-categories scattered over the network rather than
in a large “anatomical” neighborhood. To confirm this hypothesis, we performed
a systematic automated pair-wise comparison among sub-categories of “disease of
anatomical entity”. We found that very rarely category pairs belonging to different
anatomical sub-systems have overlapping clusters in the I-T, with some obvious and
well documented exception, like nervous and respiratory systems, gastrointestinal
and integumentary systems, musculoskeletal and cardiovascular systems [47, 98, 160].
In other terms, our experiments show that the validity of the anatomical classification
principle is not disproved by the DM localization hypothesis, at least, given our
state-of-the-art knowledge of gene-disease associations. This observation leads us to
consider one limitation of the study presented in this Section, which stems from the
high incompleteness of the human interactome [229]. It follows that, while positive
results (disease categories corresponding to highly overlapping disease modules) are
useful pieces of evidence to identify interesting areas of the interactome to discover
new gene-disease associations, the absence of such evidence could be a consequence
of either the non existence of a similarity relation, or by a lack of knowledge on gene
interactions in specific areas of the interactome.

R-T (Disease Ontology) Induced I-T
Disease Category Name (size) Best Label Score (P-value)

disease of cellular proliferation (255) 54.77% (3.14 · 10−20)
disease of anatomical entity (434) 50.05% (0.08)

genetic disease (12) 41.66% (6.14 · 10−10)
disease by infectious agent (10) 30% (1.92 · 10−7)

physical disorder (21) 26.09% (1.51 · 10−9)
disease of mental health (76) 21.51% (1.06 · 10−13)

syndrome (42) 21.27 % (8.69 · 10−11)
disease of metabolism (55) 16.36% (4.66 · 10−11)

Table 8.3. Correspondence among topmost DO categories and the induced taxonomy.
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8.6.2 Finding unexplored structural relations between disease cat-
egories

A more interesting result would be to identify “unexpected” and unexplored neigh-
borhoods in the I-T, e.g., disease categories that are not presently connected in
human-curated taxonomies but whose strong molecular similarities suggest that
one such connection should be exploited to enrich the R-T ontology. To help find
these relations, we developed a visual tool to explore the I-T in a more systematic
way. Supported by this tool, clinical experts have identified, among the others, the
following interesting results: there exist strong unexpected molecular relationships
between glaucoma and pulmonary arterial hypertension, cholestasis and chronic
obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD), and peroxisomal diseases and ciliopathy-
related syndromes. We remark that these categorical relationships can be detected in
the I-T thanks to the labeling algorithm.

By delving into these relationships, we were able to find confirmations in very
recent clinical studies. For example, Gupta et al. [87] and Lewczuk et al. [133]
shed light on common molecular mechanisms and manifestations between pulmonary
hypertension and glaucoma through multiple case reports. Similarly, Tsechkovski
et al. [222] observed that cholestasis and COPD pathomechanisms are mediated
by common molecular components like the alpha 1-antitrypsin protein. However,
the relationship between alpha 1-antitrypsin mutations and liver disease is debated
and yet to be elucidated [196]. It is interesting to note that there is an emerging
hypothesis connecting gut, liver and lung as playing a key role in the pathogenesis
of COPD [263]. Finally, Zaki et al. [269] found biological mechanisms between
peroxisomal diseases and ciliopathy related syndromes (e.g., Joubert syndrome,
Bardet-Biedl syndrome, Jeune syndrome). In conclusion, recent clinical evidence
confirms that these detected relationships could be used to extend the DO. Other
unexplored strong relationships that we identified lack at the moment support from
published studies16. However, the results reported above demonstrate the relevance
and potentials of our proposed method.

16A clinical confirmation of our findings is clearly outside the scope of this research, although it
represents a study hypothesis for further research by clinicians in the field.
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8.6.3 Detection of nomenclature errors in gene-disease associations

Finally, we demonstrate that our framework may facilitate the detection of erroneous
gene-disease associations in public databases, caused by nomenclature errors. As
explained in Section 8.4.3, inner nodes c in the I-T receive a label based on cluster
similarity sim(Cc, Cc′) with categorical nodes c′ of the R-T. As expected, highest
similarity values are found in the proximity of leaf nodes. However, upon inspection
by clinicians, some I-T labels, despite the high similarity value, were considered
“unconvincing”, in the sense that the category name was not representative of the
subsumed disease modules. Remember that DMs in the interactome have been
identified, as discussed in Section 8.5, using gene-disease associations in DisGeNET,
one of the most widely used association databases. Publicly available gene-disease
associations databases are manually or computationally curated and some of them
integrate other gene-disease collections. However, especially for ambiguous diseases
with similar names, all these mechanisms are prone to nomenclature errors resulting
in incorrect gene-disease associations. Although in our work we selected only
associations with a high GDA score, errors might still survive, causing incorrect
labeling of some I-T nodes.

The identification of erroneous gene-disease associations is of primary impor-
tance both for disease gene discovery and clinical diagnoses. Indeed, on the one
hand, disease gene discovery tools, using erroneous gene-disease associations, would
make wrong predictions. On the other hand, clinicians usually make and justify
diagnoses using the gene-disease associations contained in public databases (as we
said, DisGeNET is one among the most widely used resources) leading to incorrect
diagnoses or therapies for a patient.

Supported by clinicians, we identified a number of DO disease categories with
an unconvincingly high overlapping with I-T inner nodes. For these nodes, we man-
ually verified the DisGeNET pieces of evidence supporting the related gene-disease
associations, and compared them with disease definitions published in authoritative
clinical literature. Several nomenclature errors were found, among which we cite
the following: “hyper-IgM Immunodeficiency Syndrome”, “obstructive lung disease”
and “bone remodeling disease” have several wrong disease-associations. For example,
the “hyper-IgM immunodeficiency syndrome” is divided into five types by genetic
association. In particular, as described in OMIM17[91], “hyper-IgM immunodefi-
ciency syndrome” type 2 is characterized only by mutations of the AICDA gene (see
OMIM ID # 60525818), type 3 only by mutations of the CD40 gene (see OMIM
ID # 60684319), and type 5 only by mutations of the UNG gene (see OMIM ID #
608106)20. However, DisGeNet links the three disease types to the same three genes21.
This error is probably due to a wrong integration of the gene-disease associations of
the CTD database that does not characterize the “hyper-IgM immunodeficiency syn-
drome” in types22. Similarly, in “obstructive lung disease” pulmonary emphysema,
focal emphysema, panacinar emphysema, and centrilobular emphysema diseases have

17A comprehensive, authoritative and timely knowledge base of human genes and genetic disorders
18https://www.omim.org/entry/605258?search=605258&highlight=605258
19https://www.omim.org/entry/606843?search=605258&highlight=606843
20https://www.omim.org/entry/608106?search=605258&highlight=608106
21https://www.disgenet.org/browser/0/1/0/C1720956/
22http://ctdbase.org/detail.go?type=disease&acc=MESH%3aD053306#descendants

https://www.omim.org/entry/605258?search=605258&highlight=605258
https://www.omim.org/entry/606843?search=605258&highlight=606843
https://www.omim.org/entry/608106?search=605258&highlight=608106
https://www.disgenet.org/browser/0/1/0/C1720956/
http://ctdbase.org/detail.go?type=disease&acc=MESH%3aD053306#descendants
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the same 12 gene-disease associations almost all supported by the same published
study, but related only to the pulmonary emphysema or the generic category of
emphysema. The same happens in “bone remodeling disease” for the following
diseases: osteoporosis, age-related osteoporosis, post-traumatic osteoporosis, senile
osteoporosis23.

23Detected nomenclature errors along with supporting evidence - available literature definitions -
have been communicated to DisGeNET curators and the issue is being processed.
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8.7 Discussion
We presented a novel disease module analytic strategy leveraging both a molecular
and taxonomy perspective, providing new insights into the molecular mechanisms of
diseases and a way to refine human-curated taxonomies. Our method has supported
clinically relevant findings, such as promising areas of the interactome to discover new
disease gene associations, unexplored disease molecular relationships, and nomencla-
ture errors in gene-disease association databases. The proposed method supported a
systematic analysis of human-crafted disease categories and their relationships with
the DM molecular network-proximity. In particular, we found that some disease
in “disease of cellular proliferation” and “genetic disease” form promising large
disease network-neighborhoods that could be explored to detect new gene-disease
associations with experimental methods. Next, we evaluated the consistency of the
“disease anatomical entities” at the molecular level and found that there is no strong
evidence of a network-neighborhood of anatomical entities but, contrarily, disease
neighborhoods related to anatomical systems are scattered. Furthermore, we used
our method to find unexplored strong molecular relationships between “specific”
disease categories, such as glaucoma and pulmonary hypertension, diseases that are
distant in human-crafted taxonomies but appear to be related by co-morbidities
and pathogenesis at the molecular level. These discovered relationships can be used
to enrich disease ontologies, like the DO, whose classification principles are also
based on molecular mechanisms. Finally, we have been able to detect incorrect
gene-disease associations caused by nomenclature errors in public databases, that
could potentially bias disease gene prediction methods and induce wrong clinical
diagnoses. We believe that induced taxonomies provide insights for refining the
human-crafted disease taxonomies and improving disease module discovery. For
instance, novel taxonomic links reveal molecular-based relationships between disease
categories leading to disease subtyping or disease module aggregation. One limitation
of our study arises from the highly incomplete state of the art knowledge on disease-
related genes. This resulted in a limited mapping between human-crafted taxonomies
and our induced hierarchy of disease modules (about 12% of DO diseases), and
furthermore prevented the interpretation of some evidence concerning unobserved
molecular relationships, which could be a consequence of either the non-existence of
such relations, or the lack of knowledge on gene interactions in specific areas of the
interactome.
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Chapter 9

Drug Repurposing for the
COVID-19

This Chapter presents two studies in the field of drug repurposing: “Deep Graph
Networks for Drug Repurposing with Multi-Protein Targets” in Section 9.1 and
“Network-based discovery of biological mechanisms of effective drugs for the COVID-
19” in Section 9.2.
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In the early phases of the COVID-19 pandemic, the repurposing of drugs ap-
proved for the use in other diseases was one of the means that helped counteract the
aggressiveness of the virus. The availability of effective and flexible methodologies to
speed-up and prioritize the repurposing process is therefore fundamental to be able
to address present and future challenges to worldwide health. Motivated by this,
we address the problem of drug repurposing through the lens of deep learning for
graphs. In particular, we set the goal of designing an architecture that can exploit
both structural and biological information to propose a reduced set of drugs that
may be effective against an unknown disease. Our contributions are threefold. First,
we propose a method to repurpose a drug against a set of proteins, rather than
the most common single-protein/single-drug setting. Secondly, we describe graph
embedding methods designed to encode the relevant proteins’ and drugs’ information
based on gene-ontology data and structural similarities. Finally, we publicly release
a comprehensive and unified data repository prepared for graph-based analysis in the
hope that it can serve to foster further studies on COVID-19 and drug-repurposing.
We empirically validate the proposed approach in a general drug-repurposing set-
ting, showing its effectiveness and ability to generalize better than single-protein
repurposing schemes. Moreover, we provide a sample of its practical use is assessed
on a COVID-19 use case. The source code of the method is released publicly.

The study presented in this section led to an article currently under review.
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9.1.1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has, undoubtedly, revolutionized our lives, calling for a
response that has required a coordinated effort worldwide and across multiple disci-
plines. Often, such interdisciplinary collaborations comprise Artificial Intelligence
(AI) expertise needed for data exploitation and properly manage the crisis.

The study presented in this paper was developed within the framework of one of
such collective endeavour. Namely, we report the outcomes of a volunteering initiative
developed within CLAIRE, the Confederation of Laboratories for AI Research in
Europe (CLAIRE), to help tackle the COVID-19 pandemic [33]. In particular, this
work describes some significant outcomes developed by the Bioinformatics research
group as concerns deep graph networks for drug repurposing.

While part of the medical research community was (and still is) focused on
studying the virus and producing new vaccines, an equal effort has been put into
devising therapeutic treatments for those afflicted by COVID-related diseases. In
this respect, drug repurposing, i.e., the use of available drugs to treat different
diseases than the ones for which they were developed, offers an appealing alternative
to traditional drug discovery. The idea is to provide effective therapies in a timely
manner by using what is available in the drug market, rather than investing massive
amounts of time and resources to develop novel drugs. The very first stage of drug
repurposing involves the in silico selection of which available drugs are amenable
to repurposing. In this phase, accurate predictions are critical to maximizing
the throughput of subsequent in vitro studies aimed at confirming the potential
candidates.

The in silico phase is often nowadays tackled with the help of machine learning
methods. Choosing the candidate drugs for the in vitro analysis needs to consider
the involved biological targets ( typically specific proteins). Such proteins, however,
should not be considered as independent and isolated entities. Rather, considering
them as compounds of functionally correlated entities often enhance the drug
candidate selection process. This has motivated a whole body of research leveraging
prior knowledge concerning the functional correlation between proteins represented
under a network of protein-protein interactions. By complementing such networked
representation with information concerning known drug-protein associations, we
can then cast the problem of drug repurposing as a predictive task on a network of
protein-protein-drug associations. In particular, this is generally framed as a link
prediction problem where the link between known drugs and proteins of interest
must be discovered [84, 171]. The main difference between these methods lies in
how proteins, drugs, and the protein-drug interaction network are represented and
processed altogether. With the recent re-discovery of deep learning for graphs [15],
we approach the problem from a structure-aware perspective, trying to exploit
as much as possible the interactions between protein, drugs, and their molecular
structure.

Our contribution is three-fold and can be summarized as follows. First, we
introduce a method to repurpose a drug given a set of multiple target proteins,
considered jointly, rather than assessing a single-protein/single-drug association (as
widespread in literature). By this means, we claim to be able to better capture
the richness of a biological target which cannot be fully represented by considering
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a single protein at a time. Secondly, we discuss different embedding methods for
proteins and drugs that rely on Node2vec and Deep Graph Networks, respectively,
able to encode the structural and chemical information into the most task-effective
vectorial representation. Lastly, in a joint effort with the CLAIRE consortium, we
have systematically aggregated information gathered from different sources to release
them publicly as a networked resource aimed at fostering research on COVID-19
related topics1. With the same aim, we also release openly the code implementing
our methodology and reproducing our empirical analysis2.

We provide an experimental validation comparing single-protein and multi-protein
repurposing scenarios on generic drugs. We show how we achieve AUROC values
greater than 0.82 for the former and 0.92 for the latter scenario, which hints at
the advantage and potential benefit of considering protein ensembles to precisely
repurpose drugs. We also analyze the robustness of the proposed approach with
respect to changes in the size of the multi-protein target set. The experiments
show that the proposed approach can yield high-precision repurposing results even
when only a fraction of the related protein targets are used, showing its superiority
and robustness in those applications where the disease-related knowledge is not yet
complete (as happens at the early stage of the discovery of a novel disease). Finally,
we apply our solution to the known COVID-19 proteins. We study its behaviour
against a single-protein approach, and we propose some candidate drugs for drug
repurposing.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 9.1.2 we describe our
methodology in the details. Section 9.1.3 describes the biological networks used
in the study. In Section 9.1.4, we describe the experiments and their setup, in
conjunction with the presentation and the discussion of the obtained results. Finally,
in Section 9.1.5, we highlight the advancements that we produced in the field.

1https://github.com/CLAIRE-COVID-T4/covid-data
2https://github.com/gravins/covid19-drug-repurposing-with-DGNs

https://github.com/CLAIRE-COVID-T4/covid-data
https://github.com/gravins/covid19-drug-repurposing-with-DGNs
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9.1.2 Method

This section describes the proposed drug repurposing framework in a top-down fash-
ion. We begin with useful definitions and a high-level description of the architecture
before discussing the specific methodologies that encode drugs and proteins into
meaningful embeddings.

Figure 9.1. A high-level overview of the proposed model for drug repurposing. Given a
drug d ∈ D and a set of proteins P ⊂ P, the model computes a drug representation
hd using a drug embedding module fdrug, and a protein representation hpi

for each
protein pi ∈ P using a protein embedding module fprot. The protein representations are
aggregated into a single vector by the aggregator Φ. Finally, the vectors representing
the drug and the set of proteins are passed to an output module fout, which computes
the desired prediction.

Mathematical Notation

For the purpose of this work, we define a graph as a tuple g = (V, E ,X,E). The
set V contains the vertices (also called nodes) that represent interacting entities,
whereas the set E explicitly defines the connections between nodes. In this work
we deal with undirected graphs, where the connection between two nodes u and
v is described by the unordered pair {u, v}. However, the ML models we consider
work with directed edges: therefore, each undirected edge is implicitly replaced by
two oppositely oriented arcs. We represent node features as a matrix X ∈ R|V|×|F |,
where |F | is the number of available features. The v-th row of X is denoted as xv
and represents a single node’s features. Similarly, we represent edge features as a
matrix E ∈ R|E|×|E|, where |E| is the number of edge features, and we indicate edge
features’ vectors as euv. Finally, we denote the neighborhood (or adjacency set) of a
node u ∈ V as the set Nu = {v ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E}.

High-Level Overview

In this work, we are given a set of drugs D, and a set of human proteins P. The
interactions among the proteins come from the interactome described in Section 9.1.3.
Given a set of proteins P ⊆ P, we say that a drug d interacts with the set P if it
has an effect on the biological process modulated by the interactions among the
proteins in P . Note that, in some cases, drugs are known to interact only with a
single protein, i.e., P could contain only a single protein.

We formulate the drug repurposing task as that of discovering previously unknown
interactions among drugs and protein sets of interest. To do so, we organize drugs,
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proteins, and their known interactions in a dataset D = {〈di, Pi, yi〉}ni=1 of triplets,
where di ∈ D, Pi ⊆ P, and yi ∈ {0, 1} is a binary target value telling whether the
drug di interacts with the proteins in set Pi. Thus the objective is, given an unseen
combination of a drug and a set of (possibly interacting) proteins, to correctly predict
whether the drug interacts with the set or not.

To learn this task, we propose a Deep Learning model comprising three different
components:

• a drug embedding module fdrug;

• a protein embedding module fprot;

• an output module fout.

In the following, we provide a description of how a triplet 〈d, P, y〉 is processed
by the model at a high level. The process is summarized visually in Figure 9.1. First,
the drug embedding module fdrug is used to “featurize” d, that is, to compute a
representation vector from the molecular graph:

hd = fdrug(d).

The details of this module are discussed in Section 9.1.2. Similarly, the proteins
p ∈ P are processed by the protein embedding module fprot, which computes a
vectorial representation for each protein in the set, focusing on their functional
aspects:

hp = fprot(p).

The mechanism by which a protein representation is computed is discussed in
Section 9.1.2. Once all the protein representations have been computed, which will
be referred to as R = {hp | p ∈ P}, they are aggregated via a permutation invariant
operator Φ to obtain a vector representation of S as follows:

hP = Φ({hp | p ∈ P}).

Finally, the two representations are passed to the output function module fout.
The result is a prediction:

o = fout(hd,hP ),

which corresponds to the likelihood of an interaction between d and the set of
proteins P . The details of the output module are presented in Section 9.1.2.

The model is trained to minimize the following loss:

L(D) = 1
n

n∑
i=1
Lpred(di, Pi, yi),

which corresponds to the Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE) loss accumulated across all
the triplets in the dataset:

Lpred(di, Pi, yi) = −BCE(oi, yi),

where BCE(oi, yi) = yi log(oi) + (1− yi) log(1− oi) as usual.
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Figure 9.2. First implementation of fdrug considered in this study. We pretrain a DGN
on a property prediction task, and stack the trained DGN representations in a matrix
HD, which is looked up to get the drug embeddings during the training of the drug
repurposing model.

Figure 9.3. Second implementation of fdrug considered in this study. Here, the DGN
representations are augmented with noise δrand and passed to a denoising autoencoder
(in pale blue). The hidden state of the autoencoder is passed to the downstream fout

module during training in an end-to-end fashion, and the overall loss optimized is
augmented with the autoencoder loss.

Drug Embedding Module

The purpose of the drug embedding module is to extract a vectorial representation
from a drug. We represent drugs as molecular graphs where nodes are atoms, and
edges are chemical bonds between them. Bonds can be of four types: single, double,
triple or aromatic. We use the drugs’ SMILE3 encoding to generate their molecular
graph. We used the SMILEs of all compounds.

At a high level, the drug embedding module is a DGN which inputs a molecular
graph and outputs a representation for each of the graph nodes. Node representations

3The simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILE) is a common notation for describing
the structure of compounds.
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are computed by iteratively applying a series of Graph Convolutional Layers (GCLs),
i.e., parameterized transformations that combine the previous representation of a
node (initially set to a vector of node features) with the representations of the nodes
in its neighborhood. Given the molecular graph g = (V, E ,X ) associated to a drug
d, a general formulation of the transformation operated by a GCL is the following:

x`v = GCL(x`−1
v , {x`−1

u | u ∈ Nv}), ∀v ∈ V.

In the previous formula, ` = 1, . . . , L indexes the current layer, and the initial node
representation x0

v is a vector of node features. After L GCLs are applied, the node
representations are combined to obtain a unique vector representing the whole graph.
In this work, this is achieved by first aggregating the node representations at a specific
layer into a single vector, and then concatenating each layer-wise representation
together. More formally, a drug embedding hd is computed as follows:

hd =
Ln

`=1
γ({x`v | v ∈ V}),

where γ is a global pooling function that aggregates the node representations into
a layer-wise graph representation, and

fL
l=1 represents concatenation of the graph

representations at each layer. In this work, we opted for implementing γ as the sum
function.

In the drug repurposing experiments, we leverage and test two alternative
strategies to obtain the drug embeddings, shown visually in Figure 9.2 and 9.3.
Below, we describe each of them separately.

Pretrained DGN the first variant is a DGN pretrained on a property prediction
task. The rationale behind the choice of this variant is to provide the downstream
output module with drug representations organized by chemical similarity: that
is, two drugs are considered similar if their chemical properties are similar. To
enforce this prior, we pretrain the weights of the drug embedding module on a
property prediction task. The purpose of the pretraining is to obtain an embedding
matrix HD ∈ R|D|×h, where h is the drug embedding dimension, which can be
queried to get drug embeddings during the training of the drug repurposing model.
The architecture of this variant is composed of a stack of GCLs commonly used in
quantum chemistry predictions tasks [73], plus a downstream MLP, hereby termed
MLPprop, for property prediction. Precisely, the GCL is defined as:

x`v = x`−1
v +

∑
u∈Nv

MLP(euv) x`−1
u , ∀v ∈ V

where eu,v is the vector of features associated with the edge that connects nodes u and
v in the graph. Pretraining is realized through regression tasks for the prediction of
the following (continuous) chemical properties: boiling and melting points, solubility,
pKa, logS, Octanol-Water partition constant, and Caco-2 permeability, as collected
from the DrugBank database [243]. For a given drug d, the model is pretrained to
minimize the Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss between the properties as predicted
by the DGN and a corresponding vector of target properties yd:

MSE(MLPprop(hd),yd).
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After pretraining, and during the training procedure of the drug repurposing model,
the embedding of a drug d is obtained as hd = HD(d), where HD(d) denotes a
lookup operation for the drug embedding of d on the pretrained drug embedding
matrix.

End-to-end DGN with denoising Autoencoder the second variant consists
of a stack of GCLs combined with a downstream Denoising Autoencoder (dAE)
[231]. The rationale behind this architectural choice is to provide the output module
with drug representations organized by structural similarity: that is, two drugs are
considered similar if their structure is similar. To enforce this prior, we use a GCL
architecture suitable for unsupervised learning, and use the dAE to regularize the
training objective of the drug repurposing model. Specifically, we adopt the GCL of
Hu et al. [97], based of the Graph Isomorphism Network layer [254], where the node
representations are computed as follows:

x`v = MLP(x`−1
v +

∑
u∈Nv

ReLU(x`−1
u + euv)), ∀v ∈ V.

Once the drug representation hd is computed by the DGN, it is corrupted with
Gaussian noise δrand and passed as input to a standard 1-layer AE which is trained
to reconstruct the original representation. More precisely, the regularizing objective
by which the dAE is trained is the following:

LAE(di) = MSE(AE(hd + δrand),hd).

Protein Embedding Module

The purpose of the Protein Embedding module is to extract the information about
proteins in vectorial form. Differently from the drug embedding module, we do so
considering their function, and not their structure. Specifically, we leverage Gene
Ontologies (GOs) [11][52], which are hierarchies of pre-defined semantic labels and
their relations, characterizing the function of genes and their products. Essentially,
proteins are annotated with one or more GO terms, belonging to three different
domains. Each of these domains has its own GO, represented as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) where nodes are terms and relations among them are of the kind
"is_a". The three domains are:

• Cellular Component (CC), i.e., terms related to the cellular structure. The
corresponding DAG comprises 4183 nodes and 4727 edges;

• Molecular Function (MF), i.e., terms related to the activity. The corresponding
DAG comprises 11125 nodes and 13575 edges;

• Biological Process (BP), i.e., terms related to he biological function performed.
The corresponding DAG comprises 29211 nodes and 56398 edges.

In GOs, the similarity among proteins is conveyed by the associated GO terms: two
proteins are considered similar if they share many GO terms, or, more loosely, if they
share many parent GO terms. To effectively encode these relationships, we apply
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Protein

Figure 9.4. Scheme of the protein embedding module fprot. Given a protein p, we fetch
the Node2Vec embeddings of the associated GO terms in the three GO DAGs (shown
in the figure as connected white boxes with pale blue headers). The embeddings are
summed together to form a GO-wise representation (e.g., the vector hCC

p for the Cellular
Component ontology). The three embeddings are finally concatenated together to form
the protein representation hp.

the graph representation learning algorithm Node2Vec [81] to the DAG representing
each ontology. We recall that Node2Vec works by collecting a set of random walks
for each node of a target graph (hereby, the DAG representing the GO). The depth
vs. width trade-off of the walks is controlled by two parameters, α and β. Each walk
in a GO DAG is composed of a sequence of terms, represented as one-hot vectors,
and two nodes are considered similar if their corresponding random walk sequences
share many co-occurrences. To learn this similarity, the terms contained in the
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sequences are embedded using a skip-gram model [166].
The application of Node2Vec to the nodes of each DAG yields three embedding

matrices, one for each GO domain: ECC ∈ R4183×z, EMF ∈ R11125×z, and EBP ∈
R29211×z. In each embedding matrix, the k-th row identifies the z-dimensional
embedding of the k-th GO term. To embed the proteins with these three matrices,
we proceed as follows. We first collect, from the AmiGO database [36], the GO
terms by which the proteins are annotated. Let TOp = {tO1 , tO2 , . . .} be the generic
set of GO terms associated to a protein p ∈ P, with O ∈ O = {CC,MF,BP}. For
a given GO domain, the representation associated to p is the vector:

hOp =
∑
t∈TO

p

EO(t),

where the notation EO(t) indicates the vector obtained selecting the row of EO

corresponding to the GO term t. Finally, the representation of the protein is obtained
by concatenating these three intermediate representations together:

hp =
n

O∈O
hOp .

The overall architecture of the protein embedding module is shown in Figure 9.4.
Notice that the protein embedding module is pretrained: during the training of the
drug repurposing model, the protein embeddings are provided as a matrix, and the
process of computing a protein embedding simply amounts to an embedding lookup.

Output Module

The output module receives as input a drug and a proteins set embedding, and
outputs a prediction which corresponds to the likelihood of an interaction between the
drug and the proteins set. To compute a vector representation of the set of proteins,
we aggregate all protein representations using a permutation invariant function Φ.
Because different drugs are associated with protein sets of different cardinalities, the
choice of the aggregation function may have an impact on generalization performances.
Thus, we evaluate the performance of mean, max, and sum aggregations. The protein
set representation is then concatenated with the drug representation provided by the
drug embedding module, and the result is fed to an MLP that computes the desired
interaction likelihood. Depending on the used drug embedding module, learning
happens only at the MLP level or in an end-to-end fashion (i.e., the weights of the
drug embedding module are updated together with those of the output MLP). In
the latter, the overall objective function minimized by the drug repurposing model
becomes:

L(D) = 1
n

n∑
i=1
Lpred(di, Pi, yi) + LAE(di).

Importantly, during the training of the drug repurposing model, we do not pass the
drug embeddings hd as computed by the DGN, but we pass the hidden state of the
AE instead (even though we slightly abuse the notation hd to still indicate a drug
embedding). Therefore, the dAE loss can be seen as a regularizer which imposes a
smoothness constraint on the drug representations. Please refer to Figure 9.1 for a
visual representation of the overall process.
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9.1.3 Materials

As outlined in Section 9.1.2, we test the proposed method in a link prediction
fashion using an augmented human interactome network for drug repurposing. To
construct the augmented human interactome network, as well as the drug and protein
embeddings (see Sections 9.1.2 and 9.1.2), we use the data available in our public
repository (See Section 9.1.1), which integrates curated omics’ information from
biomedical literature. The purpose of this repository is to actively support the
COVID-19 research community by collecting in one place all the clinical evidence
on COVID-19 and the human genomic and proteomic information. The repository
contains data characterizing molecular aspects of human diseases, drugs and protein-
protein interactions between the human organism and the COVID-19.

The chosen biological network is a human interactome - a network where nodes
are human’s proteins and links are their interactions - augmented by drug-protein
relationships. The human proteins (nodes) interacting with the COVID-19 are
labelled as disease proteins. Hereafter, we briefly discuss the biological characteristics
of the data used to build the reference network:

• Protein-Protein Interaction: Protein-Protein Interactions (PPIs) are physical
interactions between two or more proteins. A relevant finding of the interactome
is that proteins involved in the same processes can cluster together in the
network. Protein-protein interactions are important because they allow us to
understand a protein’s function and its behaviour. The repository contains
217.161 interactions among 15.970 human proteins. The PPIs were previously
collected by [44] from 15 popular databases (e.g., BioGRID, HPRD, MINT,
IntAct, etc.) based on several kinds of high-quality experimental evidences
(e.g., Yeast 2-Hybrid, mass spectrometry, etc.).

• Drug-protein interaction: A drug is designed to produce a specific desirable
therapeutic effect on the target organism. The relation between a drug and
the target molecules of the organism, usually a protein, is named drug-target
association or interaction. The repository contains 46.235 drug-host interac-
tions yielded by 6.605 drugs. The drug-target interactions were previously
collected by [44, 53].

• COVID-19 host proteins: Human protein interacting with the COVID-19 virus
and involved its pathogenic mechanisms. The repository includes the 332
human proteins associated with COVID-19 discovered by [77].
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9.1.4 Experiments

In the following, we describe the experiments conducted to measure the effectiveness
and the robustness of our approach.

Setup

We consider two main experimental scenarios. The first, here referred to as Single-
protein task, considers the common setting of predicting the interaction between
a single protein and a drug. For this task, given a protein d, we constructed one
sample 〈d, {p}, y = 1〉 for every protein p that is associated with d in the interactome.
In short, the task consists of inferring the relationship between the protein and the
drug. The second task, here referred to as Multi-protein task, constitutes one of the
novelties of this work. In this scenario, a sample has the form 〈d, P, y = 1〉, where
P ⊂ P is a set of proteins associated with a drug d. The task consists of inferring the
association between sets of protein of variable size and a target drug. In this work,
we experiment with two different Φ variants: either Φsum = sum(R) ||max(R), or
Φmean = mean(R) ||max(R), where sum, mean, and max are performed element-
wise, and || denotes concatenation.

Negative Samples Generation

In drug repurposing tasks, negative samples are not generally available; in fact,
literature tells us if a protein (set) interacts with a drug while the opposite is
typically unknown. Most of the existing drugs interact with specific protein families,
such as enzymes and receptors [150]. Proteins which bind easily with a drug are
called druggable targets, while harder binding proteins are called undruggable. Drug
databases such as DrugBank do not typically associate drugs to information about
not interacting or undruggable proteins. For this reason, we constructed a balanced
dataset with negative samples generated via a task-specific data augmentation
strategy. For the Single-protein task, we created a negative sample by fixing a drug
d and randomly selecting one protein from the subset P− = {p ∈ P | p /∈ P},
which contains the proteins not associated with d. Instead, in the Multi-protein
task, we created θ negative triplets for each positive sample. The negative triplets
are constructed by fixing the drug d and uniformly choosing a set P̄ of proteins
from P−. The θ sampled P̄ has a cardinality that follows the distribution of the
cardinality of all the drug related positive sets P . In this case, we have uniformly
chosen to generate θ = 5 negative sets which follow these ranges of cardinality:
[1], [2], [3], [4−9], [10−300]. This process ended up producing θ · |P | negative triplets,
or in other words, |P | negative triplets for each of the θ cardinality ranges.

Experimental protocol and implementation details

We split the data in training (80%) and test (20%) sets, making sure that a link
does not appear in both sets. Internally to the training set, we used a 5-fold cross
validation schema for model selection. Specifically for the Multi-protein task, data
was stratified according to two strategies: either i) the target y; or ii) both the
target y and the cardinality of the set of proteins. Throughout the experiments, we
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measured the Area Under the ROC curve (AUROC), which is a good estimate of
the classification performances since the dataset is balanced.

As described in Section 9.1.2, we evaluated two different model architectures,
which differ in the drug embedding module they use internally. The former is
the one where the drug embedding module is pretrained on the chemical property
prediction task, and it is a 3-layer DGN. We refer to this architecture as Chemical-
Similarity-based prediction Network (CSN). On the other hand, the latter exploits
structural similarity, is based on a dAE, and it is trained end-to-end. Similarly to
the previous configuration, we used a 3-layer DGN. We refer to this architecture as
Structural-Similarity-based prediction Network (SSN). Both drug-embedding modules
generate embeddings of dimension 96. For the protein embedding module, we applied
Node2Vec with α = β = 1, an embedding dimension of 128, a context window of
size 7, and a total of 5 training epochs.

We performed hyper-parameter tuning via grid-search. The grid contains:

• AdamW optimizer [145] with three learning rates, i.e., 2e−3, 2e−4, 2e−5;

• six fout’s architecture configurations: 2 hidden layers with dimension of [512, 64],
[256, 32], [128, 16]; or 3 hidden layers with structure [512, 128, 32], [256, 64, 16],
[128, 64, 32];

• use of batch normalization between fout’s hidden layers;

• batch size equal to 512, and 10000 epochs.

We used the same grid for both CSN and SSN models.

Results

We start by analyzing the results of the Single-protein task. Table 9.1 shows that the
CSN architecture achieves a test score of approximately 0.83 of AUROC. Notably,
the SSN model (in boldface) improves this result by more than 2 points.

Model Selection Risk Assessment
Model config. Train Valid Train Test
CSN 0.9987±0.0004 0.8197±0.0046 0.9974 0.8285
SSN 0.9995±0.0001 0.8441±0.0026 0.9994 0.8549

Table 9.1. AUROC results for the Single-protein task.

This result is consistent with the end-to-end approach which allows building
drug representations that are more suitable for the downstream task.

In the Multi-protein task, both models obtain much higher validation and test
AUROC scores, in the range of 0.92-0.94; these results suggest that the choice of
exploiting sets of proteins may be indeed effective. In Table 9.2, we assess the
contribution of the aggregation functions to the performances. It appears that the
mean aggregation (Φmean) is more beneficial for the CSN variant, while the sum
aggregation (Φmean), gives the best results for the SSN variant. More precisely, we
measure a difference of 0.55% for the CSN variant, and a difference of 0.73% for the
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Model Selection Risk Assessment
Model config. Train Valid Train Test
CSN(Φsum) 0.9999±0.0002 0.9168±0.0062 1.0 0.9264
CSN(Φmean) 0.9994±0.0006 0.9212±0.0057 1.0 0.9319
SSN(Φsum) 0.9993±0.0011 0.9300±0.0054 1.0 0.9413
SSN(Φmean) 1.0±0.0 0.9267±0.0028 0.9952 0.9340

Table 9.2. AUROC results for the Multi-protein task with stratification on y.

SSN variant. On average, the SSN variant improves with respect to CSN by almost
1%.

Table 9.3 show that the obtained results remain consistent even if the stratification
method is changed: specifically also in this case, the SSN architecture performs
better than CSN.

Model Selection Risk Assessment
Model config. Train Valid Train Test
CSN(Φsum) 0.9982±0.0016 0.9182±0.0089 0.9998 0.9272
CSN(Φmean) 0.9996±0.0005 0.9255±0.0065 1.0 0.9332
SSN(Φsum) 0.9992±0.0012 0.9302±0.0046 0.9958 0.9361
SSN(Φmean) 0.9994±0.0010 0.9315±0.0023 1.0 0.9429

Table 9.3. AUROC results for the Multi-protein task with stratification on y and number
of associated proteins.

Assessing robustness to ablated protein sets

In the last experiment, we assess the robustness of SSN (the best performing one)
model in the Multi-protein task where the disease-related knowledge is not yet
hypothetically fully discovered.

To do so, we first select the known (positive) interactions in the test set that
involve more than 4 proteins. Then, we randomly divide the proteins into 4 distinct
groups and generate a set of “ablated” samples as follows: one triplet for each of the
4 groups, another for every combination of 2 and 3 groups out of 4. Hence, each
ablated instance contains a protein set as large as 25%, 50%, or 75% of the size of
the original proteins set. During the process, we ensured that none of the obtained
ablated sets was used by the model during training, to avoiding biased results.

Tables 9.4 and 9.5 show that, regardless of the aggregation function used, both
models maintain a strong generalization capability despite diminishing the number
of proteins in the set. Notably, both models maintain a recall score greater than
0.89 when only 25% of the proteins are considered. In particular, it appears that
SSN(Φmean) is more robust to using partial knowledge: this is reasonable, as the
mean aggregation considers the distribution of the feature values, rather than their
absolute value. For both F1 and recall, the model improves the performances by
approximately 1 point for each data configuration, i.e., 25-50-75%. Moreover, the
model shows 21 less false negatives in the setting with 25% of associated proteins, 34
in the case with 50% of proteins, and 14 with 75%. This corresponds, on average, to
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a reduction of false negative of 1.4%. Also, the standard deviation computed on the
output value is relatively low, especially when the size of the protein subset is greater
than 50% of the original. Again, SSN(Φmean) shows lower standard deviations.

25% 50% 75% 100%
F1 0.9444 0.9730 0.9852 0.9971
Recall 0.8947 0.9473 0.9708 0.9942
std(prediction drugi) 0.1533 0.0741 0.0331 –
True Positive 1224 1944 1328 340
False Negative 114 108 40 2

Table 9.4. Results of the SSN(Φsum) model when tested with different subsets of proteins.

25% 50% 75% 100%
F1 0.9529 0.9816 0.9904 0.9971
Recall 0.9101 0.9639 0.9810 0.9942
std(prediction drugi) 0.1388 0.0440 0.0226 –
True Positive 1245 1978 1342 340
False Negative 123 74 26 2

Table 9.5. Results of the SSN(Φmean) model when tested with different subsets of known
interactions.

The True Positive and False Negative values reported in Tables 9.4 and 9.5
highlight the robustness of the end-to-end architecture. In the worst case, the model
wrongly predicts 10% of the true test samples.

Use case: COVID-19

Here, we show a concrete example of how the model can be exploited in a real-world
drug repurposing scenario, focusing on the COVID-19 disease. Our data consists of
332 COVID-19 related proteins taken from [77], and a set of drug candidates for
repurposing taken from the Clinical Trial Summary of DrugBank. To operate in the
most neutral setting possible, we proceeded as follows. First, we did not consider
drugs for which the SMILES string was not available in our data repository, and
filtered out drugs that were not approved, reducing the drug set to 289 candidates.
Then, we extracted from the human interactome the connected components to
which the 332 proteins belong, removing those with known interactions. From this
preprocessing, we obtained 12 groups of COVID-19 related proteins. Figure 9.5
shows the distribution of the groups sizes, highlighting that most of the groups
contain a small number of proteins. We further excluded the biggest component
(composed of 134 proteins) from the study, as it is highly implausible that a single
drug can interact with a set so large (e.g., in the DrugBank database, a drug interacts
with two or three targets on average).

Finally, we predicted the drug-proteins interactions of the 12 groups of proteins
and each of the 289 candidate drugs using the best multi-protein model, namely
SSN(Φmean). We compared these predictions with those obtained by the same
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Figure 9.5. We show the distribution of the identified COVID-19 protein groups with
respect to their dimensions.

model, when tasked to score the interactions between the same drugs and each of
the 332 proteins taken in isolation. The results are reported in Table 9.6, where we
only report for each drug and group the top single-protein interactions for ease of
comparison.

We compare the two rankings by measuring their ordinal association with the
Kendall’s τ score for rank correlation [115]. We recall that the τ score lies in the
range [−1, 1], where −1 means that the two rankings are the reverse of the other,
and 1 means that they are identical. In our case, the overall τ score (obtained by
averaging the per-interaction scores reported in the last column of the table) is
0.49±0.20, indicating that the two rankings are similar. Notice that the interactions
found using the 12 groups are smaller in number if compared with the interactions
found by scoring each protein in isolation: more in detail, we found a total of 259
interactions in the former case, against 745 in the latter. This result suggests that
using multiple sets of proteins might be more appealing from a practical point of
view, since we obtained a smaller set of candidate interactions that are eligible for
further in vitro analysis.

Lastly, in Table 9.7 we report all the discovered interactions (i.e., those for which
the predicted interaction probability is above 0.5) predicted by the model for the
289 drugs and the set of proteins with Entrez ID {60493, 79671} (identifying the
genes FASTKD5 and NLRX1) further showing the difference of using protein groups
against predicting one protein at a time. Notice that, in both cases, the model
recognizes drugs tested on multiple COVID-19 clinical trials. Specifically, it identifies
3 drugs that were tested on more than 60 trials (see column CT). In general, it
appears that drugs that underwent a larger number of clinical trials are ranked
higher by the model that leverages the whole set of proteins instead of a single one.
As an example, the drug with ID DB00602 (Ivermectin), which has been used in 64
clinical trials, is ranked 11th when using the entire protein set as input, while it is
ranked 17th or 19th if we only use one of the two proteins as input to the model.
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Entrez Gene IDs
# Interactions
(entire group)

# Interactions
(one protein)

Kendall’s τ

{4715} 0 0 0.7822
{34, 2108} 182 199 0.7257

{2802, 51125} 0 18 0.6263
{60493, 79671} 27 17 0.5446
{94005, 8733} 0 1 0.5658

{2200, 2201, 10516} 2 14 0.5586
{26520, 26515, 26519} 0 1 0.5024
{56605, 23646, 23071} 9 205 0.0974
{6728, 6729, 23195} 0 10 0.2992
{7458, 2717, 27430} 39 105 0.5359
{79666, 57142, 2671} 0 174 0.4086
{7905, 2963, 23111,

92840, 7993}
0 1 0.2159

Table 9.6. We report, for each analyzed connected component, the numbers of discovered
interactions. We also show the Kendall’s τ score for each pair of drug rankings. These
results are obtained by SSN(Φmean) in the Multi-protein setting.

entire group one protein
Drug DrugBank ID Entrez Gene ID CT Drug DrugBank ID Entrez Gene ID CT

1 Mecobalamin DB03614 60493, 79671 1 1 Fondaparinux DB00569 79671 4
2 Roxithromycin DB00778 60493, 79671 1 2 Bivalirudin DB00006 60493 1
3 Cisatracurium DB00565 60493, 79671 1 3 Icatibant DB06196 60493 2
4 Fondaparinux DB00569 60493, 79671 4 4 Dotatate gallium Ga-68 DB13925 60493 1
5 Cyclosporine DB00091 60493, 79671 10 5 Degarelix DB06699 60493 1
6 Vitamin B12 DB00115 60493, 79671 3 6 Cyclosporine DB00091 60493 10
7 Erythromycin DB00199 60493, 79671 1 7 Vitamin B12 DB00115 60493 3
8 Azithromycin DB00207 60493, 79671 86 8 Fondaparinux DB00569 60493 4
9 Degarelix DB06699 60493, 79671 1 9 Bivalirudin DB00006 79671 1
10 Clarithromycin DB01211 60493, 79671 4 10 Mecobalamin DB03614 60493 1
11 Ivermectin DB00602 60493, 79671 64 11 Vitamin B12 DB00115 79671 3
12 Ledipasvir DB09027 60493, 79671 4 12 Sirolimus DB00877 60493 5
13 Tacrolimus DB00864 60493, 79671 2 13 Azithromycin DB00207 60493 86
14 Sirolimus DB00877 60493, 79671 5 14 Ledipasvir DB09027 60493 4
15 Icatibant DB06196 60493, 79671 2 15 Velpatasvir DB11613 60493 1
16 Bivalirudin DB00006 60493, 79671 1 16 Cisatracurium DB00565 60493 1
17 Dotatate gallium Ga-68 DB13925 60493, 79671 1 17 Ivermectin DB00602 60493 64
18 Etoposide DB00773 60493, 79671 1 18 Colistin DB00803 60493 1
19 Velpatasvir DB11613 60493, 79671 1 19 Ivermectin DB00602 79671 64
20 Aliskiren DB09026 60493, 79671 1 20 Clarithromycin DB01211 60493 4
21 Inosine pranobex DB13156 60493, 79671 3 21 Inosine pranobex DB13156 60493 3
22 Montelukast DB00471 60493, 79671 4
23 Vitamin E DB00163 60493, 79671 3
24 Itraconazole DB01167 60493, 79671 1
25 Simvastatin DB00641 60493, 79671 3
26 Ritonavir DB00503 60493, 79671 95
27 Candesartan cilexetil DB00796 60493, 79671 1

Table 9.7. We report the ranked list of approved drugs (for the component with Entrez
Gene IDs {60493, 79671}, respectively FASTKD5 and NLRX1 genes) with respect to
the number of proteins in input. Each row contains the DrugBank ID of the drug, the
Entrez Gene IDs of the considered proteins, and the number of clinical trials in which
the drug is involved. These results are obtained by SSN(Φmean) in the Multi-protein
setting.
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9.1.5 Discussion

Drug repurposing is a time- and cost-effective strategy to adopt whenever a fast
response to large-scale diseases is needed, such as with the recent COVID-19 outbreak.
In such a scenario, the availability of tools and methodologies that can optimize
and prioritize the drug repurposing effort assumes paramount importance. At the
same time, a pandemic provoked by the appearance of a new viral agent poses
increased challenges due to the lack of historical information on the disease and
its processes, thus reducing the effectiveness of purely data-driven techniques. In
a scenario characterized by data scarcity is therefore fundamental to be able to
leverage consolidated domain knowledge available.

Our work developed since the early onset of the pandemic and the approach
we have designed has been heavily influenced by our goal of delivering a flexible
and effective model for exploring clinical working hypotheses on candidate drugs,
leveraging the little information available on the virus. With this perspective in
mind, it was natural to orient our effort towards integrating existing resources
concerning biological processes with few virus-human protein interactions, in a
network-based representation. Concurrently, we needed to develop informative and
general representations of existing drugs that could effectively scale and generalize
from known interactions to working hypotheses expressed under the form of candidate
protein targets that clinicians considered key in the viral-host interaction.

Under such circumstances, we have designed a deep learning-based solution that
is able to discover interactions between a drug and a set of proteins which surpasses
the limitation of the approaches in literature that can only predict the interaction
between a drug and a single protein. More precisely, the proposed model takes as
input a drug and a set of (functionally related) proteins to predict an interaction score
between the two entities, allowing the identification of undiscovered associations.
Internally, it leverages Node2Vec to represent proteins according to their function,
and DGNs to represent drugs considering their structural and chemical properties.
We have shown experimentally that this novel approach is versatile, and can be
used seamlessly to predict interactions between a drug and one or an entire set of
proteins with outstanding performances, especially in terms of recalling the correct
associations. Moreover, we have found that the model predictions are robust to
ablating the set of proteins, which ensures its effectiveness even in cases where the
set of proteins that interact with the drug is only partially known. Lastly, we have
presented a use case of the model for COVID-19 drug repurposing, presenting the
interactions discovered for a set of COVID-related proteins in both multiple- and
single-protein usage.
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Summary

With the increasing demand of answers to several clinical questions about the
COVID-19 virus, the identification of molecular mechanisms contributing to viral
inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2 has become relevant for developing effective therapies
to face the current pandemic and its variants. In the early stage of the pandemic, a
first study solved part of the puzzle by discovering 332 high-confidence human genes
interacting with 26 of the 29 proteins of the SARS-CoV-2 using affinity-purification
mass spectrometry in human cells. On the side of the discovery of candidate drugs for
the COVID-19, a recent study authored by Patten et al. [178] assessed the efficacy
of 6, 710 drugs against SARS-CoV-2 viral infection. Briefly, Patten et al. performed
in vitro and in vivo tests of small compounds available in a drug-repurposing library
of the Broad Institute using immunocytofluorescence-based screening in VeroE6
cells, African green monkey kidney epithelial cells. Alongside these advancements
in the research for the pandemic, a few network-based approaches demonstrated
to be promising for drug repositioning for the COVID-19 [90]. The rationale for
network-based drug repositioning approaches is that in order to have therapeutic
effects, the targets of potential drugs must be significantly proximate to the disease
module of interest in the human interactome [43]. For these reasons, we develop
a network module-based framework to examine mechanisms of potential effective
drugs for the COVID-19 infection. Through the human interactome, we investigate
the nature of 4,365 clinical and pre-clinical drugs reported by Patten et al. Of
the 4, 365 drugs, 4,043 have no detectable effect on viral infectivity (Ineffective
drugs, 92% of the selected drugs); 116 have a strong effect (Strong drugs); and 140
having a weak effect (Weak drugs). In addition to the 4, 365 drugs, our framework
integrates 332 SARS-CoV-2 disease proteins [77] and disease proteins of diseases
linked to complications of SARS-CoV-2 infection [163] into a large-scale human
interactome assembled from several resources collected by two studies [236] and
[90]. First, we analyze the network features (e.g., degree, number of targets, cosine
and euclidean distance, module-based separation, etc.) characterizing the strong,
weak and ineffective drugs (see Table 9.8). Next, in order to capture the biological
mechanisms underlying the effective drugs, we use Spatial Analysis of Functional
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Enrichment (SAFE) [24] to perform a network-based functional enrichment analysis
of the drug targets by drug effect on the SARS-CoV-2 infection. To discover how these
mechanisms occur, we integrate an analysis of gene expression and relevant biological
pathways of kinases and their substrates of effective drugs. To filter the pathways
linked to the therapeutic effect of effective drugs, we explored the proximity of strong,
weak and ineffective drug targets to the disease proteins of diseases (heart failure,
stroke, and acute kidney injury) and endophenotypes (thrombosis, inflammation,
and fibrosis) linked to the SARS-CoV-2 infection. Taken together, our analyses can
provide insights into how effective drugs can target the underlying pathobiological
mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2.
This study is an ongoing work conducted with the supervision of Joseph Loscalzo,
M.D., Ph.D. and Ruisheng Wang, Ph.D. at the Harvard Medical School and Brigham
and Women’s Hospital.

Method Formula

Euclidean distance: Eu(−→T ,−→C ) = ||−→T −−→C ||

Cosine Similarity: Cos(−→T ,−→C ) =
−→
T ·
−→
C

||
−→
T ||·||

−→
C ||

Avg. Module-based Shortest
Path Length: < d(T,C) >= 1

||T ||
∑
t∈T minc∈Cd(t, c)

Module
separation: S(T,C) =< d(T,C) > −<d(T,T )>+<d(C,C)>

2

Table 9.8. Network features formulas. T and C represent the set of targets of a given drug
and the set of disease proteins of the COVID-19. −→T and −→C represent the network-based
embedding of a given drug and the network-based embedding of the COVID-19. For
instance, a network-based embedding for a module results from averaging the embeddings
of the nodes in the given module. Node2vec is used to generate the nodes’ embeddings.
d(·, ·) represents the shortest path distance between two node in the network.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

We believe that biomedical understanding of diseases is on the edge of a radical
change. The disease module hypothesis, with its relevant applications to gene-disease
associations discovery and drug repurposing, is leading the revolution of bio-medical
research of the future. For these reasons, we deem it fundamental to support
biomedical research by developing methods for extracting medical knowledge from the
human interactome. The thesis addresses the main network medicine tasks following
a network-based pipeline, from the roots of the human interactome, the genes, to
increasingly more complex network sub-structures, such as the interactions between
diseases or drug modules. Concerning the first task, we collaborated with a research
lab in the Harvard Medical School to perform a community assessment to advance
network-based prediction of protein-protein interactions, relevant interactions for
every network medicine problem. Concerning the second task, we developed a model
for gene-disease association prediction to investigate how genes cluster together
to form a disease module. Towards the end of our work, we moved into studying
how disease modules exploit network patterns to interact with each other and with
drug-target modules, a key analysis in understanding the underlying mechanisms
and treatments of human diseases. Finally, during our stay at Harvard, we started
new fascinating research to discover biological mechanisms of effective drugs for
COVID-19, which is still ongoing.
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10.1 Findings
We addressed the following network medicine problems: protein-protein-interaction
prediction, gene-disease prediction, disease taxonomy induction, and drug-target
prediction. Our results are summarized as follows.

Comparison of methods for PPI prediction. We addressed the problem
of protein-protein-interaction prediction to answer question Q11 by assessing the
best computational methods to tackle this problem. Indeed, the high incomplete-
ness of the human interactome limits our ability to predict novel associations and
interactions using network-based models. Although network-based methods are
increasingly used to predict undetected, potentially biologically relevant protein-
protein interactions, we still do not know which network-based method works best
for protein-protein interaction prediction. With the support of an international
multi-disciplinary consortium, we designed, to the best of our knowledge, the first
systematical benchmark study [239] of network-based PPI prediction methods that
incorporate large-scale confirmatory experimentation. We evaluated 24 network-
based link prediction methods selected from the rich literature on link prediction
studies and the recent advancement in the field of deep learning. We evaluated
those methods by considering the most common link prediction metrics and specific
issues of the PPI network, such as modeling non-existing links. Furthermore, the
computational validation of all methods has been performed on a recent and high-
quality human interactome and additionally, on three widely used interactomes of
different organisms and one synthetic network. As a result of this study, we identified
promising methods for PPI prediction. We found that similarity-based methods that
leverage the underlying properties of PPI networks (e.g., L3 principle [127]) show
superior performance over other link prediction methods in both computational and
experimental validations. In contrast, we showed that traditional similarity-based
methods have limited predictive ability of new PPIs. Interestingly, deep graph
learning methods, such as GNN-based strategies, are not the best methods but show
high robustness across different interactomes. Furthermore, we found that different
methods tend to predict PPIs linked to specific areas of the human interactome
(often associated with specific biological processes, such as the keratinization-based
processes). These areas have a minimal overlap among different methods. This
minimal overlap is due to the underlying assumptions of each method that highlight
specific network characteristics, suggesting that future studies may need to use
different methods simultaneously to reflect the variable patterns in the interactome
and offer complementary predictions.

1Presented in the introduction (see Chapter 1).
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Gene-disease association prediction using a feature-learning-based
method. To answer question Q2, we developed RW 2 [157, 159, 158], a novel
deep learning method for gene-disease prediction, leveraging both functional and
connectivity patterns surrounding proteins in the human interactome. Although
performance highly depends on the tested interactome, the experiments have shown
that RW 2 performs better than traditional methods for GDAP, suggesting that
connectivity features alone cannot uncover the complex relationship between diseases
and the complex interconnection between proteins. As confirmed in [3], the disease
module does not necessarily correspond to a single well-connected component but,
probably due to the incompleteness of the human interactome, it is characterized by
separated components.

Detection of categorical relationships between Disease Modules. To
address question Q3, our third study [228, 80, 155] focused on investigating the
relationship between the taxonomic disease category principles and the molecular
nature of human diseases. We developed a machine learning methodology to analyze
diseases by leveraging, in a novel way, both taxonomic and molecular aspects. We
used our methodology to give a global view over the human-curated “general” disease
categories and their relationships with molecular network-based proximity. Our
framework identified large disease network neighborhoods representing promising
areas to discover new gene-disease associations, to find “unexpected” disease as-
sociations between disease categories that can be used to enrich human-curated
ontologies, and finally to detect a number or wrong gene-disease associations in public
databases, whose presence could negatively impact on diagnoses and network-based
methods. Our framework found large network neighborhoods linked to “cellular
proliferation” and “genetic disease”, useful for disease analysis such as gene-disease
prediction. Next, we showed that diseases related to anatomical systems tend to be
scattered into distinct neighborhoods. More importantly, our framework proved to
be effective in discovering unexpected molecular relationships between “specialized”
disease categories such as glaucoma and pulmonary hypertension, distant diseases in
the disease taxonomies but potentially related by co-morbidities and pathogenesis
at the molecular level. Finally, we used our framework to detect wrong gene-disease
associations in public databases to improve disease gene prediction shortcomings
and support clinical diagnoses.

Drug repurposing for the COVID-19. Further deepening on the study of
disease modules and their relationships with drugs, we developed this project to
support the urgent demand for a fast and reliable assessment of effective drugs to
contrast the COVID-19 pandemic. For these reasons, we designed two methods to
discover relevant insights for drug repurposing, as stated in question Q4. The first
study in this line of research (see Section 9.1) led us to develop a multimodal deep
graph learning model for drug-target interaction prediction to discover SARS-CoV-2
host proteins as candidate targets for existing drugs. Our methodology uses recent
findings in both network pharmacology and network medicine by fusing represen-
tations of drugs and proteins. These representations are learned using recent deep
graph learning techniques applied to the chemical graphs for drugs and the human
interactome network for proteins. Given these representations and the SARS-CoV-2
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targets selected by clinicians, we trained our model for finding candidate SARS-
CoV-2 host proteins as targets for promising approved drugs. This work provides
a helpful methodology to support clinical experts by making available a versatile
and robust tool to perform in-silico exploratory analyses and pre-screening of drug
collections and associated protein ensembles. On the methodological side, it provides
the machine learning community with valuable insights about the effectiveness of
considering high-order drug-protein interactions (in contrast with single-drug-single-
protein ones) and the use of graph-based data of different nature within a fully
end-to-end differentiable deep graph network. The second study (see Section 9.2)
address the problem of discovering the molecular mechanisms of drugs effective to
inhibit the SARS-CoV-2 viral infection. This study is still in progress.

In conclusion, the overall objective of this thesis has been to define and investigate
the efficacy of network-based methodologies for extracting medical knowledge from
the human interactome by providing new insights into the molecular mechanisms
of diseases and demonstrating that it is now possible to address the complexity of
biological networks through graph mining and machine learning.
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10.2 Open issues and future developments
Despite the impressive results achieved by recent network-based computational
techniques, future work will need to cope with data and methodological issues. On
the one hand, even if recent advances in high-throughput technologies have produced
a huge and growing quantity of biological data, these data are affected by quality
and reliability problems:

- Incompleteness: the biological networks are characterized by high incomplete-
ness. Currently, we know only 20% of the human interactome [229]. This data
incompleteness strongly limits deep learning methods’ performances.

- Bias: biological knowledge suffers from the study bias. Several PPIs collections
are strongly biased towards the most studied genes leading to network structures
that are not representative of the topology of the complete human interactome [19].
Bias in biological networks is a critical issue because it influences the quality of the
patterns extracted by network-based methods; hence, their performance. Recently,
Luck et al. [149] presented a human interactome obtained by a systematically and
unbiased proteome-wide study.

- Noise: both literature-based data and high-throughput technologies can generate
false positives and false negatives [251, 143]. For this reason, biological interaction
datasets must be completed by evidence/reliability scores [181, 172].

- Lack of negative knowledge: it is common practice in the biomedical literature
(due to practical and economic reasons) not to discuss the biological entities which
are not interacting. The absence of these “negative” results creates uncertainty
about the lack of interaction or knowledge about it [143, 158]. Machine learning
methods achieve better performance if they learn both from positive and negative
samples. To solve this issue, negative knowledge is randomly sampled or generated
using biological heuristics. However, these generation strategies may force one to
consider an unknown positive interaction as a negative one, leading to lower quality
of the model and overestimating the performance.

On the other hand, the future development of computational methods in network
biology must face the following open challenges:

- Heterogeneous data: the heterogeneity of the data in network biology concerns
both the characteristics of the nodes and the edges or entire additional networks. In
the literature, given the complex and interconnected nature of biomedical entities
and the aforementioned lack of knowledge in the biological datasets, there is no
agreement on how heterogeneous data must be appropriately handled. As we have
seen, several methods can differ solely on the techniques used to tackle this aspect.
Even if it is a difficult task, modeling and integrating heterogeneous information will
be a crucial strategy to achieve better results. The study of Liu X et al. [141] repre-
sents a first attempt in this direction. They provide a model of multilayer molecular
networks composed of regulatory, protein–protein, and metabolic interactions and
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develop a framework to discuss and analyze the role of multilayer biological networks
in robustness and lethality.

- Imbalanced learning: problems in network biology are usually extremely im-
balanced by their nature (e.g., PPIP), meaning that "positive" evidence is highly
regarded as compared to "negative" evidence (for example, nonexistent or unknown
PPIs are an order of magnitude higher than those discovered). If not properly han-
dled, this imbalance will affect performance by producing overestimated evaluations.

- Biological heuristics: Several graph deep learning methods in network biology
are inspired by techniques developed for social networks. However, biological net-
works rely on different topological patterns. Recent studies [100] face this challenge
by integrating the L3 principle [127] rather than social homophily [81].

To conclude, network-based and especially deep learning-based approaches in
network biology represent a powerful tool to reveal hidden biology, medicine, and
pharmacological knowledge.
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